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Hello! Wondering if you are there today, as I have tried twice before this week and … nothing! Nada!
Anyone about?
Dearest Blossom, Dearest Souls who walk upon the Earth plane at this time in the Glory of themselves.
We are indeed with you … sharing Energy this day and more than happy to do so.
People write in asking me to ask you all sorts of ‘controversial’ things. Yet, as we have discussed, these
topics are not really ‘your bag!’ I do feel however, we could do with a change of approach in this New
Year. A new way of ‘deliverance’. Sort of like a revamping … if you get my drift and yet, I have no idea
how this would/could take place … and I have a feeling, nor have you! And that is probably why we
didn’t connect the other times I have tried this year. Your thoughts?
We are committed to bringing you OUR TRUTH. This … as you know … for us … is how we see ‘Our
mission.’ For we KNOW that ALL THAT WE ARE … ALL THAT YOU ARE … is all that is required to be KNOWN in
order for all One’s desires/requirements of soul satisfaction to be met.
However … in pursuit of this TRUTH … for those upon Earth who have not necessarily ‘lost their way’ yet,
have been ‘thwarted’ and perhaps misguided on a scale beyond comparison … May we enter into this
New Year with the possibility in mind that indeed, a new approach shall come about.
Have you any idea how this may work? With all respect and I DO MEAN THAT … we sort of need some
fireworks up our ‘proverbials’ (Good luck with that one, translators!) … something exciting! I KNOW your/
our purpose is to bring through messages of LOVE … after all, what else is there? Yet … Oh! I don’t know …
as I say … any ideas?
Perhaps it should be, Dearest Lady … that we entrust that which is to come through/break through to
that of a Higher ‘nature’ than we presently hold.
Do you mean for a Higher Being/consciousness other than yourselves to come through?
No. We mean that we shall access Higher knowledge and bring it through from our current position.
Like, how much Higher?
That, of course … which is ‘above us.’ By this, we mean … on a Vibrational understanding …other than
the level we have reached.
And yet, you say you are the ‘Overseers of the Overseers.’ Are you going to contact the ‘Overseers of
the Overseers of the Overseers of the Overseers’?
Something like that! And yet … this is how ‘your’ perception of WHO WE ARE is understood. It is also ‘your’
perception of ‘where we are.’
Where are you?
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We are everywhere and nowhere. For we … the Overseers of the Overseers …as you ‘see us’… are of no
thing. We are able to BE anything we choose.
Then you must be pretty ‘Up there’.
Only from the point of view … coming again from your perception … of ‘Your’ point of view.
For ‘our’ point of view sees things very differently and that, Dearest Lady, is where we sometimes have
conflicting ‘understandings’ regarding certain matters.
So are you … known to us as The Federation Of Light … actually BEINGS in form … or are you BEINGS in/ of
LIGHT?
As we say … at the ‘stage’ we have reached … we are pretty much anything we desire to Be. We would
like to express ourselves to you this day as ... BEINGS IN LIGHT FORM.
Yet, we would also express that YOU … Each One of YOU are exactly the same. It is just that we Vibrate
on a HIGHER frequency. Therefore, we are able to more easily access the Knowledge that lies within
Each One. For Each One IS KNOWLEDGE. Yet, expressing itself, in your case … in physical form.
You cannot BE that which you are not. Yet, you have been blinded by non-facts which you believe to be
Truth and you have allowed distain to overshadow the Glorious Light you are.
This may sound a childish question yet, is that actually ‘entirely’ our fault? Can we not ‘blame it’ on
those of lesser Light who wish our downfall and obliviation?! Oh! Go on … please say it’s not ALL our
fault!
Let us address … ALL THAT IS! ALL that is presented to you on an outer production! You … many of you
… are aware of those that indeed, do not have your best interest at heart. Yet … AT HEART … there is
nothing and no one that can TRULY ‘obliviate’ you … however hard they try!
FOR YOU ARE ETERNAL LIGHT … ETERNAL … which means … FOREVER.
Ok. I get that … I’ve got that for a long time. Yet, there are Beings on this planet that want to and do
‘snuff us out!’. Or, at least … bring our Energy down to a very low degree. They have created ways of
blocking out our Light, dampening our spirits, hiding the truth from us etc. So, are we at fault for being
blinded by these non-facts etc.?
There are no faults. There just … IS AS IS. There is no blame. There is just … IS AS IS.
And AS things ARE … YOU ARE HERE AS THE MOST MAGNIFICENT BEINGS OF LIGHT … presented with the
opportunity of your choice to CHANGE THINGS!
THIS IS WHY YOU CAME. YOU KNOW THAT!
Therefore, it is a matter of reclaiming your strength. Reclaiming your ABSOLUTE POWER and turning things
around to a way that is compatible with the DIVINE ENERGY OF YOUR SOULS TRUTH.
Yep. Know that. Get that one too! My dilemma being … that all this you speak of … this WAY you
speak … is all well and good and indeed has served myself and many thousands so well. I have become so
much LIGHTER throughout your teachings … due to applying them. Thank you. Yet, I just can’t seem to
breakthrough to WHO I TRULY AM … as you request us to do. I ‘try’ to go within and BE at Peace … meditate
etc. I come out of it … maybe (?) Higher spirited … yet, certainly not FULLY aware of WHO I AM. You want to
say to that ‘YOU ARE LOVE’. This I also know. Yet … how do I/we access that HIGHER PART OF THE LIGHT WE
ARE? And Be aware of it? My bus pass doesn’t seem to take me that far!
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Dearest Lady … it is quite difficult for us to tell you how to do this. For it is not something that can be
taught.
Then I’m doomed Captain Mannering, I’m doomed! (Taken from an English TV show, ‘Dad’s Army’)
Far from it. For it is by the rediscovering of/for yourself that the HIGHEST part of you can be attained/
reached.
Yes. But how? How do I rediscover it? Lord knows I’ve tried! You may well want to say ... ‘Don’t try’. That
doesn’t do it for me either!
We would like to point out for the readers ‘point of view’ … that your Energy is not of frustration here …
yet, playful banter.
Oh! Ok. I, rightly or wrongly assume people know me by now.
Many. Yet, new ones to the group arrive at this destination all the time.
So then … How can we assist in this situation? Let us see. For us … in our KNOWINGNESS OF OURSELVES
… we do not need to ‘think’ “We are Light” … For that is our form and therefore, it is ‘In our face’ … for
want of expressing correctly! And aptly! Our faces indeed, are of Light. Our Beings are of Light in their
entirety. This is never questioned by us … it is simply accepted AS IS.
Perhaps, therefore, it may assist your plight by constantly telling/remembering/reminding/seeing/
knowing yourselves AS ONLY LIGHT.
Throughout your day … throughout your evening time … continually reinforce in your mind ‘I AM LIGHT.’
‘I EXUDE LIGHT.’ ‘I OFFER LIGHT.’ ‘I THINK LIGHT.’
‘I SHINE LIGHT’ … etc. etc.
Over and over and over and over. In a sense … brainwash yourselves INTO this KNOWING OF TRUTH. In
this way … you will/can undo the brainwashing that is of the contrary!
Of course, we must add … as we have said many times before … words our inadequate. Yet indeed, they
have great use and purpose. Yet, you KNOW it is THE FEELING behind the words offered to/within your
mind … that allow the TRUTH of them to … BECOME.
Therefore, when reiterating WHO YOU ARE … LIGHT-LOVE … FEEL … FEEL … FEEL THIS THAT YOU ARE. ‘IMAGINE’
THIS THAT YOU ARE!
For in your constant attention to these thoughts and FEELING them as YOUR TRUTH … it is LAW that this
TRUTH shall manifest into your reality.
THAT WHICH YOU THINK ... YOU BECOME.
So, we would advice … with much Love … to be watchful of your thoughts at all times. Practice these
thoughts which we offer … and FEEL the difference within.
Can you just spend a moment talking about where ‘within’ is? Do you mean the mind? The soul? Where ...
actually is it?
You go to a space where there is nothing and everything.
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Not helpful chaps!
No? Perhaps then … try the journey of getting there without the concern of actually arriving.
And the route is? The number bus I’m waiting for is?
Breathing slowly … deeply … in and out. Consciously aware that you are doing so. When you concentrate
purely and Souly/solely on doing so … and listen only to the sound of that LIGHT-LOVE entering in and
circulating out … then all other thoughts cannot enter in.
Concentrate … Concentrate ... Concentrate on the FEELING and the sound and the physical movement as
you inhale through the mouth or nose. There is no set agenda. Whatever FEELS comfortable … for you.
For as many counts as FEELS comfortable … for you. Breathe in ‘YOURSELF’ at your own pace … at your
leisure … and ‘see’ within yourself ‘where’ it takes you.
Add to that the KNOWING that you are ONLY Light … and …
Bingo!
Bingo indeed.
Ok, chaps … I feel this is a good place to sign off for today. So glad you were about. Can you tell me
quickly … what causes you not to be?
Have you got all day?
Nope!
Then let us say for now … sometimes the bus’s engine can be a little temperamental.
Mmm! Would that mean … my Energies are not always as up to scratch as I think they are?
It could be just ONE of many, many reasons involved. As simple as this communication may FEEL when
firing on all cylinders … it is in/of itself, very intricate and yet, that is our department.
So very glad it isn’t mine! I wouldn’t even know how to get the bonnet open! I shall simply remain as
always … willing and able. Many thanks, my friends. Many thanks.
It is with the greatest of Joy we commune with you in this way. SHINE YOUR LIGHT.
BE YOUR LIGHT.
NEVER DIMINISH YOUR LIGHT. KNOW YOUR LIGHT.
FOLLOW YOUR LIGHT … AND YOU WILL BE AMAZED AT HOW MUCH LIGHTER YOU FEEL.
Our Love is One with yours. In Gratitude.

The audio for this channelling can be found at
https://youtu.be/BIEYFbZR-VU
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No. 2

16 January 2016
Here we are again. I look forward to seeing what you may care to speak of today.
Welcome to Each One. It is fitting that we encompass that which benefits the whole. Therefore, this
day we have chosen to speak to you of something a little different, as was suggested. We would care to
speak to you of … worm holes.
Really? Struth! That took me completely by surprise. Be my guest.
It is complimentary to both ourselves and those of your planet to discuss such matters in these new
times. Yet, it wouldn’t be correct to say that these worm holes are something that have just arrived.
I am surprised you are calling them ‘worm holes’. I thought ‘portal’ or ‘vortex’ would befit you more.
It matters not which technical term is used. The fact remains that we wish to speak about them.
Jolly dee!
It is a complex matter and yet, we assure you they can pop up anywhere. It is as if they can be created
wherever one would like. This though, is for the more advanced soul. Yet, we reiterate this is possible.
Yet, for now we shall speak of ones that are ‘there’. Already in place and of use.
So, I must just ask … is the Bermuda Triangle one?
Naturally … and by this we MEAN ‘naturally.’ It is not one that is created when needed. It is there ‘of its
own accord’. It is not created and put in place by man.
So, man can do this? I have heard there are some around to get across our planet quickly. Yet, I did
not know they were ‘created’ by man.
Yes. There are those created by both on and off world Beings. We would say … with tongue in cheek …
that those created by ‘off worlders’ are far more efficient!
So, explain first, if you would … their exact purpose?
They are Energetically charged ‘spaces’ that take one outside of time and space. Enabling transportation
to be instant from one place/space to another.
I can see why that would be very complicated.
More so in the eyes of the human … who has little knowledge of all that is possible. For ALL is indeed,
possible.
These ‘creations’ are able to take one … from one dimension into another. They are able to take one
from anywhere to anywhere … depending on where they are ‘programmed’ to go.
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So, would you programme one to take you to somewhere and then another time, programme it to
take you somewhere else? As opposed to it taking you to one place and that was the only destination
possible ‘through it’?
That is correct. And yet, the manmade ones are not yet that sophisticated. It took great skills, time and
money to create a replica that ‘made sense’ … let alone, had the desired effect.
What you must try and understand is that your planet as a whole … has allowed itself to imagine that it
is very limited. Yet, technology is right there at one’s finger tips … should the veil of secrecy be lifted.
These wormholes are commonplace on other planets. You see … your Universe is vast and yet, it is all
the ONE Energy. Therefore, ALL of it is accessible because it is not separate from itself. It cannot be
separate from itself.
Everything, as you know … is Energy. So, it is just a matter of ‘moulding’ this Energy into a form that allows
‘transportation’ to take place. Yet, we must stress that it takes practice for the ‘recipient’ to undergo
such a feat … without it having some form of physical effect on the body and indeed, the mind.
For when one is travelling at such speed , for want of a better word........beyond that of any of your
racing cars etc. … it is inevitable that there is a pull on the ‘self’ that can leave one very much out of
sorts ... until one gets used to it.
So, one cannot ‘just’ go to other planets etc. yet, go back or forward in time. Like in the time machine
movies?
Indeed. For ‘life’ is all going on at the same time. There is only Now. One is merely travelling to a
different ‘space’ in/of the Now.
If you think logically … it seems feasible that one should get to go anywhere they choose. Such
restrictions one has put upon themselves … through that which they are taught. Yet, if one was to
surrender unto/into the Oneness, the ALL that is … and become it … why ON EARTH would it not be
possible to be OFF EARTH whenever one chose?
It is not just that ‘the world’ is your oyster … Everything is! It is yours. It is ours. It is there for the taking. To
experience everything in any which way one chooses.
You have heard of many souls being able to travel elsewhere via their minds … in other words for their
soul to ‘visit’ other places. These worm holes allow one to physically go there and interact in the physical
as opposed to the spiritual.
There are too many uses /purposes to explain why and when they are used. Yet, we are here to tell you
that they certainly do exist.
Is it possible for one to be walking along one day and poof! … there they are........swept up and swirled
through into another world?
Yes.
Without warning, without preparation?
YES.
Would this be luck of the draw … or something to do with one’s energy or ‘life plan? I mean could
another soul be walking past the same spot and nothing happen?
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Yes.
And................. ? Why is that?
Because of the experiencer being ready to experience THAT. There would be no harm done. One
could feel they had stayed in the new destination for months and yet, then be transported back and
find only minutes had ticked by … if that. It could even be just a breath away.
For many, when this happens and it does happen to many … it is just an experience, as we say. A sort
of ‘Why not’ as opposed to ‘Why’. Yet, for some the purpose goes far deeper. In their consciousness they
may not have ‘seen it coming’. Yet, in their awareness of what is to be done on a personal level … for say
… the betterment of mankind … the Higher Good it takes place and what knowledge is gained from
‘elsewhere’ … perhaps in one’s future … is then brought back and taken into account … in order to be of
benefit to ALL.
You would be quite amazed at how things of this nature have changed the course of history! And to
complicate that even further and to get your minds ticking … we would say........and yet, perhaps five
other scenarios of that same course were carried out on a parallel ‘time line’.
Nothing, Dearest Ones........Nothing is as it seems and it really doesn’t matter! We know Blossom, you
have had ‘issues’ regarding this kind of statement in the past. Yet, you are coming to terms with it a little
more now … are you not?
Yes, I am. What was once my Truth … doesn’t mean it still is. This I am also learning. I feel a bit ‘preschool’
level in that which I have asked on this matter. A rocket scientist would have squeezed so much more out
of you … I didn’t really know where to run with it (through a portal perhaps!)
Do not underestimate that which is offered, Blossom. For bear in mind, there shall be those that read
our words that have travelled through one … and those that did not and still don’t believe in their
existence and the possibility of!
Yeah, I guess so. What am I like? I asked you to talk of something else … you did … and I’m STILL not
satisfied. Gotta laugh … Many thanks for popping in.
It was no trouble at all. The telepathic way is far easier on Your Energy than the physical one.
Now wouldn’t that be something!
Indeed. We take our leave in/of/through/as Love

Later that day.

It’s me again. It’s now early evening and I just feel a little ‘disgruntled? I just feel ‘unfinished’ on this
topic. Do you desire to carry on for a bit?
We would be happy to do so. Explain to us please your ‘dismay’.
Well … I just feel that perhaps we can bring more Light to such an intriguing topic?
Ask a question by all means.
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Ok. Say one was to KNOW or discover where a portal was … would they simply be able to enter it? What
does it take to ‘go through’?
A great deal. Yet, we are talking regarding a human on/from your Planet Earth. As we said … it is very
much easier from ‘other worlds’. It is much more common place.
Why is that?
Because of the density of the human frame/form … and also, the density that surrounds the actual
portal. And also, the fact that such technology has been dismissed and discarded by the ‘average Joe’
and kept for those who have power of many things that they should not have power over.
So was the ‘average Joe’ once able to transport in this way?
Easily. Your world was once a much Lighter place in many aspects of itself. YOU were all much Lighter
upon this world in many aspects of yourself.
You are moving into a ‘time’ when such things shall again be commonplace. Yet, we would add … much
has to occur before this is so.
Ok. So, back to … what does it take to ‘go through?’
On another planet? … Thought! On yours? … Preparation, instruments, electricity, control … shall we go
on?
It’s ok. I get the gist. Why can we not simply do it by thought then? Because of the density … as you say?
Yes, and yet, as we said … there are those that can.
Are they Lighter than others … or just more knowledgeable … perhaps more accepting?
They are aware of thought patterns that are required.
Yet, you said earlier … one could just stumble upon a portal and wham! … There they are in another
dimension.
And that is so, Blossom. Please understand that there are many, many, many, many, many scenarios to
many, many, many, many situations. There is really, very rarely ‘anything’ that is set in stone. For Energy
is ever changing … through thought! There is not just one way to do something. There can be a thousand
and yet ... only five may be in use at this time because the other 995 have not been ‘thought’ yet.
I think the trouble is (if that’s the right word?) I am trying to get answers from you … when actually
there are none … or perhaps, I should say … when there is no one answer … to anything! Anything and
Everything is on the plate … it just depends on what one fancies for lunch!
This is so very correct and intelligently described, Dearest Blossom.
Why, Thank you!
Our task is perhaps becoming more and more difficult due to this fact. For you have mentioned of
‘stepping things up a little’. Yet, you see here … we can never get to the bottom of anything with you …
because there isn’t one!
An endless hole!! Back to, then … with the worm hole … is it a bit like … to put it in layman’s terms … a bus
has a particular route from A to B. When it arrives at B … that’s where it stops and it turns round and goes
back again. Do worm holes have A to B?
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No. They have A to Z with the entire alphabet and more in between. As we said before Blossom … it
would depend on where they were programmed to ‘come through’.
The person or the portal?
The portal. Yet, it is not uncommon for one to ‘come through’ in a place completely off the radar.
What happens then?
Some have been lost and unable to return.
So, where are they?
It is unknown by the ‘programmers’.
So, the said ‘lost person’ can’t just hop back on board … back through the portal?
Not always … because the portal can quite easily dysfunction and close … unable to re-open.
How awful for the lost soul.
Why? Who is to say they are not experiencing a far better quality of life elsewhere?
Good point. Can you talk a little bit then, about the kind of worm holes that can just appear when
needed?
They are not so different from the ‘set up’ ones. In the sense of the ‘transportation of Energy’ part. In
the sense of how they operate. Yet, these ones are programmed … how would we say … more within
the Being of the soul/from the soul. In other words, the Energy of the Being travelling is able to instantly
‘create’ enough of the type of Energy required … to literally ‘zoom off’ from any given point.
Do you mean they would dematerialise as in Star Trek etc. and then rematerialize at their desired
destination?
This indeed, can happen. Yet, that is another matter entirely and not the same as the worm hole
experience. A completely different form of thought and Energy are used.
When one accepts/appreciates how to ‘manipulate’ Energy … there is nothing … absolutely nothing that
cannot be achieved.
Mmm. Maybe you could give us a few pointers on how to do that … next time.
We would be happy to.
I look forward to that. Thanks guys. I feel better now. I feel the channelling today is complete … I didn’t
before. Jolly dee. That’s sorted. Loving you.
LOVING ALL.

The audio for this channel can be found at
http://youtu.be/wEcczu2ruYo
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The Federation of Light Channellings
No. 3

24 January 2016
I cannot believe we have got through another week. It went so fast! Perhaps I jumped into a portal
since the last channelling and came out a week later! Which segues neatly into that which we said we
would speak about this week. You said you would chat about energy moulding … regarding creating
one’s own portal … I think! Oh … manners Blossom! Good morning!
Good morning to you also, Dearest Blossom. We can FEEL from you that energetically you are in a fine
space and this always pleases us … on your behalf.
Let us get down to business … as you would say in your world. To recap … We suggested that Energy is
manipulated in order for one to ‘pass through’ from one space/place to another. This can be done on a
personal growth level or, indeed ... on a more ‘general’ tunnel.
So, it is actually a tunnel then?
This is how it would be perceived by the participant travelling … and yet, it is merely A SPACE.
You say it takes moulded energy in order for it to work. Is the energy of/from the actual portal or, the
soul passing through it?
Both. The tunnel is composed of particles of Energy that are ramped up to such a velocity that it
becomes in/of itself a vacuum. If you think of it like that … literally that, when you are using a domestic
vacuum … that which ‘goes in’ is sucked into somewhere else. This is the only way in ‘laymen’s terms’
that we are able to explain the working of such.
The Energy can be programmed as we said … to ‘arrive’ … or, to take one to a specified destination.
Dare I ask how that is done?
At the risk of ‘blowing your mind’ … Anywhere is Everywhere … Everywhere is Anywhere. There actually
is Nowhere.
(On reading this back I felt prompted to write NOW HERE.)
Consider mind Truly blown! So, it is not a matter of plugging in co-ordinates?
Not as humans know co-ordinates on a geographical landscape. A programmed destination … when
coming from the individual … moulding Energy and going through … is accomplished completely via
‘Thought programming.’
The other ‘style’ … for it is indeed a ‘different make and model’ is done through computerised
components that measure distances in real time and then calculate and estimate distance travelled …
how would we say … through ‘air’.
How on Earth can they do that?
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By relying on computer intelligence. Hence, why we spoke of a lot of time and money being
dedicated to such a project on Earth. There were many faulty procedures and with respect, we would
say … that these humanly made ‘worm holes’ are still not 100% accurate.
Let us move on to the ‘self-created’ vortexes. For we feel that is far more useful information for one to
consider.
I’m all ears, believe me!
Again, there is nothing other than Energy. Everything is Energy and we will just pop in here … ALL ENERGY
IS LOVE BASED.
Yep … a ‘must’ to be mentioned!
Therefore, and this, Dearest Blossom … is requiring of you to concentrate on a different level in order for
us to explain …
Oh my! Oh my! I’ll try! I’ll try!!
That which is real … is thought. Your thought creates your reality. So, should one require to be/go
elsewhere … in a flash … it would need concentrated thought. First of all on the destination involved.
Not only to think about it … To IMAGINE oneself there … To FEEL oneself there … To FEEL THE ENERGY of this
place one is going to. So that, with practice … one’s focus of FEELING would shift from where one actually
‘thought’ they were … to that of where they were destined.
This cannot be accomplished overnight. Well, in Truth it can. Yet, we do not wish to get one’s hopes up
and be of disappointed disposition. We smilingly say … You cannot run before you can walk. Or, in these
terms … you cannot transport before you can trans-thought!
Love it! I won’t interrupt the flow … I’m concentrating too hard!
So, you are aware that one can travel via the mind and this is TRULY achieved via the same fashion. Yet
… and that is a big YET … to actually KNOW from the ALL THAT IS TRUTH … from THE ALL THAT IS KNOWING
SPACE OF WHO YOU ARE … that your physicality can come to that place with you … is the basic key to
how it is done. We say ‘basic key’ … for that is the foundation. For, if you do not KNOW within every
cell, every atom of the Energy that makes up you in your completeness … it could not happen. For, it
is indeed, every part, every aspect of you that you take through with you. Otherwise … much damage
could be done to both mind and body.
So, is it dangerous to even attempt then?
That is an intriguing question. For we suggest that you ‘study’ this … and we suggest too, that you work
on this ‘process’. Yet, as for attempting it … we would say to tap into the intelligence of yourself … before
attempting such a feat.
It is those who have been too eager … too unready … that have come to a sticky end … would we say.
Eh … can it be the end? I mean, can one physically encounter death through attempting this?
Yes.
Far out. Shall we go back to the simplicity of Being Love?
You wanted to know.
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Yet, I hadn’t seen that coming.
As we stated … with the greatest of respect for all that IS … this can be accomplished easily for the more
advanced soul. Here, upon your planet there is so much density for you to contend with … and this is a
major factor in ‘the workings of’ … especially for the self.
Elsewhere … there is a much ‘Lighter’ force field and therefore, this allows for a very different ‘head
space’! There is no other physical form that is of the density/weight of that of the human.
(Again when reading back, I felt when it was coming through that they meant … on other planets etc.
For indeed, is not a hippo heavier than me? Debateable some days! )
Really? Wow. That’s a rather huge statement.*
That was rather huge Trusting Blossom … for you to continue writing it down as you felt the words come
through!
Well, I’m getting better at a lot of things … especially when it comes to chatting with you!
We would confer that perhaps for now … it would be best to concentrate on travelling elsewhere via
the mind … and leaving the body ‘at home’. This would be a good place to start.
So, you have told us how to prepare by FEELING we are there etc. … then what?
Then … You breathe … as you always do … and yet … whilst FEELING the Vibration of Being elsewhere …
you imagine yourself ‘evaporating’.
Literally, visualise your body evaporating … so as, you FEEL ONLY LIGHT.
THE LIGHT OF YOURSELF. Allow then … the Light that you are … to remain ‘above you’ for a while … as you
become accustomed to BEING JUST LIGHT. It is best to have practice periods of just this alone … until you
feel well-adjusted in doing so.
Once comfortable and content that you have achieved the control of yourself just ‘above’ yourself …
then again … VISUALISE … FEEL … VIBRATE on the same Energy as that of the place you wish to visit.
But how do we know what the energy of that place is? How do we know the vibration of that place?
You don’t … to start with. Yet, the more you focus on it … the more you breathe into it … the more you
‘pick up’ on its frequency.
Continue to breathe into that frequency. Think of nothing other than the FEELING OF THE ENERGY WITHIN
THAT FREQUENCY. Try to avoid thinking about what you are thinking about!!
Sorry?
Try to let go of the fact that you are doing what you are doing. Trying not to think about WHAT you are
doing and how strange a thing it might be … and concentrate on BEING elsewhere. After
CONSIDERABLE PRACTICE in these matters … you will begin to pick up little ‘hints’ of that space in which
you wish to be.
A flashing moment of a vision of that place … rather like a scene of/in a movie. It may only be a
second of it that you catch … yet … you were there.
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An easy ‘hole to fall through’ which brings you instantly back home … is the recognition that ‘It has
worked’. Or, it is working … which ‘clips’ the thought form ‘back’ into the physical place in which you are.
It breaks the link, if you like. This is yet another skill to acquire … in order to remain in the new place for
as long as is required. An acceptance of ‘AS IS’ is most helpful. A thought of ‘Whoa! This is Weird’ … is not!
We would mention also … although it is not by any means compulsory … that to have the intent of the
journey being for THE BETTERMENT OF MANKIND … assists the process/progress … rather than it be for
selfish gain. We are not saying it cannot and should not be done for fun. Yet, as in all things … our way of
thinking … is … THAT WHICH IS DONE FOR THE HIGHEST GOOD OF ALL … BENEFITS THE ALL. Therefore, not ONE
living thing misses out.
As one awakens deeper into their Truth … they become aware of things that had not seen the Light of
day within one’s thought form. The greater one is prepared to free themselves from all that they know …
or should we say ... all that they ‘think’ they know … the more they become aware that … would we say …
‘they aint’ seen nothing yet’.
What’s got into you today? You seem so much more human … with all respect.
That is not so, Blossom. We would say that it is you that has become so much more non- human within
this communication … that we are merely filtering through your thought waves … in a fashion of great
ease and delight.
Disregard all that you ‘think’ you KNOW AS TRUTH and allow yourselves to move into the ‘Unknown so
far’. Let this then … become your new way of thinking … resonating on a Higher level of yourself than
before.
KNOW THAT EVERYTHING IS POSSIBLE. There is nothing that is not! For every possible thought that one
can think … EVERY thought … can be achieved when you KNOW that thought creates reality … without
exception. You just have to KNOW this from the deepest place of yourself … Your TRUTH ... Your YOU!
EXPAND INTO THE GREAT UNKNOWN, Dearest Ones. There, lie wonders beyond your wildest imaginings.
Yet, once you allow yourselves to go there … your wildest imaginings become the norm … until you, once
again … are ready to go beyond that!
WE LOVE YOU.
And we Love you. In Love and thanks my friends. In so much Love and thanks.
*(I’m not sure that this statement is my Truth right now … Maybe it will become so one day! Just
because this is what ‘They’ bring through, doesn’t mean it has to be a Truth for me. I learned that long
ago, when sometimes questioning messages coming through from White Cloud and he told me it was
ok for me not to agree with all he said!)
End of session.

The audio read by myself and Joe Pena can be found here
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kOtsuEwPO6o
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The Federation of Light Channellings
No. 4

31 January 2016
Hello there to you on High! Folk are keen for you to continue giving assistance on the ‘mind travel’,
‘time travel’ of which we have been speaking of. Does that work for you?
Dearest Blossom, it may surprise you to know … that it is always a useful tool to be able to lift the self
out of the body.
Doesn’t surprize me at all! I have been trying a few times these week … as I think you know … and yet,
can’t say I excelled in the skill by any means.

I

And is it not so, you suggested it may be helpful for us to bring through a gentle meditation to guide you
through the process?
Well, I’m not sure if I suggested it or, you dropped in the notion to me?
Let us say we work very well together these days. Indeed, we would find the platform of meditation of
value to construe the … ‘lifting up of /out of’ … the physical body and we are aware you are set up within
the technicalities needed.
I am indeed ... and I thought I could source some suitable music to additionally enhance afterwards?
This is also most welcomed.
Let’s do it … I FEEL quite excited. https://youtu.be/y_c_So3v6ao

Transcript
And so we would ask for you to place yourself in a comfortable position, be this lying upon a bed,
or sitting upright in a comfortable chair. Gently close your eyes, and listen only to the sound of your
breathing: in and out, in and out, in and out.
It is almost as if you feel the beating of a clock ticking away, as you continue to breathe, in and out, in
and out, and in and out, so that as you continue to do so, all that you are now aware of, is the sound of
your breath, and the ticking of a clock.
Tick tock tick tock tick tock tick tock tick tock tick tock tick tock tick tock tick tock tick tock Feel the
rhythm in tune with your heart
Tick tock tick tock tick tock tick tock tick tock tick.. tock.. tick… tock…
So that as you breathe more deeply, you feel your energy begin to peacefully, slow down, Tick.. tock..
tick.. tock..
Your breathing becomes very slow and deep
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Tick… tock… tick… tock… tick… tock… tick… tock… tick… tock…
You can feel the weight or your physical being, as if it has filled with sand, anchoring you down, on your
bed or your chair, so that your physical body now feels very, very heavy.
Tick…. tock….. tick…. Tock…. Breathe
Feeling this heaviness, we ask you now, to take your focus, into your head space,
Tick tock tick tock tick tock tick tock tick tock tick tock tick tock tick tock tick tock Tick tock tick tock
tick tock tick tock tick tock tick tock tick tock tick tock tick tock Feel the lightness inside of your head
Tick tock tick tock
As a playful being of light tick tock tick tock
Bouncing around inside of your head Tick tock tick tock
It feels as though it needs to escape from inside of that space. Tick tock tick tock tick tock
It is so full of energy, so full of joy, so full of light Tick tock tick tock tick tock
You can feel as if this little ball of light is beginning to bounce off the inside of your head.
Tap tap tap tap tap tap tap
You feel as if it beginning to push, push through the same spot in which is the center of your forehead
bounce bounce bounce bounce bounce bounce
This little light bounce bounce bounce bounce bounce This little light bounce bounce bounce bounce
bounce
Pushing through, pushing through, pushing through, Pushing through, pushing through, pushing through,
Pushing through, pushing through, pushing through
And THROUGH
Out, above you. poised there, just above you, the light that you are.
And yet you are able to see, the finest thread like that that is from a spider’s web, attached to this light,
that then goes through the point in your forehead inside of you, so that you are attached finely to your
physical being.
Begin to breath as this light outside of your physicality, Breathe…..breathe….breathe….
You feel as light as a feather. Yet with the energy, to power your being, to take you anywhere you
desire.
Think for a moment, of a place, or a soul, that you would care to visit, Breathe,
Focus deeply on this place or person, imagine as if you are standing within that place, or standing next
to that person,
Feel the electricity running through you, your light is beaming more brightly, as it fills itself with even
more energy, even more exuberance, even more enthusiasm,
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Begin to feel, the energy, the vibrational pull, of the place in which you desire to be, of the person you
desire to be with.
Focus entirely on being there, more deeply, deeper, and deeper, you feel the vibration of where you wish
to be.
Deeper and deeper - tick tock tick tock tick tock tick tock
And very, very slowly, feel the light that you are, as if it is being stretched, elongated, further and
further, stretching, elongating, gently pulling, in the soft vacuum, taking your light to the place in which
you wish to be.
You come to a point, where you are stretched from that place, to the anchor spot just above yourself,
and it is now for you to know, that the thread remains above you, filtering back inside of you, and your
full light is now, in the other place, yet the thread has unraveled with you, you have taken it with you,
so that it is still attached to you, we leave you a short time to enjoy, Breathe, breathe, Breathe,
breathe … … … … … …
And now, we gently suggest, that it is time, to take your energy, back to your physical body, so it is, that
the process is reversed, in that you see once again your spirit light, elongate from the place in which
you are, back to just above your physical being. You may choose to visualize it, as if the thread is pulling
your gently back across …
Remain there, just above your being, in the glorious light of YOURself, you may see the light of yourself
in different colours, as the energy of yourself has become so alive, so free, so YOU, in your truth.
And gently now, feel the pull of the thread, as it gently takes you back, through the space in your
forehead, and inside, once again of your head, and yet now, it is a place of tranquillity floating in swirling
colours, feel the calm, feel your peace of mind.
Take that feeling, that YOU, into your heart space, Breathe, breathe,
Become aware of the beating of your heart
Tick, tock, tick, tock, tick, tock,
And take a few breaths…..[breath],,, [breath]
As you feel yourself more and more awake with in your physical being, more and more alive, a smile
arrives of your face, as you recall your experience, and feel the love, that is within you, the love that
you are, always love, love, love …
And so it is.
In love and gratitude, we take our leave.
Very nicely done chaps!!! Thank you. I am hoping you will ‘quickly’ guide me to the enchanting music
required.
In Love and thanks.
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* For those who do not receive my newsletter ...
Obviously, after channelling it, and then adding music, I had to listen to it myself to check it out. I
found it to be quite profound! Although, I have to admit to finding the section when One’s Spirit is
inside the head and preparing to ‘move through the third eye’ ... shall we say ... a little odd! A bit like
reaching one’s peak when pushing through the birth canal!
Yet, it was ‘They’ who brought this through ... and even as it was being channelled, I just had to TRUST and
go with the flowing of the ‘tick tock’ etc. so as not to brake the link!
I DO hope you enjoy it and may I be brave enough to say ... travel far and wide!

The Federation of Light Channellings
No. 5

7 February 2016
Hello, my friends. It seems many people enjoyed your meditation last week. Thank you. I have been
wondering where you would like to take things from here?
Welcome to you and All. We are very much aware of the fact that you are keen to continue on in this
fashion and yet, today perhaps we should steer the course onto another matter that we feel maybe of
interest?
By all means.
Today we would be keen to speak of that which confuses the mind often. This concerns the subject of
protocol?
Protocol? Oh! Um … regarding what?
Regarding that which allows the soul-self to perform that which it feels it can’t!
Such as?
A thousand things could be named. All one has to do, is think of something they think is impossible that
they would like to accomplish (On a soul level … On any level) and there you have number one!
YOU HAVE BEEN TAUGHT ... INDOCTRINATED … TO BE LIMITED … Because, it serves those who wish you to FEEL
this way. It is as if a brick wall has been built around the ‘Spirit –Self’ which seems impossible to break
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down. Too bigger job! So, one plods along … under par … always very much under par. Even when one
thinks they are on top form some days … in our eyes … they are very much functioning … UNDER PAR ...
UNDER POWER … from the Truth and possibilities that they are capable of Being!
It is our desire to assist you in breaking down this wall … so that you can BE FREE!
So, I am assuming that those ‘elitists’ that do not have our best interest at heart, are the ones that have
blocked this off from us? Yet, how is it /was it done? How can we Human Beings who are SO POWERFUL
be reduced … indoctrinated … so strongly … as to believe that we are pretty worthless and capable of
little?
It is an intricate plan that has been improved upon as the years pass. New technologies fall into place …
new ways of dimming the senses.
And, so many people have no idea that this is so?
This is surely a fact. Because that is part of the ‘plot’ also. To alleviate anything that ‘feels’ detrimental to
the soul is considered ‘not on’ by those who desire to rule. To *expediate that which one KNOWS within
… into something that it definitely is not… therefore, being able to manipulate and control. One must
keep in mind that these souls are here for a purpose …
Which is? For my feeling, as you brought that through … was that it was for a good one (purpose )… and
that can’t be right!
Why not? All things, Dearest Blossom, are presented to one in order for one to grow … to expand … to
experience.
Yes, but the atrocities and the agenda that these elitists have in mind, are hardly sociably acceptable
and designed to enhance one’s life experience … Let’s be honest!
Yet … That is your view point … NOW.
What if you were to CHANGE your ‘attitude’ … CHANGE your way of looking at this?
Do continue.
So, let us say that you have been … for many eons … dulled down … had the Light that you are, dimmed,
through no fault of your own … (and yet … that is not perhaps the correct term.) Let us change that if we
may …
A very rare occurrence indeed.
Yet, we are not infallible Blossom. Let us change it to … ‘had the Light that you are, dimmed, in order to
have supressed ... that which is to once again be rediscovered’.
For do you see? To rediscover the importance of this Light is to rediscover a WHOLE NEW WORLD … and
THAT is what you have come here to do.
TO AWAKEN AND BRING INTO LIGHT A WHOLE NEW SYSTEM … OF LOVE … OF RECOGNISING THE POWER OF WHO
YOU ARE … AND USING IT … FOR LOVE.
You have spent so much time in a haze …
Yes, but again I have to say … (although you changed the sentence earlier) … was having our Light dimmed
really our fault? I mean, we WANT to BE OUR LIGHT. We DON’T WANT to walk around in this haze … and
yet, most of us do.
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For a specific purpose. With respect … we ask you once again … to look outside of the square. To look
‘upon’ the entire jigsaw puzzle from ‘above’ … rather than the ‘little square’ you are working on … on a
linear perspective.
MAYBE … PERHAPS … COULD IT BE POSSIBLE … that this ‘downfall OF man’ … this ‘corruptive system BY man’ …
this Earthly disruptive way of living … was devised by YOU … by ALL OF YOU… every single soul … on the
Earth ... or off of it … in order to play out The Game?
FOR IT IS JUST A GAME.
As you have pointed out many, many times. Yet, that indeed, is all very well when ‘above’ The Game.
Yet, when actually ‘in it’ … it has a very different FEEL from when just looking ‘down upon’.
This we understand. Yet, who devised the game?
Am I supposed to say ‘All of us?’
You would be correct in doing so. So, then … NOW … let us move your thoughts into the reason why?
WHY would you have created/devised this little ‘act’ in the play?
Beats me! I’d rather have an interval and go get an ice cream!!
Think about this Blossom. WHAT … ON EARTH … would be a suitable reason for the Human Race to ‘act
out’ that which many who are awakening find ‘despicable’?
Well, I want to say … ‘To experience?’
And why would you want to experience such a mess?
Eh … because … Oh dear God … I don’t believe I am going to say this … and I don’t wish to offend … yet, I
feel my answer is … forgive me one and all … Because we’re bored?! ... Did I really just say that? ... I mean,
where did THAT thought come from?
It came from Truth?
Who’s? Mine? Or consciousness as a/on The Whole?
Both.
Of course. For I AM part of That Whole. Yet, come on Guys … REALLY? All this hatred, greed, war, rape,
murder, starvation … I could go on and on … is happening because WE as ONE … as ONE CONSCIOUSNESS
… got bored????????????
Let us TRY and soften the blow a little! You are … you cannot be anything other …
Than Love!
In order to expand every particle of LOVE … EVERY … EVERY scenario … EVERY possible possibility … HAS to
be looked into … HAS to be created. So that … LOVE can experience itself in EVERY THING!
How else can it KNOW itself in its full complete BEING? AND THIS IS WHY INFINITY IS TO CONTINUE!
NEVER ENDING!
For there shall NEVER be a ‘time’ when LOVE is done. When it is through with experimenting.
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For it is ALL THERE IS … EVERYTHING … and … as LOVE IS THE CREATOR and LOVE CAN NEVER STOP
BEING … it can, therefore … NEVER STOP CREATING.
It HAS to experience itself in EVERY CREATION that is of/from itself.
And so … this particular ‘little dodgy patch’ … on this little planet called Earth … is just another ‘creative
experience’ in order for LOVE to discover another particle of itself?
Yes. Elsewhere … NOW … there is yet another ‘part of the jigsaw’ being played out … that is of the
opposite experience to what is happening on YOUR Earth NOW. Maybe even on another Earth … for do
not think yours is the only one.
Whoa … Hold the phone just one minute! There are more Earth’s hanging about?
Blossom …
Yea, I know! What was I thinking … limited beliefs!!
There is EVERYTHING and more ‘hanging about’. Think of this word … ‘Everything’. It means ‘ALL THAT IS’
… EVERYTHING … and therefore, there is NO END OF THINGS. Therefore … there can be a million Earths.
Therefore … there can be multiple galaxies … zillions of Universes … because… CREATION NEVER HAS AND
NEVER WILL STOP! IT IS ENDLESS … And since it NEVER began … ‘IMAGINE’ all the ideas … all there must be
‘hanging around’ that was created by creation itself.
Now, let us move your thoughts on once again.
IF this is the case … that all that is taking place on your planet at this time has been devised by you … as
an experiment in/of/through/as Love ... in order for that LOVE to discover MORE of itself … would it not
be more sensible … to surmise … that this little experiment HAS TO HAVE A PURPOSE?
Well, yes. Ok then. Let’s say it is to see how ‘nasty’ Love can get. (Not sure how else to put that!)
Being Love … having ALL POWER at your fingertips … and not only viewing ... but FEELING how this
particular exercise is going … as ONE CONSCIOUSNESS … how would one expect to ‘end it’ then? Having
realised, that perhaps it has reached its peak and it is now ‘time’ … to close the act … have your ice
cream … and sit back to ‘enjoy’ the next one.
So, assuming then … that WE ARE IN CONTROL … AS A CONSCIOUSNESS … and that we can’t just bring the
curtain down … WE have to find a way out … a way to finish it.
And how would you suggest that be done?
Loving Everything? Loving Everyone?
And … The curtain closes on the act … and we feel … on this session.
Woo Hoo! Time for an ice cream!! Thank you. Love you!
Before we go … Your time ahead with the dolphins of the Oceans and all that accompanies it ... is to be
one of such magnitude for your wellbeing.
Well, thanks for that! I know it will be so healing and uplifting.
Indeed. Indeed. Indeed.
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Until your return … when we shall resume these communications once again … WE LOVE YOU.’

Here is the audio for this channelling
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=iEYVEqGouAU

*expediate … I looked this up and it is a variation of the word ‘Expedite’ … which means ‘to speed up’. It
sort of makes sense. Afterwards, when checking through … I asked if this was right and they didn’t seem
to want to change it. Just saying!

The Federation of Light Channellings
No. 6

27 February 2016
Hello there. Having arrived back on the planet after swimming with the dolphins in Hawaii … I feel
rather ‘swimmy in mind’. Without doubt, those ‘Dollies’ upgrade the soul-self and indeed, it takes a
while to come back down to Earth after Being in their presence. So ... I will leave it to you my friends, as
to the ‘Order of the day’ … if I may?
Welcome back! We, of course, enjoyed ‘Being’ with you in the waters of that Isle and allowed the oceanic
waves to encompass you and bring you a Lighter disposition.
Certainly the Dolphins have something about them. Just Being so close to/with them in the water is an
uplifting boost to any soul. I am TRULY grateful to have had the opportunity, and will make it happen that
I experience them again someday. So … back to ‘normality’. Should we maybe speak about the ‘many
Earths’ that you spoke of in the last channelling?
If you so wish. Yet, we understand that many are already aware of this due to the knowledge now gained
regarding the fact that EVERYTHING is possible. In this vast space of life … upon all Planets, Universes,
Galaxies and beyond … how could there be limitations? Therefore, considering the ‘possibility’ of
innumerous parallel lives … how then, could there not be the parallel Earths to go with them?
Yes. I see that, for sure. So, maybe then you you could talk about the focus, regarding this parallel stuff?
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Are we understanding that you are asking how to become more aware of such parallels?
Yes.
Wherever your attention is residing … so you are. Therefore, whatever you are thinking about … so you
are.
Yet, I could be thinking about the dolphins in Hawaii and yet, I am in this room in Noosa.
And yet … if you were to fully focus … close your eyes and fully focus … your ENTIRE BEING could be there
in the water.
Yet, not physically … not in what I would call ‘my reality’.
And what would you call ‘your reality’ Dearest Blossom? For this is the key. The HUGE key that unlocks
the doors to all that one seeks. All realities. For it is so … there cannot be just one. There are endless
possibilities to the reality in which you choose/decide to BE REAL.
Yet … if FEELS like we don’t have the choice. It FEELS like we are ‘stuck’ here living a life on planet Earth and
all that goes with it.
Because, that is where your focus lies at ‘this time’ … in ‘this reality’. Though, consider if you will … that in
‘another time’ … in ‘another reality’ … your focus is accepting THAT WORLD as real. It is all going on at the
same time. Many aspects of yourself are experiencing many varied ‘ways of living’ all at the same time.
For there is no future or past … there is only NOW.
Through, what we would call ‘time jumping’ … although there is no time … you can BE united with
another aspect of yourself. You could either … ‘observe’ that other aspect or, ‘become’ that other aspect
… by literally entering into the soul of that other ‘you’ … And keeping in mind that there are many other
‘you’s’. Consider too, that ‘you’ are all of the ONE Energy. Therefore, every other soul THAT IS … is YOU!
Yet, are there more me’s that one should connect with … other than you’s … if that makes any sense at
all? I know what I mean … but do you?
Yes. In that … you are speaking of another aspect of ‘your soul’ … in particular. Even though you
recognise you are all One.
Yes. It’s very complicated to describe … to get down to the nitty gritty of it … in words … isn’t it.
Have we not mentioned this many times, Dearest Blossom? THAT WHICH IS … IS! To try sometimes to
explain what ‘IS’ is … is very complicated!
For IS … IS everything that exISts! You are aware that there is no separation from The Whole … The
Oneness. You just think/feel this is so … due to the experience chosen at ‘this time’. You are also
choosing to have that individuality within many other experiences … within many other aspects of that
individuality … within many other worlds and bodies.
IT IS … FOR YOU … AS ONE … choosing to be an individual … that you then agree to BE many aspects of
yourself … elsewhere. And yet, if one chose … and it was agreed by other ‘individuals’ … you could also
experience ‘their experience’ as YOURS … because it is yours … Because you are all of the ONE ENERGY.
Are you able to follow this?
Yes, I am, surprisingly enough! Yet, that maybe because you are assisting me to understand it, as you are
in my head as you speak of it. I hope others are able to get it too.
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So, to assist further … if you chose to … right now … you COULD experience living within the Energy of a
dinosaur … or an ant … or a dragon … or an elf … or a monkey … or an astheopod …
A what?
Our point! Who is to say that just because you have not heard of an astheopod … that it does not exist?
Or, maybe that it does not exist yet, because it has not been ‘invented’ … through thought.
Ah ha! May I catch you out? (I doubt it). If everything is going on all at the same time … surely, it has to
have already been invented? It has to exist NOW … even though it hasn’t been discovered.
That is an admirable consideration. Yet, we would wish to express that it is ‘already there’ …
EVERYTHING is already ‘there in the now’ … for there is no other ‘time’. Yet, it could be perhaps, that it
has not yet been ‘tapped into’ … been brought into consciousness THROUGH THOUGHT.
This is what we are ‘trying’ to explain, Blossom.
ENERGY IS CONTINUAL … and CONTAINS EVERYTHING THAT IS.
ENERGY IS EVERYTHING that ONE desires to manipulate into form! ENERGY IS EVERY FEELING that one
desires to FEEL.
IT IS EVERYTHING ONE DESIRES TO BE.
AND … THIS ENERGY IS CALLED......................................... LOVE!
This is why we explain that LOVE IS EVERYTHING and there is nothing else.
ALL THAT IS … ALL THAT IS EXPERIENCED IN THE NEVER ENDING INFINITY OF LIFE/FORM … IS THAT ENERGY OF LOVE.
May we put it this way, to assist? A child in your world has a substance called ‘playdough’. It is one
mass of itself. A round ball, shall we say. And from this ‘mass’ the child can create any form it wants.
A house … a sausage … a baby. ANYTHING that its mind wishes to ‘make’ out of that dough. Yet, that
‘baby, house, sausage’ … are still part of that original ‘mass’. They can never not be … and is it not so
… that at the end of that playtime … the house, the sausage and the baby are then … moulded
back into the ball … back into the ONENESS from where they were derived? Yet … they could never
be separated … they were still of the same essence of the original ball … even though they were
experiencing themselves as ‘playing the part of’ a house, a baby or a sausage. Do you see?
Yes. Nicely put.
And then we would add that once ‘returned’ into the mass … at another ‘play time’ … that same piece
of The Whole that was once a house … may then be ‘re - created’ into a tree or a star or water … Just
playing another role.
Ok. Then here’s another tricky question. If that same piece of dough is put back and recreated … then
wouldn’t that mean … that it was done so ‘further down the line … in time’ … so to speak? Because,
when it was the house … it was the house … and not the tree or star or water. So, how could it be ALL
those things in the NOW … when it was experiencing BEING just the one thing at that time?
Very good question indeed.
Good grief … there is a pause in you answering … don’t tell me you can’t answer it.
We are merely ‘forming’ it into words. Which is proving rather ‘tricky’ as you say.
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Take the ball of Energy as/in its completeness … before it was created into forms of experience. There it
was … in its fullness … Knowing nothing else other than ITSELF … IN ITS WHOLE SELF … AS IT IS … COMPLETE
... PERFECT.
In order to expand … for ENERGY is never still … it is always moving … for that is its nature … it ‘decided’
to ‘break away’ into different ‘images’ of itself. Yet, each image/creation is a unique part of that Whole.
Therefore, all transformative experiences of itself ‘happen’ … keeping in mind there is no time … all at
once.
This IS getting complicated to explain.
A drop of water in the ocean is still and always will be part of that ocean. It will always experience the
moving flow of the tide … even though it maybe still … when another drop many miles away may be
raging. It is still part of the ‘same thing’ … going on at the ‘same time’. Yet … it may be experiencing
that ‘same thing’ at that ‘same time’ … very differently.
To be honest … I have always found this ‘everything going on at once’ thing VERY confusing! And can’t say
this conversation is unconfusing it!
Because you are conditioned to look at your time line as linear. You look at it from a horizontal
perspective. I.e. … stretching along … as opposed to a vertical perspective … when it is all on top of
each other … going on at the same time.
EVEN THOUGH THERE IS NO TIME!
Exactly! So, look at that vertical perspective as a ‘space’. A ‘place’!
A bit like a huge, many storied building. Many rooms. Many floors … stacked one on top of the other.
So much going on within each room … within each floor … and, when in one particular room … on one
particular floor … that FEELS like that is ‘all there is’ . That is where your focus IS.
YET …
Get in the elevator … press a button … any number you choose … and you will find yourself on another
floor … on another level …in another room … experiencing what is taking place there. And THAT IS where
your focus becomes YOUR REALITY … and yet … Somewhere in that same building … the focus you WERE
concentrating on … still exists. It is all STILL continuing … yet, your focus is not ‘there’ … It is NOW on
another floor.
Thanks. That helps … a bit … a little bit. More drugs anyone? I think I will take my leave today … Before
my mind blows up … and I am in need of it to accomplish other things today! Many thanks, My Friends.
Nice to be back in touch.
Nice to BE … in touch. Our LOVE reaches into your Beings and connects on a deeper level than you
perhaps realise. For this … we are most Grateful.
In love and thanks.

Here is the audio for this channelling read by myself and Joe Pena.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_xzcpw2flIQ
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The Federation of Light Channellings
No. 7

5 March 2016
Hello and welcome to Planet Earth, with your ever ready medium here to be your ‘go between!’ Art
thou well?
We know, you know, there is no need to ask such a query ... as we cannot be unwell.
How Blessed are you! One day we humans will ‘get that’ concept … looking forward to that one, that’s
for sure! Ok. A, couple of questions following on our current topic, if I may? Someone asked what
is so special about Planet Earth, that we give so much focus to it /upon it … given all other parallel
Universes, Earths etc.?
Who is to say that you do?
Do what? Give so much focus to it?
Indeed. You FEEL you give so much focus to it because this is where your current focus IS. Yet, maybe the
aspect of you that is living in a different life experience … in a different Earth, FEELS that ‘there’ is where
all the attention lies.
Although, there is much talk of THIS EARTH being THE CENTRE of attention … and that many other planets
and ‘allies living upon them’ are very keen to see how WE HUMANS … ‘PLAY THE GAME’.
This is so. And although focus is ‘where it is’ at any given thought … your Planet and all who sail in her …
is indeed of the upmost ‘speciality act’ that has ever yet, been performed!
That’s a pretty huge statement. So, elaboration on it would be appreciated. I can FEEL the Energy in me
about it, and wondering how we ‘narrow that down’ into words!
You are not alone in that wondering, Blossom. We are unsure at what ‘point’ we should begin such
elaboration!
Let us try to first of all simplify … if possible! The most valid reasoning for such ‘attention’ is the ‘act’ of
Ascension that IS TAKING PLACE. It is not that it is ‘going to’ … it is … that IT IS taking place.
This, in itself is a feat never yet accomplished as an all-encompassing Event … involving such a HUGE cast
and such a HUGE stage! If we describe it for terms of understanding … as a production a million times
bigger than Ben Hur … you would have some grasp of its magnitude perhaps?
Then, take into account the fact that although many cast and crew and management of ‘said Event’
are totally engaged and on the ball … there are many that are not. There are also many ‘extra’s’ that
are simply there for the ride and the free grub!
I have to say … you are really making me laugh today … with your way of speaking. I KNOW it’s you …
yet, you have adopted a rather ‘cool’ side to yourself.
And we are aware this Lightens things up … on what actually is a rather intensely complicated MOVIE!
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So basically, if I may be blasé about it … This Ascension (movie) is ‘just’ a major project that was decided
upon and now it is being carried out.
Correct.
And yet, clearly there is far more going on behind the scenes as to WHY this project HAS TO take place?
Dearest Blossom … NOTHING HAS TO take place … and yet, EVERYTHING WILL. Always and for ever … on
and on … One magnificent movie, play, short story, poem after another.
Yet, THIS ONE … THIS ‘THE ASCENSION’ movie … starring The world and her residence is possibly the craziest
idea yet!
Therefore, as to its accomplishment … as to ‘can it be achieved?’ … is still very much on going and yet, we
are NOW more than confident that the final ‘reels’ are in process.
You see, Blossom … The decision to RAISE THE CONSCIOUSNESS OF ALL was a necessary one and caused
excitement as never before. The ‘Fall of man’ … if we may put it that way for your understanding …
took an unexpected turn … down pathways that could not have been foreseen. For mankind had never
expressed itself in such depth in ways of greed, violence and indeed insanity … moving away from
‘Itself’s Truth’ to such a degree that ‘Hierarchy’ felt it best to ‘step in’.
You are questioning Hierarchy?
Yes. Only in that … We are all One … no one better than another, right?
Nicely stated … and yet, depending on where one’s ‘focus’ maybe … it is common for those in the density
focus of Earth … to perhaps, not always carry their full bag of marbles with them … is this not correct?
Have you hired a comedian today or what?
You, dear Blossom, allow us that honour!
Please continue … I’m all ears.
So … The Divine Plan was discussed and infused … with the agreement of ALL who’s focus is on the
Greater Good. There were/are some, of course, that are not ready to give up their ‘lower energy
experience’ … YET!
To ‘fast forward’ quite a way … now that the majority of The Plan has taken place and WE ARE ALL NOW
coming up to the ‘BROADWAY FINISH’ … We would put it this way …
THERE IS A FINALE!
THIS FINALE … THIS OUTCOME … CANNOT BE TAMPERED WITH. LET US STATE THAT AGAIN.
THIS OUTCOME CANNOT BE TAMPERED WITH.
I can really feel the Powerful Energy in which that was delivered!
And yet, it is like one of those movies that can have many different endings … as to the way in which
ONE chooses to get to that Final Outcome.
Again Blossom … FREEDOM OF CHOICE cannot and will not be taken away … and yet, one must
understand that within that FREEDOM OF CHOICE … choices will be made to get to that Final Outcome
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in many varied scenarios … many ‘clips’ being played out … because EVERYONE taking part in the movie
agreed to do so … and on the HIGHEST LEVEL of themselves … agreed and very much voted for the Final
Outcome to take place.
FOR THE HIGHEST GOOD OF ALL!
Therefore, when we have spoken to you of our ships presenting themselves in your skies… when we
have spoken to you of technologies that clean up ALL poisons on your Planet … when we speak to you of
an existence wherein ALL LIVE IN PEACE AND HARMONY … we are not cajoling you. We are not ‘messing
with your minds’, as some of you place yourselves to follow that mind set …
WE KNOW ALL THIS WILL BE THE ‘HAPPILY EVERY AFTER’. WE KNOW THIS. FOR IT IS DONE.
And yet … it is Through/By/As/Of the CONSCIOUSNESS OF ALL that shall bring this about. It has to be
brought about BY ALL.
Yet, some would say that they are MORE than fed up of waiting for others to ‘Get with the
programme’, when they themselves have been in it for decades. It doesn’t seem a very well thought
out part of the journey ... to have to hang back for those who have chosen to take the snails bus.
Let us put a question to you. DIVINITY … IS … ALL THAT IS DIVINE. THIS plan is a DIVINE PLAN. Do you think
that DIVINITY itself … COULD overlook something like this? You know, Blossom … we are talking ‘DIVINE’ …
The Highest that there is! Could it … would it?
Putting it that way … nope! So, then … how come it feels that way for many?
Because THE DIVINE PLAN … although written down in your DNA … has not yet been allowed to surface
to the top. It is underlying in ALL … AS ALL … and slowly, but surely … it is making its way through … so that
it can be RE-MEMBERED and fulfilled.
No offence to The Divine … yet, can you explain why the plan was to bring us here on Planet Earth
in order to change it into a much Higher Vibration and yet … put a clause in … that when we arrive
we are to forget why we came? I mean … you know … one could say The Divine had a few too many
Sherries with the vicar at that marker! (And before anyone is offended … I KNOW THE DIVINE is allowing
me to put this in this Light hearted banter ... in order to get the point/message across.)
If one arrived in one’s fullness of self … fullness of LOVE ITSELF and simply got to work on this Divine Plan
… LOVED ALL … WAS LOVE IN ALL MOVEMENT … TO ALL THAT IS … the ways of the conscious mind that had
created that which is not considered ‘all loving’ (and yet it is … just another aspect /experience/ level/
vibration/ of Love ) would not ‘work through’ the ‘grades’ of understanding the ‘meanings’ of WHY one
went down that road in the first place.
WHEN the plan was put into place … Light Beings entered the Planet Earth via different avenues … Not
just via human birth … yet, via ships from within the sea , within the mountains and of course from
other planetary star systems and the like.
‘The like’ being loosely termed!
As these Lighter Beings began earthing the Higher dimensional LIGHT/LOVE and anchoring it into the
‘system’ … it sparked off a recognition … a knowing within those humans already here … doing what they
came to do … (ie … walking down the long and winding road in the wrong direction perhaps )
You must also, if you want to understand all that we are saying … ACCEPT that EVERYTHING has reason …
THIS recognition was/is the backbone of The Plan … the ‘key’ … the ‘buzzer’ …
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I know you are looking for the correct word … all I can think of is ‘THE SIGNAL’?
‘The Signal’ will do perfectly … The signal that the change was about to begin … the turnaround was
starting.
I know you cannot give an answer, yet I will ask anyway. WHEN did this plan get devised? I just got your
answer through! Holy Moly … back on the merry go round … and I’m so very dizzy already!
The answer is of course … FROM THE BEGINNING.
Yet, you said ‘WHEN The Plan was put into place’ …
We did … and did we not say in our last communication ‘Everything is all going on at once?
And did I not say … Time for a cuppa?
We must have missed that!
Sorry … I’ll say it more clearly … TIME FOR A CUPPA! Phew! Brain duly fried! Thanks, Oh Mindblowers. Ha!
Perhaps we should change your name from The Federation Of Light to The Mind Blowers! Very catchy …
What do you think?
We think we LOVE your humour. Yet, we ARE The Federation Of Light …
AND … You always will be! In Love and thanks, My friends.

Here is the audio for this channelling.
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qNIt0rzjBAQ
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The Federation of Light Channellings
No. 8

17 March 2016
Hello! I’ve been a bit busy, so I missed our chat last week. Are you good?
We are exceptionally Joyous in our continuing communication with you, Dear Blossom.
We have identified the issue regarding surmountable progress and hence, decided that the way
forward is to negotiate on a more delicate combination of thought patterns, therefore, enabling nonencumbrance of the senses.
Lordy Lordy! That was a mouthful … coming through word by word … and I have no idea if it makes
any sense. Let me read it back. Mmm ... Shall we try that in Swahili? Meaning what exactly?
Meaning … that the general/overall circumference of the stars is now in alignment to assist in making
that which is bountiful to become even more so.
Meaning … that for so long the wait has dragged and yet, NOW … there is much that is ready to switch
on the ‘BOOSTER’ and allow things that have been ‘lying’ in wait … to become (out) ‘standing’.
Great! Such as?
Such as the ever present ‘negativity’ upon your Planet is about to take a turn that will set itself off
course … and therefore, allow the ever present ‘positivity’ of your Planet to take control.
Again Great! Yet, in what fashion? What should we expect and indeed … WHEN?
You should expect NOW, to REALLY experience the CHANGE in yourselves. You have walked many a mile
and you have ‘improved’ your senses. You have Heightened the ‘self’ into a more amenable position
and NOW you are completely in agreeance with ALL THAT IS … it is TIME NOW to … as we say … BOOST …
PROJECT … One’s KNOWINGNESS forward in A GIANT LEAP.
Great! Great! Let me keep trying … as no offence to you … it is all very well stating such things … yet, it is
also very encouraging to KNOW what ‘said’ things are!
Dearest, Dearest of soul’s … who has continually questioned in the name of Truth … we say to you … we
vow … that there are things to be presented that shall blow you away.
Wait … wait! WHAT shall be presented? WHY can you not be more specific?
Because there are not words to fully compliment that which we are speaking of.
Are you speaking of THE EVENT mentioned many times in the past? If so … this is completely out of the
blue.
We are NOT speaking of such. Yet, we ARE speaking of … would we say … the ‘Warm up band’. In the
sense that ‘Spectacles of Grandeur’ shall reward and ‘stupefy’.
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I just had to Google that word ‘Stupefy’ … as it seemed wrong and concerned me a little. Yet, once again,
you are perfect in your usage of the English language. STUPEFY: To amaze; astonish …to be unable to think
clearly or be sensitive to the surroundings; daze.
What kind of ‘Spectacles’? Please try and be more specific if you can. It’s just that, folk are a bit fed up
of hearing such things and then nothing happening. Some even suggest that you talk in riddles.
Do YOU think so, Blossom?
No. I’m just speaking for some who don’t get this opportunity, as I do. I don’t particularly need to
know, really. Maybe, it will spoil the surprise. Yet, my concern would be of you … once again …
bringing up this delicate matter … everyone getting super excited … only for it to be thwarted by you
not mentioning it again, for a while. Or even worse …it doesn’t happen in most of our lifetimes! You
know I’m not being rude, don’t you? I am just making a point.
We are Thankful for your honesty. We would expect nothing else from you. We are very much aware
of current forecasts not manifesting in a time frame thought about. This has … has it not … been an
Achilles Heel many times in our communications?
Blossom … and all who have chosen to ‘walk along side with us’ … we have stated many times … We do
not come to play games.
We do not speak with you to waste valued time.
We come to you in this way to OFFER words and knowledge. We come to assist you.
We come to give you messages concerning the journey in which you find yourself undertaking. We would
not say that now and then we have made mistakes or got it wrong … for we have not.
Yet, we would encourage you to be open in your understanding of THE BIG PICTURE … as seen from our
position … not yours.
So run by me what this picture looks like to you … in terms of ‘The warm up band’. Have we seen/ heard
them before?
No.
Is it that it will be a FEELING inside of us? An uplifting of the senses? A shift in Vibration?
Yes.
Because of ‘A Happening?’
Yes.
Because of Star/Planetary Alignment … Portal Openings … And I say Light-Heartedly … ‘The Usual!
All such things are on the cards. Yet, we would say that it is time now for the four Aces to be served on a
plate.
So … it is more than just ‘The Usual’? More than just that feeling of been thrown in a washing machine …
spin cycle on and then being hung out to dry ... wondering what the …? Ah yes! Shift happens!’
It is! MUCH more!
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WHAT?????????????? Dearie Me! I LOVE you guys … but it’s like getting blood out of a stone sometimes! And
... I have to smile, as I feel we have been down this long and winding road many times before.
Would you say then, Blossom … that you do not believe us?
Hey chaps … come on! Unfair question!
Why?
In that … if I didn’t believe in YOUR TRUTH, I would have stopped these chats many moons ago.
Then, may we ask … What is your hesitancy?
May I throw that back at you and say … what do YOU think? For surely you must know?
We KNOW that those upon your Planet are waiting for CHANGE.
We KNOW that you are ALL tired of waiting for evidence of THIS CHANGE … for all that is presented is the
opposite of that which you long for.
We KNOW too, that Each One of you has the strength to KEEP ON KEEPING ON because that is why you
were chosen.
What we DON’T KNOW is … why you doubt? When you KNOW inside … THE TRUTH.
WE KNOW THE TRUTH … because we see the Bigger Picture … when the jigsaw puzzle is complete.
Right … Hold it there! What does that completed jigsaw look like?
It is not JUST a matter of what it looks like, Blossom … it is more what it FEELS like.
Gimme both!
It looks like a Rose Garden … as the sun shines down upon the dew drops on its velvet petals. It looks like
a Sunset and a Sunrise combined in hues of colours yet unseen.
It looks like a mountain of the deepest green grass … with the clearest blue sky spreading across
unknown space … that has been revealed at last.
It looks like everything that the deepest Joy in your heart could ‘picture’ and therefore, CREATE. As you …
as the artists … CREATE that which IS you … and bring it into life!
And it FEELS like?
LOVE as you DESIRE it to be. LOVE in its PUREST form.
LOVE in the TRUTH of itself.
LOVE that is YOU.
LOVE that is ALL.
Have we all felt this Love before? Somewhere else within ourselves?
Of course. For IT IS … YOU!
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You FEEL shadowed by the mists that have overcome you.
You FEEL as though you do not really KNOW that which is TRUTH OF LOVE ITSELF.
Well, I feel so Loving/ Loved, at times. Yet, I KNOW that the FEELING goes far beyond my experience of it, in
this physicality.
And Each One shall come to recognize it … once again. As the layers are removed Dearest One’s … you
greet that which is so familiar.
The unfamiliar that has become familiar … shall fall away and you shall laugh from the soul as you
encounter yourselves. You … the Higher part of You.
In flesh?
Yes. Because you are moving upwards IN FLESH … IN THE PHYSICAL REALMS. For when we say ... you meet
your Higher selves … they are already within you … waiting for you to greet them.
And still, I am not really any the wiser of the picture YOU see. Perhaps, because I am not yet of the
Vibration to be able too?
And still, we say … that it is ‘on its way’. It is to be presented in a time/at a time when least expected.
Well SOON then! As we have all given up on that little puppy! Yet, how far we have travelled and
continue to do so ... Letting go of outcomes ... and that ... has become the beauty of the ride.
Blossom Goodchild …
Gulp! Eh … Yes?
LET IT BE KNOWN ... LET IT BE SEEN … LET IT BE THE WILL OF ALL TO RETURN HOME VIA THE QUICKEST AND MOST
PLEASANT ROUTE POSSIBLE.
MAY MIND SET’S … GET SET …
I’ll await the … ‘GO’ … with no expectation at all … then there is no disappointment … and should it be
that we have this same conversation at the beginning of next year … then so be it. Yet, if it be so, that
at some point during THIS year, I drop to my knees in miraculous awe when ‘The warm up band’ arrive
… then my hat goes off to you … and me … and all of us. We’ll throw them in the air and may they never
come down! Many thanks. No idea how long we’ve been chatting today … yet. I think we
are done.
We are … for today.
You just showed me an image of balloons … I’ll leave that there. Cheer-ho. In Love and thanks my
friends.

Here is the audio for this channelling. Many thanks to Joe Pena for his wonderful editing and assistance.
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=l185UAN46_A
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The Federation of Light Channellings
No. 9

20 April 2016
Hello my dear friends. I have been busy in my acting body, yet, I have some time today to step into my
channelling body. So, let’s give it a whirl shall we? I have missed you.
Welcome back into this moment of unity Dearest Blossom. We too, are eager to continue forth with our
communications, yet, it is fully understood this is reserved for when it is applicable and convenient to
you.
Thank you. So, last time you spoke of something to occur … described as ‘The warm up band’. Where do
you want to take it from here?
We would like to take it as far as we can. In that, it is only in the dependability of the souls’ longing for
itself … that we are able to come through at all and speak with you. Therefore, to discuss such matters
regarding a build up to certain magnificent occurrences in your skies depends too, on that seeking
within your soul to bring about the Greater and more Loving sustainability of your world … through that
same souls’ longing for itself to return home.
More and more are you able to FEEL NOW the Presence of The Self … of the TRUE YOU. The YOU that is
only. The YOU that is here to bring about this MAGNIFICENT CHANGE into BEING.
You KNOW this in your hearts. You cannot deny it … not even on bad days. Days when you feel you are
fighting an uphill battle …
Days when all that you KNOW seems to be hiding behind a curtain and instead, you feel lost and
depressed and lacking will to carry on.
YET … even throughout this façade that is sometimes flowing through your veins … via chemically
imbalanced processes to attune you to that very lethargy …
YOUR HEART KNOWS … YOUR HEART INSISTS that there is reason for your BEING. There is a purpose for your
existence.
For it is your pledge to yourself … AS ONE … AS ALL … to restore Peace within your Being … and once
accomplished … never again allowing the feeling of separation to darken your doors … ever.
For, AS YOU …. Dearest Souls … walk on … walk on boldly … deeper into the LIGHT of yourself … you regain
your TRUST IN YOURSELF. You let go of doubts. You regain strength … not from any other outer source … for
in Truth there is none … but from the very essence of WHO YOU ARE … you gain this strength once again.
Ready to conquer fears and illusions that have brought you down … that have insisted that you are
something other than what you are not.
YOU ARE GLORY PERSONIFIED.
YOU … YOU EACH ONE OF YOU ARE MAGNIFICENT BEINGS.
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NOW … is the time for you to recognise this in fullness.
Not as a ‘Yes, so you’ve mentioned before’ recognition … Not as a ‘So what … I’m still here and nothing’s
going on’ …
NOT AS THESE THINGS.
Yet, to recognise them WITHIN THE DEEPEST PLACE OF YOUR BEING. CAN YOU FEEL YOU?
CAN YOU FEEL YOUR MAGNIFICENCE?
Take a moment NOW to do so.
Breathe in and out on the wave of your upmost Joy. In that KNOWING … on that UNDERSTANDING … that
YOU ARE SO MUCH MORE THAN YOU HAVE BEEN LED TO BELIEVE.
YOU ARE EVERYTHING THAT YOU WANT.
Do not deny yourself ANYTHING. For when IN LOVE … there is nothing that cannot be discovered and
allowed to become that which your deepest desires long for you.
HAVE EVERYTHING YOU WANT. IT IS YOURS FOR THE GIVING!
For to give of everything that you are … LOVE … is to receive the exact same thing … LOVE.
Open your minds … open your hearts to YOUR reality … not the one that you think it is. Yet, THE ONE that
IT IS … THE TRUTH … THE PURITY OF LOVE.
Dive into its waters and immerse your BEING in its warmth. Without hesitation … without judgement …
without FEAR!
Merge into the solace of ONE ENERGY.
THERE IS NOTHING BUT JOY FOR YOU TO ENJOY.
Anything else does not exist … unless you choose to create it. CREATE ONLY PEACE.
CREATE ONLY JOY.
CREATE ONLY THAT WHICH SERVES THE WHOLE.
That which is the GIVER OF ALL … TO ALL.
Be mindful of your mind, Dearest Ones … and allow only that which enhances YOU … that which allows
YOU to shine … to BE PART OF WHO YOU ARE.
Discard ALL that does not serve. Be aware of every thought … and dismiss immediately, that which is not
of your liking. That which does not boost you up. Send such thoughts away with the changing winds and
replace them with the Power of your destiny.
FILL YOUR BEING WITH CONFIDENCE.
FILL YOUR BEING WITH ABSOLUTE TRUST IN YOURSELF. FOR YOU ARE THE ULTIMATE BEING OF LOVE.
YOU came down here to CHANGE the Vibration of this planet BACK into its original beauty and pleasure.
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YOU came to do it …because YOU are THE ONE that can.
And together … along with your sisters and brothers … your reflections of Light-self … you chose to do so.
March onwards in Light … Dearest Souls of Earth. WE LOVE YOU.
We give our promise that all you offer is not in vain. You shall see the New World …
You shall LIVE WITHIN IT.
For it is YOU that created it … for yourselves and for those that are to come and continue on creating …
that which you began.
FEEL YOUR HEARTS SOAR WITH EXCITEMENT …
Raise your Vibration in every moment with this excitement. In the TRUTH … In the KNOWING … that as
you do so … WITH EVERY BREATH YOU TAKE …
YOU ARE CHANGING EVERYTHING …
YOU ARE LIFTING YOUR PLANET - SHIP AND HER CARGO … INTO A BRIGHT NEW WORLD.
Look around you. Listen. You are being aided by so many now, that are here to lead you out of the mire
and into the GLORIOUS SUNSHINE.
Feel THESE WORDS … KNOW THEM … LET THEM RESONATE WITHIN YOUR BEING … YOUR KNOWING.
Stronger and stronger are you becoming … NOW AND ALWAYS.
Lighter and Lighter are you flowing … NOW AND ALWAYS.
Higher and Higher do you rise …
NOW AND ALWAYS.
IN THE INFINITE GLORY OF THAT WHICH YOU ARE . LOVE.
Nice work chaps … In Love and thanks.
Here is the audio for this channelling from Joe Pena and myself.
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QH0Uj1cAvhU
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The Federation of Light Channellings
No. 10

26 April 2016
Whoop dee doo! Here we are again … In High spirits, ready to receive in order to give. Go for it.
In accordance with that in which we choose to give … and therefore, for many to receive, we offer this
day a challenge … of sorts.
How exciting.
It is to be that in future days your widespread thoughts are to be of interest to those who had not
been ready until these current days … and in order to allow intrigue; for the purpose of awakening that
which sleeps within … may we suggest that a time frame for your Ascension be provoked?
Provoked? Gotta Google … ‘Stimulate or give rise to (Yet, it does say to annoy etc.) You sure that’s the
word you want?
It would not be in our interest or our BEINGS to wish to provoke anger … yet, we do indeed mean ‘To
stimulate or give rise to.’
A time frame? You don’t like to work with ‘our time’ … We are treading on very dodgy ground so early
in the piece are wenot?
No, Dearest One. We are now within a period of ‘your time’ when Energies are fulfilling their desire
and creating a stirring within Each One. Reactions differ greatly to these Energies, yet indeed, they are
stimulating the senses/sensors and bringing a KNOWING of Truth … An understanding that things are
ready now to step up to the plate as we believe you say?
Yes. Yet, why we say it I do not know! Gotta google!
Lit.[For a batter in baseball] to move near home plate in preparation for striking the ball when it is pitched.
Fig. to move into a position where one is ready to do a task.
Well there you go. So what exactly are you getting at my friends?
We are expressing to you that it is now within your grasp to realize/recognize ALL that you have been
hanging on by a thread to achieve/discover.
Lovely. Yet, here once again, I must ask you to TRY and be a little more specific. I could take that to
mean that things are really going to start moving fast and things are going to take place that will shake
this Planet to its core … in a good way … and at last … at long last … we can move on up to a Greater/
Higher alignment of ourselves … our ship (?) … And ALL! What does it mean for you?
Ditto. From your Planetary perspective.
And how will this present itself? What pray, can we expect to … physically and soul self wise … encounter?
You shall find yourselves ‘Ringing True’. As the Energies continue to work their magic and resonate
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with your soul centre … you will notice a change in your Being from the point of view of demeanour.
A Happiness will engage you of a degree that has not been suitable or conducive until NOW. This
Happiness will resonate out and ‘strike’ others who are in need of becoming the same.
AN INFECTIOUS OUTBREAK OF HAPPINESS. IMAGINE!
It is therefore, your ‘duty’ if you so choose … to follow The Plan and remain focused upon the Highest
Energy of Joy and Love. These are the symptoms of such an outbreak.
An antidote for this viral spreading is to focus on that which is the opposite. This will quickly bring you
back into your ‘old self again’! So, it is wise to continue Smiling in order for the infection of LOVE to be
passed on. Much as a sneeze influences influenza. So, a Smile is likewise contagious … that the effects
are instant.
One is instantly outrageously Joyous.
For your Smiles these days have taken on a different Energy. They penetrate into the deepest part
of the receiver and start a revolution within One’s Being. As it reaches the heart space … it triggers an
enormous uprising … filling the entire Being with the One LOVE that it already is. This in turn then, cannot
help but react in passing this onto another.
A Smile appears without thought. It is an automatic physical reaction … and it continues to spread on
and on … to all one meets.
It grows so rapidly NOW … that soon … EVERYWHERE /EVERYONE around you has caught this HAPPINESS BUG.
It is on your news. It is in your papers. It’s on your internet … THE WHOLE WORLD is susceptible … and it’s
very, very catching … and … there is no cure!
You have come to save the world, your beloved Planet, in this way. By catching the HAPPINESS BUG!
And do you see, Dearest One’s? By doing so … the difference in EVERYONE/EVERYTHING will be
immeasurable. The very air you breathe will transform into a LIGHTER consistency. The food you eat. The
words you speak. The LOVE YOU ARE … will be LIGHTER … and in BEING SO …
Wonders shall start to express themselves in ways which you could not conceive of in THIS TIME FRAME.
Yet, the NEW TIME FRAME … the one that you are creating ... shall present wonders of a HIGHLY formed
account … that co-join the Higher Energies of that which they are … with the simple Smile of that which
you are … and together/combined the FEELING from within shall enrapture and exalt.
Dearest One’s … Hold on to your hats!
I Truly don’t believe you said that! (For the ninety thousandths time.) Yet ... There is was … and seeing as
I have interrupted, could I bring you back to you talking about a time frame? Do you mean that there
actually is one, in which we can see such things come about?
Naturally.
You say that now …
And we shall say it in our next moment of now also … and the next and the next.
You see, I question such a statement. Because it hasn’t exactly been known for anything from
yourselves and with respect … other channellers, for ‘predictions of amazing occurrences /
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happenings’ to actually manifest when they say they will. No offence ... It’s a flaw in the ‘system of
time’ I am sure. So therefore … I cannot say that I am restraining myself from shouting it out to all and
sundry about this exciting message … because, as I say … and will continue to say, my friends … ‘We have
heard it all too often before ... and here we wait.’
Until one day … our promises present our Truth to you.
There is so much … in your future … that is awaiting your Joy to activate it.
There is so much within YOU that is AWAITING TO BE ACTIVATED BY YOU … so that you can BECOME ALL THAT
YOU ARE WAITING FOR.
IT IS WITHIN YOU. It is not coming from elsewhere. It is YOU that are here to change EVERYTHING … and as
you realize this … as you activate this call within … EVERYTHING CHANGES!
Feel for a moment the ENERGY that is carried within these words.
Take a breath or two, or three or four … to TRULY FEEL the activation in your heart space … that these
words offer.
You KNOW of all these things.
You KNOW they are coming about.
YOU KNOW it is up to you … to infect everyone you come across with your HAPPY BUG … simply by
Smiling your Beaming Infectious Smile upon them … in the KNOWING … the TRUTH of that KNOWING …
that you are triggering the spark within them … that then allows them to pass it on.
Well, I have to say … I am personally feeling really good these days … and it is a conscious effort some of
the time. Yet, there’s nothing wrong in a conscious effort Because then, when not consciously aware of
making an effort to feel good ... I find I am just naturally doing so. A marvellous outcome for ones efforts!
Dearest Souls … consciously as individuals and One consciousness … FEEL your way into Joy. It is the ONE
TRUE ROAD that when walked upon, brings PEACE to your Planet … Comfort to your Being and LOVE TO
ITSELF.
BE AWARE OF YOURSELF ... OF WHO YOU ARE. DO WHAT YOU CAME TO DO.
CHANGE YOUR WAYS … AND CHANGE YOUR PLANET.
I know I speak for many when I say that we are doing our very best. With EASE AND GRACE. In Love and
thanks for this communication.
In JOY AND PEACE we retract our Energy … LOVING ALL.

Here is the audio for this channelling. With thanks to Joe Pena and myself!
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MzBk6MR9jTI
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The Federation of Light Channellings
No. 11

5 May 2016
Hi once again … All set?
We are willing and always Happy to oblige in communications that allow for the upliftment and pleasure
of the soul.
Many are Happy to catch the Happiness Bug and spread it as far as possible. In fact I am going to do a
video for Happy Human Day (July 20th) which I thought ties in nicely with all you are speaking of lately.
I am asking people to send in clips of them being Happy Humans … What do you think?
Dearest Lady … whatever one does … in any sense … to bring about Joy to themselves and ALL is always
accepted in our realms of existence. For it is understood by now … we Trust … that anything that has the
intent of LOVE and JOY running through its veins, serves the entirety.
Even a thought of Good Intention, although it may not be carried through into action, serves to assist
the upliftment of ALL. Yet, to carry through to an action, multiplies the Energy and brings about CHANGE
in Vibration.
Let it be understood too, that Vibration changes within /throughout every moment … every thought.
Sometimes, it can be felt on a certain frequency that brings ecstatic Happiness and at others, it may feel
like that of downheartedness. Never the less … Vibrational ‘pull’ is controlled by YOU.
YOU ARE IN CHARGE OF YOUR VIBRATION … AT ALL TIMES.
You may enter into a situation where by the Energy of the room or a person is not ‘up to scratch’ with
the one that YOU are ‘swirling within’. It can easily be that one allows themself to lower their frequency
… or simply get ‘pulled in’ … to that lower ‘pool’ without consciously being aware. Before one knows it,
they too, are thinking negatively … slumping about feeling sorry for themselves and uttering terms of
‘Why me? Why me’?
Yet, Dearest Souls … be steadfast in your own ENERGY CIRCLE. Be vigilant in standing your ground!
Think of bringing the situation or soul up into YOUR HIGHER FREQUENCY, by imagining YOUR LIGHT BODY to
emanate at such a rate of LOVE … that one cannot help but FEEL its magnetism lifting them.
In all things … at all times … imagine yourself shining your Light out from deep within. The effect this has
on The Whole is beyond your imaginings.
Take it a step further should you desire … and whoever you are with … imagine seeing/feeling their
Deepest Brightest Light shining out to ALL also.
Wherever you go … see everyone’s Light shining out so radiantly … illuminating all around … so that a
White/Golden Glow is infiltrating EVERYTHING … on a conscious level.
See the trees , the grass, the plants, the insects, animals, tables, chairs, cars, bikes, sky, clouds, …
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you name it … see it … as a GLOWING VIBRANT ENERGY OF LIGHT … and by doing so, you are basically
viewing/feeling that Energy of whatever it is … displaying itself in its TRUE colours.
Train your thoughts to work this way with ALL things. It will not happen overnight. It will require much
perseverance to remember to do such a thing … to begin with.
Yet, should you choose to persevere; you will find you have walked into a Whole New World. You will
have walked through the veils that blind you and find yourself in a place that you thought only may
‘appear’ to you when you leave your mortal coil.
Yet, we tell you differently. We say to you that by practising this ‘LIGHT BEAMING’ exercise whenever
possible … you will discover a Power within you that takes your Being to a level that is beyond that
which you thought possible.
Everything you see through these ‘new eyes’ will radiate back with such vibrance that all that you then
accomplish will be done with such ease.
Your world has been supressed and dampened into a mentality that is not TRUTH. You have been
conditioned to believe that you are ‘mere mortals’ … that you must ‘plod along’ like good little humans
… keeping in line and conforming to a way of living that was never intended to be so ‘heavy’. This is why
we are always suggesting that you LIGHTEN UP!
SEE THROUGH the world that is presented to you … For it TRULY is not as it seems.
You have been brought into a place now where you CAN BREAK OUT ... BREAK THROUGH and redeem
your True identity.
You can reclaim your Power and administer THE TRUTH of your very soul … simply by spending your day
Smiling!
HOW GLORIOUS.
HOW WONDERFUL.
HOW ENLIGHTENING.
LIGHT UP YOUR PLANET WITH YOUR SMILES.
You may be Smiling as your read this. Take a moment to FEEL how Good it FEELS to Smile ... and
when you think of it … you will automatically take in a deep breath. This breath is LIGHT … It is you
remembering who you are.
So therefore, is it not correct for you to simply go about your business Smiling … triggering off in all you
meet, that connection of WHO YOU ALL ARE? … LOVE.
Within that Smile … you emanate LOVE. It touches … literally touches a place within another that warms,
that soothes, that frees them from their heaviness.
Souls of Planet Earth … make this your mission. For you announced before you came that this would be
your vocation whilst on vacation!!
TO SMILE … TO BRING ABOUT THESE PLANETARY WORLD CHANGES BY SMILING.
There have been those who felt it necessary to take on the world in varied ways … some even now …
and in historical happenings … thought it best to change the world through domination and killing of
thousands.
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Indeed they were correct … it changed your world … yet, into an even darker place of existence
… and the Energies of such, built up and built up within/upon/around each happening … leaving
a
darkened ‘space’ for one to reside in … so that even when Happiness was achieved … it was/is nothing
in comparison to how Happiness actually IS. For it has been clouded throughout your time/ space to
represent itself on a level far lower than IT IS.
And what is it? What is this Happiness … this Joy … that we speak of?
It is YOU … residing within your heart space. Your soul … being on a level that you deserve to be ... IN
TRUTH.
Yet, so many condone their True right to be Happy. The have been bamboozled with knock downs and
negative beliefs to a point where they no longer remember the LIGHT from which they came. The LIGHT
in which they are … yet, TRULY have forgotten.
NOW DEAREST SOULS … NOW NOW NOW … IS THE TIME OF REMEMBRANCE. THE TIME IN WHICH YOUR MEMORY
RECALLS THE HONOUR IN WHICH YOU RECEIVED YOUR POSTING TO COME DOWN TO PLANET EARTH AND SHINE
AS A BEACON OF LIGHT.
Do you fully understand what this means? Words, words, words … as we often say, are so very
inadequate. Yet, we must use them.
Yet, within these words we ask you to go deeper and FEEL these words. Because when you FEEL these
words … you remember the TRUTH behind them.
You will have heard the term ‘ I am a beacon of Light’ ‘Shine your Light ‘ etc. so many times … ‘Ah yes,’
you say. ‘I am aware … I know to do this’.
Yet, on what level are you aware? What level do you take on the ‘doing of this’? REMEMBER THE REASON
YOU CAME TO DO THIS!
It was not just to be a Happy little bunny bouncing around in a world of its own … hopping amongst the
fields eating carrots!
FOR … THE REASON BEHIND COMING DOWN TO DO THIS WAS IN THE KNOWING THAT BY COMMANDEERING
THESE VERY ATTRIBUTES … ESPECIALLY IN THE DARKEST OF DAYS … YOU WERE CHANGING THE VIBRATION.
You were defragmenting all the darker Energies that ARE and HAVE GONE BEFORE and by doing so
… setting the pace … by your Joy … through your Smile … into a frequency that takes one above the
Energies that WERE. The ones that so many have been convinced dominate and always will. YOU will
bring these Higher Energies that are coming down from other realms, other dimensions ... into service
with yourselves. YOU will integrate the NEW FORM by Smiling and BEING Joy. That’s how they can enter in.
These New High Energies cannot come into play when the Energies are low. For they are too High to be
able to blend. The lower Energies ‘repel’ them for they are ‘worlds apart.’
Therefore, by doing ‘your thing’ … by Laughing, by spreading the Highest quality lifestyles wherever you
go … these Higher Energies can filter through and ‘mix’. As they blend with YOUR High Energies … they
conduct a level of electric romance throughout your planetary system and that of the Highest LOVE.
From Source … the Highest Energy there is … now comes a duet of such magnificent FEELINGS of
YOURSELF … that yourself … upgrades its level of understanding of WHAT IS … to such a degree that there
will be /can be no room for doubt … no room for despondency … no room for if only/what ifs.
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You step into this Higher place that you have chosen … chosen long before you came … chosen to
BECOME in human form … long before you manifested human form … in order to bring Heaven and Earth
onto the same path.
YOU … All those who are reading these words right now … CHOSE TO COME HERE NOW TO MAKE THIS
HAPPEN …
HEAVEN ON EARTH.
You may feel when you look around that we are spelling out some huge joke … for there is an absence of
Love in pockets of your Planet.
Yet, Dearest souls … there can never be an absence of Love … for there is nothing but Love.
Could we suggest something that may not sit well at first thought? Yet, after pondering on its strength …
you may find it to be the ‘perfect solution’.
Whenever you are presented with news of war, or hunger, hatred, greed … Whenever you are fed news
reels of the worst scenarios imaginable … instead of allowing your heart to be laden with saddened
heaviness … instead of anger and despair …
DO WHAT YOU CAME TO DO … and immediately Smile the biggest Smile your mouth can stretch to … and
your heart can explode from Joy with.
DO THIS whenever you hear of ANYTHING negative.
It takes strength. It takes courage to do so. Yet, by doing this very thing … by Smiling your way through
… from the deepest place of your heart … can you not see what you will be doing?
You will be changing the very Vibration of ALL that are involved in that particular circumstance. You will
be lifting the Energy right there and then …
And just imagine … the more that do this … the more the Vibration lifts and resolves the situation for all
involved.
NOTHING Dearest Souls …. NOTHING can outdo LOVE.
THE POWER OF LOVE AND JOY IS THE STRONGEST ENERGY THAT CAN INSTANTLY CHANGE THINGS. THIS IS WHAT
YOU CAME TO DO AND THIS IS HOW YOU CAME TO DO IT.
SMILE! SMILE! SMILE!
SMILE from your heart and watch it melt the hearts of the lost and the hardened minds.
When you understand … when you KNOW what is happening THROUGH your Smile … then the effect
is even greater. For when one KNOWS THE TRUTH, and then puts it into practice … it is all the more
beneficial.
So make it your bond … for you did so ‘off planet’ … now and always to Smile and send out heartfelt Joy
to the gravest of situations.
It may indeed seem contradictory to hear of a vast tragedy … take for instance an earthquake that
destroyed the lives and homes of many …
Can you imagine yourself to be strong enough to watch on your screens such devastation and CHOOSE to
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Smile the biggest Smile … OUT TO THAT SITUATION … ARE YOU ONE OF THE STRONGEST OF THE STRONG that
can bring yourself to do that, instead of falling into the depths of depression and hopelessness?
Your choice! Your choice to assist … or to bring the Energy of the situation down further.
Dearest Souls, we ask you to begin … in this moment of now … retrieving all that has been lost … by
Smiling from your heart.
Let your eyes sparkle the Diamond Light that is your very essence … on to this Divine Planet of yours …
and bring it back into its former Glory … in order for its present day to be a future of DIVINE living for
evermore.
Nice Guys! Real nice! Many thanks indeed.

Audio for this channelling read by Joe Pena . ( many thanks Joe )
http//www.youtube.com/watch?v=LmdD47nWZUI

The Federation of Light Channellings
No. 12

15 May 2016
As soon as I tuned in today, I knew The Federation Of Light wished to speak. Here it is.
https://youtu.be/3Vm6EplzMsU

THE TRANSCRIPT
And so Dearest Friends, we are ready to begin this communication via the lady Blossom … in order for
our FEELINGS, translated into thought form, to be offered to you this day.
First of all, may we request that you take a few deeper breathes … in order to become closer to the
Vibration that resides within you … that allows easier receptive nodes to pick up on the Energy and
frequency of the Vibration in which we choose to come through.
This therefore, shall allow you to switch off from that which you know as your ‘normality’ and switch on
to that which is unknown to you as your ‘normality’ … which should be in fact ‘The norm’.
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Tune in to a Higher Frequency as you listen to our words. Perhaps, close your eyes and focus upon your
Heart space and imagine it is swirling like a vortex. Opening up … taking you in … through time … into a
space deep within yourselves.
FEEL the warmth. FEEL the Love there. Experience the security. A place to escape to is it not from the
world in which you reside? So full of business. Allowing no time … unless one chooses … to make time …
to come to this sacred place within your Being. YOU HAVE ARRIVED AT YOU.
Does this put a smile upon your face? Does this make you beam from ear to ear? As you FEEL this
warmth … you experience Light. The Whitest Light filling the space behind your eyes. Filling your entire
physicality … with the warmest Brightest White Light … and within this space we ask you a question.
What is it that you came here to do? Do not expect immediately to hear or see visually an answer. Just
hear our question. Why did you choose to experience Planet Earth at this wondrous, special time of its
evolving? Why did you choose to come?
Hear not an answer. Yet, FEEL the White Light brightening even more … expanding even further, so
that it breaks through your physical Being … yet, remains anchored within you and it spreads like the
sunshine … as a cloud removes itself … allowing the sun to break through and shine EVERYWHERE.
Experience this in this moment NOW. Let the cloud lift from your Being and let the Light that you are
shine EVERYWHERE … To EVERYONE … To EVERYTHING … and as you do so ... Smile, Smile, Smile!
FOR YOUR SMILE IS THE GREATEST SYMBOL OF LOVE THAT CAN BE OFFERED.
So simple. So effective.
This is why you came. This is what to do. This is how you fulfil your purpose.
This is how you accomplish your mission.
It is not everyone’s role to be in the limelight … to be known by the public eye. But it is everyone’s role to
smile and shine their Light at all times. So that it becomes not a conscious effort but a natural one.
IT BECOMES YOU. FOR IT IS YOU. YOUR BEING … IS LIGHT.
And when you find yourself back behind the clouds … recognise this ... and blow the cloud away. For
YOU are in control. YOU have more Power over anything. YOU … YOU have control. You have the
Greatest Power within you to bring about anything that you desire.
With respect we would say … that to think otherwise is merely an excuse. STAND STRONG. FOR YOU ARE.
There is nothing, Dearest Souls, that cannot be accomplished by you when you make that choice. How
blessed. How privileged. How honoured. How Loved you are. Are you not?
And as a little side line we would state … that by projecting out this Love … this Light that you are …
from within the deepest place of your Being … you are recognising … you are presenting to yourself the
Greatest Love FOR yourself.
THERE IS NO HIGHER EXPERIENCE THAN TO FEEL THIS LOVE - LIGHT AS SOURCE. AS DIVINE.
AS ONE.
Nothing tops it.
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Not even winning your lottery. Nothing can top this FEEING of the Highest, Deepest, Strongest, Purest
connection with YOUR SOURCE … of which is the Highest, Purest, Strongest, Lightest experience of Love.
And YOU ARE OF IT.
You cannot escape it should you desire. Yet, why would you? FEEL IT.
BE IT. LOVE IT. ALL WAYS.
ALL TIME … and watch Dearest Souls ….experience then as you do this … as you make this part of
EVERYTHING that you are … of EVERYTHING that you do … watch … watch your world become that which
you are asking it to be. To merge with the Light that you are. So, that everything you experience is of
that same Highest Vibration that you have chosen to become … to be in.
Everything you touch. Everything you feel. Everyone you meet. Everything you see. All that you hear …
will be of this Highest Vibration … through your choice … do you see?
Do not put blame on others that you think are perhaps in control ... And that you can do nothing about
it. You FEEL helpless. You FEEL put upon. You FEEL as if their control is in their hands … not yours. You are
wrong to think this way. You are misled. You are misguided … perhaps we would say.
For all you need do is shine your light in the strongest way that you are able … in order to bring YOUR
world into the place that you desire it to be.
Simple. Simple. Simple. Yet, you choose to make it so complex at times, do you not?
Imagine … imagine Dearest Ones … Each Soul cottoning on to this idea and putting it into action. When
you wake up in the New Dawn, if this were so, your New World would be there.
EVERYWHERE.
ONLY LIGHT.
ONLY LOVE.
ONLY JOY.
ONLY PEACE.
And the Greatest Happiness beyond that which you have felt … Your choice, Dearest Ones. Your choice.
To be or not to be? That is the question.
Our Love is always a part of you. For we are One.
End of session.
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The Federation of Light Channellings
No. 13

24 May 2016
Hello, Hello! I am in such a good space and cannot help but feel one of the most blessed bunnies on
the Planet. It feels so good when one in is in this space and I only request that YOU, my dearest friends,
may give us more of the same, as your last messages have been so uplifting.
We come to you this day riding High on the Vibrations that you share with us. We understand that your
Planet is taking an upward turn and this … as its path … is to be honoured and revered as the sailing of
ALL … changes course on a more direct route.
To where?
To its destination that it has been steering towards … for … Ever. You are, as the Human Race …
setting an example of what Human Beings can really be capable of and yet … as yet … you have no
recollection of the incredible outcome that you proposed as ONE to accomplish.
NOW Dearest Souls, is the time when you take hold of your TRUTH OF SELF and bring into balance that
which has been a rocky road for many, many a mile.
NOW Dearest Souls, is the time when you take charge of SELF. When you CHOOSE to remember ALL that
you ARE capable of and put it into service. For it is so … that as the Vibration of EACH and therefore, The
Whole, rises … ALL that is thought … ALL that is action , is indeed of service to one another. It HAS TO BE.
It cannot be otherwise.
Yet, we choose to stress and bring into play once again as a reminder …
THAT IT IS BY SERVING THE SELF AND ALL ITS REQUIREMENTS … THAT SETS THE SCENE TO SERVE ALL OTHERS.
It is by GIVING foremost to SELF … to keep SELF well and happy and abundant … that then acts as the
Way-Shower to produce ample Happiness To/For ALL.
Can you yourself Blossom, not FEEL the Higher level upon which you are smiling?
Oh yes indeed. It’s like I slept with a coat hanger in my mouth!!
And do you FEEL differently upon this level?
Well, all I can say is that each time I experience such ‘Joy,’ it feels like I am going to burst!
Yet, is it a FEELING as if on a Higher level than before?
I don’t know, to be honest. For I can only express it as JOY, JOY, JOY. I can’t say that it’s better than another
time … it just ‘IS.’
Yet, we say to you, to Each One … that it is Of/From a Higher level of yourself. Because you are NOW
resonating Of/From/In a Higher place of yourself … of ALL.
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You only need to close your eyes and breathe a few deep breaths to FEEL this in your KNOWING.
So much more NOW is Showing you/Telling you that your Planet is indeed on course and almost,
metaphorically we would say, functioning at warp speed.
The pace at which things are to take place will excel beyond that which you have experienced.
And this is down to ALL of you. Playing your part in this vast play. Each One receiving an Oscar for the
dedication and devotion offered … to make it the Masterpiece that it has now become.
YOU … DEAREST SOULS … ARE TO EXPERIENCE LIFE IN THE WAY YOU HAVE DREAMED. IT IS HERE NOW … IT HAS BEEN
HERE FOR A LONG TIME WAITING TO RECEIVE YOU. FOR IT CANNOT COME TO YOU … YOU HAD TO RISE TO IT.
Thanks for this bright news. I am assuming we all take our own journey there? For if one was to look in the
wrong direction, it would seem (to some) that this play has a very dark side and that dark side is slipping
further down into the void of hopelessness.
And we STRESS most poignantly that this is indeed an individual journey and yet, as ONE walks onward
with heart felt Joy and Happiness and LOVE … they … as we have said many times before … are carrying
the load for those who are lost and lifting THE WHOLE into the LIGHT as they do so.
FOR YOU ARE ALL ONE ENERGY.
You cannot Think/Do anything without it affecting EVERYTHING … ALL THAT IS. For Each One of you IS … ALL
THAT IS … YOU ARE ONE AND THE SAME.
Therefore … walk boldly forward KNOWING that YOUR JOY … YOUR LOVE FOR ALL … is Working/ Weaving
its magic Light upon EVERYTHING.
It raises the Happy Souls into a Happier position. It raises the depressed and heartbroken souls into a
place above the one they are in … and as YOU as AN INDIVIDUAL continue to enjoy YOUR WORLD … YOU
continue to LIFT the lives of EVERYONE … Just by having a good time!
When you FEEL this way … this way of LIGHT - LIFE … take a moment to acknowledge the FEELING from
deep within … and then CONSCIOUSLY SHINE IT OUT to the places that are in need of LIGHTENING UP.
FEEL the warmth from the LOVE you send … Radiating and Brightening a current situation/thought that
another may be experiencing … that is not of the same frequency as yours … and ‘tune it in’ to a LIGHTER
pitch.
You are ALL grasping NOW … you are ALL understanding the POWER OF THOUGHT. It is as REAL as REALITY
can be.
To think … and to KNOW IN TRUTH … that your thought of LOVE can transcend ALL that is negative and
turn it into Light … is to …
KNOW NOW WHO YOU ARE.
These are your capabilities. To use the POWER of your mind to change things … that before you believed
were unchangeable.
YOU ARE A MAGNIFICENT POWER. CAPABLE OF EVERYTHING AND ANYTHING.
The more you use this POWER in service to all … the quicker … the stronger it is absorbed by that which
needs it … in order to transform ‘back’ into the LIGHT that which it was when it began.
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YOU … YOU … YOU … Our Beloved brothers and sisters are MAKING THIS HAPPEN … NOW.
YOU ARE FEELING THE STRENGTH THAT RESIDES IN THE LOVE THAT YOU ARE … AND YOU ARE ACCEPTING THAT WHO
YOU ARE … IS THE GREATEST POWER IN EXISTENCE.
THE PUREST HIGHEST LOVE … WHICH IS YOU … IS AWAKENING WITHIN YOU … from its long slumber … and
it brings with it, a burning passion to free your Planet from eons of bondage … wherein so much was
learned … so much was gained … and IN TRUTH … when seen from the Bigger Picture … NOTHING has
been lost.
YOU have gained in experience of all forms of life … the understanding of LOVE AS ITSELF. YOU have
proved that NOTHING makes sense other than LOVE.
To every thoughtful thought … Love replies. To every giving gesture … Love replies.
To every question … Love replies.
And when you TRULY KNOW THIS … when you bask in this FREEDOM OF KNOWLEDGE … that you have always
KNOWN … always …
You then … walk on through the veils … holding hands with THE DIVINITY within you and BEAM YOUR
LOVE-LIGHT to ALL … in a way that is as natural to you as breathing.
YOU ARE LIGHT … THAT IS WHO YOU ARE.
YOU are NOT a physical Human Being. You have simply adopted the guise of such … in order to perform
a Miracle.
And performing it … you are.
YOU ARE THE MIRACLE … EACH ONE OF YOU.
And in this KNOWING … you can produce nothing but Miracles to bring about the CHANGE IN FREQUENCY
REQUIRED in order to transform your Planet’s BEINGNESS …back into the Glory that it always was and
always will be.
LIGHT.
LOVE - LIGHT.
When we first began working with you Blossom, we asked you to write a book called ‘The Bridge.’
And as we progressed with our words during the communications … you realised why it was to be called
so. For we spoke about the Way-Showers.The One’s who crossed The Bridge first … and then returned,
many times over … to take others who were ready … across that Bridge and let them KNOW HOME.
We told of how after a ‘while’ … after ‘enough’ ‘returns’ … One would decide to remain on the other side
of that Bridge … as their Vibration would be too High to go back … and that others would take over.
Can you FEEL all this NOW Dearest Ones? Does it not make so much more sense to you?
Can I just clarify? The other side of The Bridge … do we cross over to it in our physicality? You don’t mean
this is what happens through that which we term ‘death’?
You are correct. We do not mean as in leaving the physical body. Not at all. THIS IS THE PLAN.
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To cross The Bridge into this Higher Realm whilst still in the human physical form. And yet … this is why
your bodies FEEL as if they are ailing so much of the time. This is why you are FEELING that One is ‘Through
with this lack of Energy … This lack of physical peak performance’.
It is only, Dearest Souls … that your bodies are changing.
When a caterpillar sheds its skin to transform into the butterfly … it is not a split second transformation.
The time of shredding the skin is quick in comparison to the long cocoon period, where in the changing
is done in silent acceptance. Much takes place for that caterpillar in that cocoon and it isn’t always
‘smooth sailing’ … and yet, it accepts … because it KNOWS … that the outcome … the completion of that
particular transformation ... is DIVINE … as it stretches and spreads its wings … AND FLIES … it KNOWS that
every inch … every step of the way … will have been PART OF IT ALL … and so very worthwhile.
WORTHY OF EVERY BREATH … WORTHY OF EVERY MOMENT. TO BECOME ITSELF IN ALL ITS BEAUTY AND TRUTH.
And YOU … Each One of you … our friends … our Beloved Warriors ... are taking this journey. THE SKIN IS
SHEDDING … SOON NOW … SO VERY SOON … SHALL YOU FLY.
Thank you so very much. An honour indeed to chat with you with such ease. I LOVE YOU! WE ALL LOVE
YOU.
A good while back , I wrote this. It is appropriate to post today I feel.
http://blossomgoodchild.blogspot.com/

The audio for this channel is here.
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WLv7q-bKgmU
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The Federation of Light Channellings
No. 14

1 June 2016
Good morning and welcome to my world. A question for you if I may? Folk write in asking many
diverse questions. A recurring one is ‘Is the Earth flat?’ and the other day ‘Is the sun cold ?’. All things
they have been reading about on line. I instinctively know that this is not the sort of question you
choose to answer. Can you elaborate on why, as it may help many to understand ‘our’ position. Thank
you.
Greetings to you and all that connect as ONE through these messages. We are happy to answer your
particular question. Your instinct is correct. We are not here to enter into unknown territory by many.
We are here to serve … and to go into matters such as some require, we do not feel assists … only
confuses.
Yet, wouldn’t your answers unconfuse?
No. For all over your internet service there are a billion and one answers on any given subject matter, so
that when one researches, they simply become bemused in the guessing game of what is true and what
is not.
WE … THE FEDERATION OF LIGHT do not wish to enter into this particular game. We choose to come only
through/in/of/as /the Vibration of Highest Love. Offering wisdom on how to raise one’s Vibration … not
to confuse it.
Yet, I am assuming you do know the TRUTH to such questions?
Dearest Blossom, what is TRUTH?
Ooh ‘ello! We’ve been down this pathway before and my brains fell out ... and certainly DID confuse!
Truth is that which is none other than Pure Love. When something FEELS RIGHT for you … that is TRUTH … for
YOU. When it feels uncomfortable … then it is not.
Yet, the same TRUTH may feel uncomfortable for one and yet not for another.
Our point entirely. You are Each travelling your own journey. You are discovering your OWN Truth as you
go along … and yet, we would say … that TRUE TRUTH … is discovered the more a soul walks in to it!
Is there a false TRUTH?
Not to the individual.
So, is there or not?
Let us put it another way to assist THE WHOLE. TRUTH is that which lies within the soul.
When one chooses to follow ‘Their Truth’ they are serving ‘Their soul’ … even though another’s view point
on that ‘Same Truth’ perceives it very differently.
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The point of LOVE perhaps at this stage in THE GAME upon Earth … is to discover self through experience ...
and through this experience, gain and accept the soul-self BACK into TRUTH.
Yet, why would it ever stray? TO EXPERIENCE EVERYTHING. TO KNOW EVERYTHING.
TO BE EVERYTHING … and this will/cannot end … for Life is eternal and always will it expand into a
greater place within itself.
Yet … as we have tried to determine before … is there an ULTIMATE TRUTH?
Yes. PURE UNADULTERATED LOVE.
So, what about all the other ‘TRUTHS’ that are not really TRUTHS?
Yet, they are … ‘at the time’. As we said … that which FEELS good (at the time) is one’s own particular
TRUTH … serving that particular soul … on that particular journey.
At another time … that same TRUTH no longer serves as a TRUTH to that particular soul … for it has
served its purpose in being TRUTH to that soul at that time. Understanding has been absorbed and that
TRUTH is now ready to be undone and that particular soul moves on to a Higher TRUTH … of /within
themselves.
Yes, I understand. For, as I too have said before … Things that I once didn’t regard as TRUTH have now
through my opening up … become TRUTH. I guess because I understand them more.
Correct. As understanding of SELF/ALL is released and becomes apparent ... then TRUTH does the same.
Ok. So, to get back to my original query then … Either the world is flat and the sun is cold … or ... the world
is round and the sun is hot?
Or … the Earth is square and the sun is luke warm! You see Dearest Souls … at the end of the day … the
Earth can be anything you want it to be … flat, round, square, hollow, opaque … name it … it can be it.
Yes, it CAN be it … but IS IT?
Yes … if you want it to be. That is our whole point and yet … it maybe a little too complicated to explain
at this stage of The Game.
Try me … indulge me, if you wouldn’t mind. Yet, before you start ... may I say that I get that everything is
possible. What I don’t get, is how all these possibilities can be going on at the same time, regarding the
same thing. How can the Earth be flat and round and square and hollow and opaque all at once?
It depends on where YOU CHOOSE TO BE. It depends on YOUR CHOICE of perspective. For ANYTHING and
EVERYTHING is possible at/in any space of your time that YOU CHOOSE.
You have been indoctrinated to KNOW that the Earth is round … for instance. Yet, once upon a fairy tale
… it was KNOWN that the EARTH was flat. Now once again … people are questioning ‘back’ to the original
query as to whether it is indeed flat … and round and round you go!
Meaning it IS round?
Blossom … meaning it is whatever you wanted it to be. Depending on WHERE you CHOOSE to BE.
There are flat Earths. There are round Earths. There are hollow Earths and there are opaque Earths. There
are as many Earths as you desire them to be. Infinite Earths.
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So, which one do I do my shopping on?
The one that you choose to move through at the time of doing your shopping.
Is it round or flat?
Neither/Both. Depending on where you are choosing to have your focus.
So, is it that simple? I can one day be on a flat Earth and one day be on a round one? Better than that …
you can one MOMENT be on a Flat and another MOMENT on a round. Assuming then … this is all about
dimensional shifts?
Indeed. They are taking place with every thought.
And yet … all around me seems so fixed … so … solid.
Because … that is your stable diet! That is how you have chosen to perceive EVERYTHING.
OK. So … it is knowledge now, that many of us are here down on Earth to help lift it into a Higher Vibration.
So, are we not then on ONE PARTICULAR EARTH … the one that needs to be lifted into a Higher place?
Yet, how would you know if there is not just one, yet many that you are creating … that are in need of
this?
Clearly I don’t! And then we go into that question of … who comes in and out of any given momentarily
‘jump’ in/through/out of dimensions with me? I sound like I know what I’m talking about. Nope ... just
going with the flow!
In and out of dimensions? Your lives’ FLOW in and out of dimensions … all the time … depending on a
simple thought.
Or a complicated one! OK. So say, for example, I am having a coffee with a group of friends and we
happen to experience a UFO flying past (thought I’d throw that in the mix) At that time … are we all
jumping into a dimension together that has the UFO in its ‘script’?
Yes. Apart from those in the group who didn’t see it … for it was not in their thought pattern.
Yet, it might not have been in anyone’s … at the time.
Yet, it would have been at some point … in some ‘space’ of their reality of their consciousness.
Then how come some people who don’t believe in UFO’s have the privilege to see them?
Because it is in the forefront of their mind that they don’t believe in them. Not in their greater
consciousness.
Jumping Jack flash! It is all so difficult to get ones heads around. A billion questions come up with every
statement you say!
Yet, do you not know Blossom, that ALL OF EVERYTHING IS UNDERSTOOD BY ALL … FOR ALL IS EVERYTHING
AND THEREFORE UNDERSTOOD?
Yet, not for me today in this moment … this dimension I am residing in. And I have no idea how to ‘skip’ into
the dimension that ‘is’ ALL KNOWING. Or do I?
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Of course. For YOU ARE OF EVERYTHING.
So, how come it FEELS like I don’t know how to do that? Because clearly if I did … I would be.
Because you believe you don’t.
Yet, somewhere in my greater consciousness I DO!
That of course is TRUE.
For who?
For US! IN OUR TRUTH OF KNOWING.
Yet, I accept this as TRUTH also… so why can’t I jump into that ALL UNDERSTANDING?
Are you ready for this one?
Sock it to me!
Maybe, the aspect of YOU that ‘IS’ ALL Understanding HAS/DID go to that place … and yet, the YOU that
YOU are choosing to ‘relive’ right now in this moment … has no knowledge of the YOU that chose in this
moment … to go to that ALL Understanding place. Because the YOU writing this, needs to remain here to
write this … and ask these questions.
So … where is the ME that understands ALL and EVERYTHING? Enjoying the place /space where ALL AND
EVERYTHING is understood. Far out!
No … right here.
I don’t get why I can’t access it though, because I CHOOSE to and I’d LIKE to … so, how come I can’t?
But you are!
Could you give me an analogy to help me understand better? Take a piece of string … wound up in a ball.
That ball of string is … A BALL OF STRING.
ONE BALL OF STRING.
ONE AND THE SAME …
And yet … the piece at one end of the ball … as it is being unravelled and wound around the hand
… is not aware of the other end of this ball. The other end of the ball is not ‘experiencing’ the same
impact of being unwound … even though, on some level it is aware that ‘something’ a long way away is
stirring. It is not actually aware in full, of what is taking place at the other end … even though, it is part
OF it. Only as the ball is unwound more and more does the FEELING pass through to the other end … as
the unravelling draws closer and closer to it.
Yes, that sort of helps. Thanks. Yet, if it is through CHOICE of where we want to be and I choose to go there
… to the ALL KNOWING … I still don’t feel that I … the ME HERE … the one that wants to experience it in this
NOW … is able to do so.
That is because only the YOU that is of THAT Vibration can experience it. YOU … through Choice are still
experiencing it … you cannot not … and YOU are there BEING IT.
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Yet, here I am …sitting communicating with you and very aware that I am …
Because you are choosing it … THIS PART OF YOU.
The part of you that is choosing to BE IN/OF the ALL / EVERYTHING is doing so … right now in this
moment, also. One end of the string is experiencing something differently from the other end. That is all.
And right now, this end … needs a cup of tea. Thank you. I FEEL I deserve a ‘Perseverance when losing the
plot’ badge!
We too, have enjoyed the ‘plot’ … that you felt you lost … yet, didn’t really.
Love ya … Love ya … Love ya … Thank you.

The audio for this channelling can be found here.
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xe_8JTMVA9c

The Federation of Light Channellings
No. 15

9 June 2016
Hello! Last week’s chat was rather mind blowing for many. I fully accept what you said. Yet, that
doesn’t mean I necessarily understand it! At the end of the day … I FEEL that it doesn’t really matter
WHAT we understand. What matters is that we LOVE and FEEL LOVED. For me, being here upon the planet
is not just about lifting its Vibration into a Higher /better place, it is also about ‘finding myself’. The
‘God-self’ in me.
The largest of heartfelt welcomes to you this day. To Each One who follows their path and acts upon that
which reunites them with this very thing ... their God- self.
An interesting word that … ‘God’. Warms and soothes and uplifts the hearts of many and turns off
the minds of so many others. I guess I look upon God as Source/Love. That makes more sense to me,
as being brought up a catholic (convent boarding school, strong catholic father) the word ‘God’ also
turned ME off for a long time. Although now, I am much more comfortable with it.
Indeed it is a ‘word’. Simply a word. And yet, words have coding. They have sound Vibration in them and
although as you say, many are out of tune with that word ... it still resonates on a very High Vibration.
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Yet, it is ‘just a word’ right? I remember White Cloud saying once that it wouldn’t matter if ‘Knitting needle’
was the word for God. It is the FEEL of it. The intent behind it that makes it what it is.
And of course that makes sense too. Some words can be quite offensive to the ear … through the
Vibration of sound that they carry … and yet, if that same word is uttered coming from a ‘different place’
of heart … the offence cannot /is not taken.
What word do you prefer to use for ‘God’? Depending on what one believes God to be?
Are you asking us two questions?
I suppose I am, yes.
Firstly then, the word … for the benefit of those upon Earth … that WE choose would be ‘Yahweh’.
Far out! That came out of nowhere. I have heard it somewhere in my distant memory, yet, can’t say off
hand I know much about it. I am so tempted to Google it this instant. Yet, I shall refrain, to see what you
have to say about it and then compare your version with the ‘Almighty Google’. What fun!
Yahweh … Is the most Honoured Ultimate. It is the ALL and the Everything. It is the most Highest revered.
It is the Giving and the Receiving. It is that which pours forth from the deepest place of One’s Being. It is
ALL THAT IS. IT IS THE HIGHEST VIBRATION OF LOVE THAT EXISTS.
Yes, you see … my mind went to it being a ‘BEING’. That is where a lot of confusion lies. Being brought up
a catholic, it took me a long time and a lot of searching to get rid of the notion that GOD is/was a man.
Or at least presenting in human form. So, I thought when talking about Yahweh you would say ‘He is’.
An instant misunderstanding. He, she, we, us, they, you … Yahweh represents ALL yet NONE of these
things. IT has no gender. It is not favourable to anyone or anything for it is Everyone and Everything.
This I understand. I accept also, that IT isn’t ‘Up there’ … it is within me. It is EVERYWHERE. It has to be … if it is
EVERYTHING. Yet, as I say, I still clearly don’t understand it, for I still ‘go looking for it’ … Up there … Out there
and In there! Through knowledge I accept I HAVE found it … for IT IS ME. Yet, it doesn’t necessary FEEL like
I have. I guess I’m waiting for that ‘Light show’! Not in the sky, I don’t think about that much anymore, but
with inside of me.
What kind of Light show?
The one many have experienced. The one where they are IN the Brightest Light and God (?) speaks to
them. Or, they just FEEL the most blissful Peace, if only for a few short moments. That must be the coolest
thing to experience and help one hold onto THE TRUTH.
Which Truth?
And … we’re off!! The Truth inside of me that KNOWS of this Light. This HOLY BEING-NESS that I AM part of.
So what is it Blossom, that makes you FEEL you don’t know it?
Because others have had a much more profound experience of it. My FEELING of Joy and Love ( to the
best of my ability) is great, yet, are we not always (stupidly) seeking that icing on the cake?
Why do you think that is?
You tell me! Please … thankyou.
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It is because their experience of self was ready for it at that point.
My feelings are that many are ready for it. I mean … in what way ready? I think we’ve been down this
road before, and we probably came to a dead end!................................ Interesting! We’ve come to a
blank. Surely not because of me saying ‘we came to a dead end’?
No. Just our little … would we say ‘prank’ (?) and to allow you a little time to think.
Ok. Let me put it another way for practical purposes. Why, for instance, am I not ready?
You are.
Then?
Tell us what difference it would make to you?
I feel … a big one! Sometimes, I have little instances of that nature, either awake or asleep … and it helps
me to feel like I am on track. So, therefore, a HUGE ENCOUNTER would set me up for life. As it seems to do
for others.
Have not the ones who have experienced this, also stated that they wish they could experience/feel it
again as they are frustrated that they can’t?
Yes. Very much so.
There you are then.
Where? Sorry. I Don’t buy it, with all respect. In fact I’m getting a little lost. It’s so hard to stay on track in
these sessions sometimes … which can be frustrating for me and the readers. Don’t get me wrong! I’m
not having a pop at you … just saying. I am still in a perfectly fine/flowing state of Being. Where shall
we go from here?
Let us retry to explain that THAT which you are searching for. That ULTIMATE EXPERIENCE to make you FEEL
you have ‘cracked’ it’ … is there for you … when you are ready … at any time. You say … we say … you are
ready. YOU ARE. Everyone is ready at any given time. You just have to KNOW It.
My argument being then … that many who HAVE had the experience didn’t necessarily KNOW it.
How do you KNOW that?
I don’t. So how do I get to KNOW that I am ready, when I FEEL I already KNOW I AM.
Let us ask a question. Do you FEEL that you need it? Nope. I just would LIKE IT! I mean, wouldn’t everyone?
Everyone can have it. For everyone is it.
Yes, I GET ALL THAT. And I know the reason you keep on telling us this is because you need to keep
repeating it until we get it. For there is no other way of explaining it. Yet, I still don’t get it. I mean, I do …
understand the concept … I just don’t FEEL it.

I

Maybe … you just don’t KNOW IT … within the aspect of that which you are choosing to live of yourself in
this moment. In this life time … in this physicality.
Assuming you mean ‘KNOW IT in its fullness. In MY entirety? Why is it that we struggle with that? I mean
… why do we only access such a small, tiny, minute aspect of all that we are? All that we know in this
human form? What’s that all about?
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It is about ‘experience’ of self. It is about coming back into the KNOWING of that which you KNOW.
In your rediscovering self - awareness in full … You see it. You accept it. You acknowledge it once again for
what it is. It FEELS new and you wonder at it. You FEEL JOY through it … because of it … You APPRECIATE IT/
YOU for what IT/YOU are. For you can recognise it as you come back into it and yet, at the same time …
see it for the first time as to WHAT IT IS … as opposed to have always BEEN it.
So, the point of not remembering in this physicality is to ‘experience’ ourselves and ALL that we are … as
we re-member WHO we are and what that WHO is capable of. If we were just always IT we wouldn’t really
know what IT was, because we hadn’t experienced the contrast. So, by experiencing the contrasts in
their multitrillion diverse formats we get to KNOW the TRUTH of WHO WE REALLY ARE when we are not
BEING the contradiction of that/our TRUTH. By George I got it!
The badge is pinned upon you proudly.
The one for perseverance I spoke of last week?
Yes, for look where it has got you and of course, without blowing your trumpet it has got many others to
the same place also.
Blow away!
So … the more deeply you ‘BEGIN’ to understand that you are ‘simply’ winding yourself in … the quicker
your understanding becomes understood.
Let us go back to the ball of string analogy that we spoke of last time. Yet, let us this time, imagine that
the entire ball of string (and how long is a ball of string?) has been unwound … right to the very limits of
itself. All the way along that string are ‘experiences’ on levels of degree of self. The one end that began
unwinding is perhaps on a level of 1 and the other end is the ULTIMATE PURE LOVE THAT IS. Let us describe
that as 10.
So, as 10 … begins to recall/recoil itself back into the ball that it was … it is experiencing itself becoming
WHOLE again. It is re-capturing / re-encountering itself FROM/BACK TO its ultimate position and
remembering itself as it does so. As it gets closer to its completeness, it BECOMES more of itself. All the
‘things’ that you ‘believe’ you are not … NOW become things that you are. The further the ball of string is
rewound back into its originality. Is this helping you?
Yes. To a degree. Yet, allowing many questions to pop up.
As they always will. Should we leave it for today and say … to be continued?
That would be most satisfactory. I’m now going to Google ‘Yahweh’*. Maybe I should start channelling
Google! In so very much Love and thanks for these ‘teachings’.
End of session.

The audio for this channelling read by myself and Joe Pena.
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7yCbjsBmHgk
*Yahweh. The most apt one for me and there are many explanations is … I AM.
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The Federation of Light Channellings
No. 16

18 June 2016
Well Hello! Straight to it, if we may? Just a follow through from last week regarding you saying that your
word for God would be ‘Yahweh’. One chap wrote in, almost in relief I felt, that you had finally slipped
up and revealed yourselves to be the dark side that you are and another lady was concerned as she
follows a reputable lady who says that Yahweh is a false Light. I was not ‘disturbed’ in the slightest about
this as that is ‘their Truth’ and I have become so strong in mine. I sort of already know what you are to
say, yet, I feel it may clarify and strengthen the point about anyone’s Truth, about anything.
Would you do the honours?
Welcome One and all. We would be delighted to serve as we always are and give credibility to our
reasoning behind our statement of offering that name. Which by the way, as asked by another reader
regarding its pronunciation, we would say that ‘Yod He Vod He’ is the most strongly coded vibration in /
through sound and yet, ANY interpretation carries with it … the intention behind it.
We shall travel off track a moment. Let us take the word ‘God’. When one is deep in prayer and Grace
and speaking/connecting with The Source, The Divine … they raise the Vibration of that word because
of their intent … because of their Love offered to God. Yet, at another time, another soul may be
in mood of great fury and use the word through/in such anger and hate … and that which you call
‘blasphemy’ would then lower the Vibrational sounding of that word. It TRULY is the intention behind any
word that raises or lowers its original form/coding.
So, to get back to those who FEEL … for it has to be a FEELING for it to be TRUE for them … that Yahweh is a
false Light or a Being who is from the dark side and has enslaved your planet … as just one example … All
we can say to that is … ???? We shall leave a little moment before we answer, in order to allow the reader
to find the answer for themselves first … in the TRUSTING that they have opened up to themselves in
order to know this.
And how interesting that at this very moment the next door neighbour has taken out their hedge
cutter to trim the hedges right next to this window!! Timing! Very, very frustrating. I shall have to
continue another time.
Ok continuing on now.
We say, that if that FEELS right to them and our words do not … then do not for one moment longer
continue to read our words. For, if they make you doubt or become fearful, then our messages are not
for you. For, we do not come to cause these emotions within one’s sentiment. We come to uplift and give
encouragement. Maybe, it would be that one ceases to read our words for a time … yet, may come back
further down the line and resonate more fully.
As we have said many times before … we are not here to gain points. This is not a competition as to
how many on your planet we can ‘get on board’. Obviously … the more the merrier and that fills us with
Great Joy. Yet, if it was to be that only two Beings read these messages Blossom, then that would make
us happy also, for we were assisting two people. Yet, in the knowing that ALL IS ONE … of ONE MINDED
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CONSCIOUSNESS OF/IN/THROUGH/AS LOVE … we would KNOW IN TRUTH that those two souls were/are
part of The Whole and therefore, we are serving ALL.
That is a Happy thought for you to ponder on, Dearest Friends. That, that which you do for yourselves,
you do for another. That which you do for another you do for EVERYONE. For the Vibration of that
thought/action, although offered to maybe just one … is actually received by ONE … for that ONENESS IS
ALL THERE IS. It is your ‘warped upbringing’ shall we say, that allows you to FEEL that you are separated
from it. YOU SIMPLY CANNOT BE.
Thank you. Could we just continue on the same thread regarding what sits well for one, may not for
another? Because I’d like you to clarify/speak about the fact that no-one is wrong or right in such
matters.
We can indeed speak of that. Although, these waters can run deep. That which one chooses to
acknowledge and FEEL as their Truth … as to what sits right … or, as you say … what resonates for them …
is their choice to do so. And Being there, upon Planet Earth, you were gracefully given that freedom to
choose what is right and what is wrong … for you.
The introduction of your worldwide interconnectedness through your computer systems … like many
things … has its ups and downs … Its good and bad points. How quick one is to Love it when it is on hand
for all your needs, yet, how quickly too, one scorns and wishes to throw it out the window the minute it
may falter and perhaps even slow down for a short while … Heaven forbid!
As much as it offers then too, the opportunity to discover many things that take place/that are/
have been/ that will be … all around your globe … it also offers the opportunity for incredulous
information to be posted and absorbed by many who choose to take it on board as their Truth.

that

Yet, who is to say that? For it would be Truth to the person who wrote it.
Not at all!
Ooh! That was quite strong!
It was intended to be. We are aware in our realms that there are many upon your planet who wish to
disguise the LIGHT. Their desire is to cover up … to hide … ANYTHING AND EVERYTHING that shines the
Light that leads you on the pathway home. They distort Truths from many very clever perspectives and
are so subtle in the way they do so … in order to make that which is not necessarily Truth … to FEEL like it
is.
Are these people on planet, or are they influenced by those off planet?
Both … in the same way that we work Blossom. You are on it … we are off it. Yet our choice, yours and
ours … is to bring Upliftment and Joy and OUR TRUTH. This is not necessarily the agenda of some … both on
and off planet.
So, back to the right and wrong … surely it is ‘wrong’ to hide/distort the Truth etc.?
Not in their eyes. Or they would not be doing it. If it didn’t FEEL right for them they wouldn’t be doing
it. Because, for their soul at this given time, they are acting upon that which SERVES THEM, yet, not The
Whole.
So, for clarifications sake … is that not wrong?
Indeed not. As we say, this can become very deep and we would say … perhaps unacceptable to some
soul’s Truth at this time.
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Where would we begin really to explain … for to try to do so … in a nut shell, is an impossible task. And to
try and synopsythize (?) it, doesn’t really make it any easier to construct through/in words.
I feel from you it is about/on the lines of … Nothing matters. That everything is JUST an experience …
from/by everyone /everything. I know we have talked of the ‘nothing matters’ thing before a few times
… yet, I accept it and understand it a little more now.
We thank you. We couldn’t have put it better ourselves!
I got that … so, I gave it a try! HA!
And succeeded!
May we offer the word ‘Judgement’ at this point? Those who judge another’s actions/movements/
thoughts … have still quite a way to go on the path to their own True Happiness. For it is each one’s
journey of choice that leads them home and whichever route they choose to take … is the one they shall
walk upon. It is not up to another to say whether or not that is the best or easiest way. For each soul is
here to experience their individual soul-self journey.
Yet, that journey chosen by another affects the whole effect! Some may feel that another’s choices
holding back the GRAND EXPERIENCE of walking in fulltime Joy and feel resentment about that.

are

Then again we offer the word ‘Judgement’. What another chooses is up to them. It is their choice as to
how they play out their role … and … in order for everything to be experienced by The Whole … those
who you believe to be holding you back … are actually acting out a role that was agreed upon by
the
CONSCIOUSNESS OF ALL. Otherwise it could not be happening. You see? We said these waters run deep.
Hold on. I’ll just go get my snorkelling gear! Yet, I sort of understand that. So, this kind of answers why
there is no right or wrong?
Indeed. We have also mentioned before that Souls/Spirits/Beings of the Greatest Light have and do
sacrifice much in order to ‘appear’ as something they are not … so that they can assist in the awakening
of your planet.
I know what you mean by that. Yet, some new readers may be confused.
In that … much that is ‘presented’ as horrific in this illusion/hologram … is ‘designed’ to stir ... to
stimulate ... the soul that lies deep within the TRUTH OF LOVE and allow it to POWER UP … to ignite itself
BACK into the TRUTH of itself. Because, the outrageous demonstration of/by another … brought to the
forefront that which needed to be stirred and awakened. So, an Enlightened Being may offer to present
itself in these atrocious energies to assist those that need this kind of thing to wake them up.
Yet, wouldn’t it be far better to awaken, stir up and power up souls through some Miraculous Event of
Truth? Say … in the sky? Ha! Just couldn’t resist popping that one in!
That is indeed another way/version … and this is STILL … WITHOUT QUESTION … ON THE CARDS. Just couldn’t
resist popping that one in!
I love you!
And we love you.
Our point is … that EVERYTHING possible has/is to be experienced. THAT’S WHAT LIFE IS.
Through all its experiments … through all its ‘goings on’ … LIFE IS ONE FANTASTIC MIRACULOUS EXPERIMENT
IN ALL ITS FORMS OF … LOVE … ALL ITS FORMS OF LOVE. FOR …
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(In Chorus together everyone please!) There is nothing else.
ANYWHERE.
There is not one place … not one tiny atom … not one magnificent mountain that is not constructed by/
through/of /in the ENERGY OF LOVE.
I just feel you want to add a little bit more to the topic in which we began?
Thanking you. Regarding what is true and untrue and why such things are written and whether one
thinks it is right or wrong … or hiding/distorting the Truth. Let us throw yet another spanner in the
works and mention that which we have been discussing also lately, regarding the fact that everything
is possible … every scenario … every thought … depending on what dimension any one aspect of one’s
soul is focussing on at the time. So, that is also how something can be a Truth for one and not for another
… Do you see?
Yep, and believe it or not … It all makes sense … even though I can’t make head nor tail of it! I am so
delighted to be in your presence and even more so to be the happy medium that brings forth your
messages. Many thanks from the deepest place in my heart.
We surely must form a mutual appreciation society.
I think we already have !

For the audio of this channel click here.
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7RqQhncVoss

The Federation of Light Channellings
No. 17

24 June 2016
Good morning. I am looking forward to today’s chat with you. Where shall we begin?
Greetings of High order to you also, Dearest Blossom, and to all those who connect with us in/through
this manner. It is our souls purpose/journey to mix with your Energies and do our upmost to assist all
those who follow these messages in ways of finding Joy. The kind of Joy that is permanent and remains
within, no matter what is taking place in any circumstance.
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That’s wonderful. Although, it may be a bit inappropriate to be of great Joy if someone had just
experienced something traumatic or a bereavement.
And yet, we did not say that it should be displayed outwardly at all times. For indeed discernment
should be applied in certain circumstances … as to the level of outward Joy shown. Yet, to remain with
Joy within, even in such circumstances … assists the souls and situations that are occurring.
Joy works wonders. It works and weaves a magic through one’s soul and out to the entirety of all that is
… EVERYWHERE.
So, the key to having that Joy permanently is hidden under which rock in the middle of nowhere?
Don’t
get me wrong … I often experience Joy and I am one to laugh a lot ... yet , I certainly wouldn’t say that
FEELING is with me permanently.
The Key of course … is inside of you.
And accessed how exactly?
Through the KNOWING that it is there. Through the KNOWING … that it is actually YOU. Joy is who you
are. For who you are is Love and … Love is Joy.
Ahha! Back to that little puppy! Just kidding. For it makes sense. I KNOW I AM LOVE … I DO. Yet, I don’t FEEL it in
fullness as I should.
How do you know?
Because of the way I sometimes feel. For instance … I have to ‘pull myself together’ upon waking
in the
morning, because more often than not, I feel like … to put it politely ‘mud’. It takes me a few minutes or so
to offer Gratitude’s etc. in order to put me in the right space for the day. That is not permanent Joy. Even
though I KNOW that is what we are. As I say, I just can’t seem to access it ‘full time’.
And we would reply, that as you probably know, and this will apply to so many … that the reason you
wake up feeling this way is because you are exhausted from ‘working’ so tirelessly during your night
hours.
Your physical body maybe resting, your physical mind may have shut down for a time, yet, your soul …
Oh, your soul Dearest One’s … has no need of rest. Its Divine purpose is to serve. Therefore when ‘out
of body’ in your sleeping hours, it is doing so much good. Serving so many. Assisting in ways that when
‘arriving back’ into your physical you have no recollection of.
Why can’t we recollect? That would be nice.
Indeed, some of it would. Yet, some of it would upset your psyche. For your soul is capable of ‘visiting’
very dark places in order to put Light there. Places that perhaps your HUMAN MIND would be unable to
accept … in Peace.
Ooh! That sounds pretty gruesome!
It is! Dearest souls, you are aware that EVERYTHING is possible, so there are things taking place of a
manner that would not soothe the soul, yet, greatly disturb it … if you were to become aware of them in
your physical understanding. And indeed therefore, this is the reason that you cannot ‘remember’ these
things when you awake.
Souls who have fallen into darkness … in a fashion that to you would seem surreal and deeply sadden
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one. Yet, we tell you this … not to depress … not to upset … yet, as always … to Enlighten. For it is to
these grimmest ‘places’ that YOUR ENLIGHTENED BEINGS OF LOVE volunteer to go … to be of service … To
BE THERE AND SHINE LIGHT. It takes great strength of ‘character’ to do so, for one’s confidence in their own
Light HAS TO BE of GREAT Standing, so that one is not enticed into the mire where others choose to belong.
Much service is given and received and many, many souls are sanctified and reconciled with the TRUTH
and Goodness of their Light. So much goodness is taken into effect … much soul retrieval is accomplished.
On a Lighter note … one can also take their soul to the place they resonate with closely as their home
... their hall of residence. This can take many forms. It can be a planetary home. It can be a ‘vacational
paradise’ … it can be simply bathing in Light. Anything that will and does replenish the weary soul.
For, we are aware that it is not easy to have one’s soul reside on Planet Earth in the manner chosen for
Humans. So much to endure … much on levels that you are not aware of, yet also, so much to LOVE.
It is through these ‘visits’ home that allows one TO LOVE in a deeper understanding of that which it is. For
Your Divine Earth Planet is one of such beauty. It is only the downfall of the human consciousness that
has taken the Energy of it into a more morose FEEL.
Look around you Dearest Ones. Lean against a tree … smell a flower … stroke an animal … bathe in
the hues of a new dawn and a setting sun. Open your souls … breath … open your hearts and minds …
breathe again ... and open your arms wide … throw your head back and …
FEEL WHO YOU ARE!
BE IN GRATITUDE FOR WHO YOU ARE … as/in Oneness with ALL that Mother Nature provides. This then,
is when you KNOW Joy. You do not just believe that it exists. You KNOW IT … For you are JOY in that
JOYOUS moment.
I know of this … I have felt it and it is the best feeling in the world. I can’t say it is with me permanently
though, and I , compared to many, have such an enchanted life.
And this is why we express/teach/offer wisdom in the fact that souls who have risen to this
enchantment, now understand that the more they remain in this Joy … no matter what … the more they
are assisting others who are not in such an enchanted forest … to raise their Vibration also. For YOUR
JOY … Everyone’s JOY … is shared by all. Even by one who is so lost that he/she feels it necessary to cause
deep atrocities to another … THEY DESERVE YOUR JOY as much as a loving little child at play.
So, back to the key … the key to open the door and let it in/out, so that it remains?
That key, as we say, is within you. When you have moments of Joy … you have the key in your hand.
Don’t let it go.
So let us portray the hand the holds the key as your memory. Tap into that FEELING when you are
FEELING JOY and acknowledge to the self that you are now holding the key and to have/hold it forever.
Imagine inserting the key into the door lock … your heart. Feel and visualise the warmth and Light as
you turn the key … open it up. So, literally visualize opening up a door in your heart area and as you do
so … FEEL THE LIGHT coming from you … as it is set free.
That’s interesting, because I thought you were going to say … open the door and let the Light flow ‘in.’
Not so Dearest Blossom. For the Light is already there … within you. It always has been and forever will
be. FOR YOU … YOUR ESSENCE … YOUR SOUL … is compiled of LIGHT.
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YOU ARE … EVERYONE IS … A BEING OF LIGHT. THIS IS WHAT YOU ARE MADE OF … LIGHT.
Components that make you Light. You are visiting here through choice in a vessel that you call a human
body. This body is a miraculous invention designed to get you around. It is designed to allow you to
experience LIFE through ‘different eyes’. Very different eyes indeed. This body functions because you
breathe. If you do not breathe, the body lays to rest permanently. It disintegrates back into the dust. It
too, is compiled of Energy. Yet, that Energy, when finished with, returns into THE WHOLE. Yet, YOUR soul
... YOUR LIGHT … is not encased within it. Your soul is FREE. Whenever you want it to be.
It doesn’t feel like that. I don’t seem to be able to just zoom off, willy-nilly.
Because you believe you are trapped inside. Your belief system believes that so deeply, brought through
from life time to life time, that to undo such misunderstandings … takes a while to do so.
To break patterns, to break habits that have formed deeply in the unconscious, they need to be
recognised IN THE CONSCIOUS in order to correct them.
See, that’s another difficult thing. How to tap into the subconscious without doing a four year
hypnotherapy course!
Not nearly so difficult as you are making it out to be . NOTHING is as difficult as you make it out to be. It
is only because you believe, you tell yourself that it is so … that it is. You ingrain such thoughts so deeply
that you yourself find them hard to find!
REMEMBER DEAREST SOULS … OUR BROTHERS AND SISTERS … OUR FAMILY … YOU ARE THE MOST MIGHTY
POWERFUL BEINGS.
YOU ARE CAPABLE OF DOING … SEEING … HAVING … ACCOMPLISHING … ABSOLUTELY ANYTHING AND
EVERYTHING.
Apply this knowledge and use it wisely … for yourself … for the Highest Good of all.
And watch … FEEL … expect … that which is beyond any expectations you could imagine.
So, is it a matter then, of just convincing the self that that is what/who we are? Just reminding the self
over and over and over?
Indeed. Yet, the key …
I feel like I’m a janitor …
The key to this is not just to remind … yet, in that reminding ... ONE MUST FEEL! ONE MUST FEEL IN TRUTH
THAT THIS IS SO.
TAKE DEEP BREATHS IN OF LOVE WHEN YOU REMIND YOURSELF THIS IS SO. FEEL THE STRENGTH OF WHO YOU ARE.
FEEL THE LIGHT OF WHO YOU ARE
FEEL THE ABSOLUTE LOVELINESS OF YOURSELF. FEEL THE KNOWING OF YOUR BEING.
For you … you who choose to do so shall …
LIGHT UP YOUR LIFE … YOUR WORLD … AND ALL WITHIN AND UPON HER. YOU WILL LIGHT UP ALL THAT IS.
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THIS IS THE POWER YOU HAVE … AND WHEN IT IS RECOGNISED BY YOU/WITHIN YOU …THEN DEAREST FAMILY OF
LIGHT … EVERYTHING CHANGES BEFORE YOUR VERY EYES.
I get it … And I know that many, like me, are getting it too. One step at a time. Slow as the journey may
seem, sometimes.
Yet, as you know … it is not the destination that you seek, it is the experience of the journey that is the
soul’s return to itself.
Got my backpack … Got my sandwiches … Got my water … Got me … Got you … Got everything I need.
Forward … March! In Love and thanks. Thoroughly enjoyable hour as always.
And to Each One … we ask you to FEEL OUR DIVINE LOVE as we send it out to you … to be received by you
… as we walk boldly ever onwards in the Light and The Love.
You took the words right out of White Clouds mouth!
No, we did not … For he is very much a part of us.
Perhaps we can go into all that another time, once again. In Love and Gratitude my friends. Bye for
now.
ADIEU.
And to you White Cloud … Adieu my friend, Adieu.

Here is the audio for this channelling.
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=l3lHFYTSKy0

The Federation of Light Channellings
No. 18

3 July 2016
Once again … already … so soon! Hello and welcome to you.
Divine Greetings of Love and Grace aimed right at the core of your Being, Dearest Blossom and ALL.
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Something I’d like to address. A few times when signing off at the end of the channellings, I have
clearly
felt the desire to write ‘Adieu’ … which many already know is WHITE CLOUD’S signature for his energy
leaving. You have expressed that ‘he’ is part of The Federation of Light. Yet, he comes across to us as a
Native American Indian who last lived on Earth in the late 1500’s. Yet, you and your ‘kind’ … are Beings of
Light who have never actually lived as humans. So, can you explain your friendship and how exactly White
Cloud is a part of The Federation of Light?
That would be fine and fitting to do so. Firstly, we must recall your Being to the fact that there is no
separation. We are ALL ONE. Secondly, we would alert you to another fact that the spirit Energy you call
White Cloud is FAR GREATER than perhaps you have ever realised.
My heart is beating very fast … not with anticipation, yet, with Energy. Please continue.
That which you know as White Cloud is of a radiance that many are not yet accustomed to. As you KNOW
… many begin to weep the minute he speaks. This is due to his High authority … his High Energy of/
as/through/in Light. He allows only the deepest humility to resonate within /through himself into the
Energy of whoever he is speaking with.
His ‘adaption’ into our ‘circle of friends’ … shall we say … is ‘as and when’ he so chooses to visit … to
which we consider it an honour to be in his presence.
Really? No offence to my darling man … for I love him to pieces! Yet, I know too, that YOU … You ... are a
very High Consciousness that Vibrates on a very High level. So, for you to be honoured for him to pop in
for a cuppa with you … must mean he is … as you say … far Higher than I had realised.
Does it make any difference to you?
Of course not. No.
Know too … that when he speaks to others through you Blossom, he has to ‘dampen’ his Energy to quite
a degree in order for you to be able to stay on the ground when he is with you. He has a skill that enables
him to do this … and in order for those listening and just Being in his presence not to ‘explode’.
I really do understand that.
And do you understand that the Higher YOUR vibration rises, the Higher degree of HIS Energy can come
through you and therefore, ‘give out’ to others? It is an agreement you and he made and has not been
broken.
Nor will it be. For indeed, like you, I find it an honour to work with him. Ridiculous as it sounds … when he
visits you … what do you do? Have a chin wag?
WE BE. WE BLEND AND BE.
I’m suddenly crying! I FEEL such Love, guys … Such Love as that last sentence came through. I sort of ‘felt/
saw/imagined a degree of that. WOW. To blend and BE with each other … sort of says it all really.
If only we humans would do the same!
It takes but a breath, Dearest Blossom … but a single breath and then another and another.
Yet, you don’t have the need to breathe do you?
No.
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Then, what is your ‘alternative’?
Stillness. FEELING Light … Everywhere. Within … without … Everywhere. Within Everyone … Everything.
Knowing there is nothing else and BEING OF IT /IN IT.
When you are in this space with White Cloud … what takes place? What is its purpose?
To BE! Maybe it is hard for you to understand coming from the human perspective … and yet, we would
say there is NOTHING … absolutely NOTHING in your world or in any other … that can/will/does
surpass the FEELING of just BEING ... and to BE with one another is beyond words, our friend. You need to
experience it … for you can only FEEL it … there are no words to express/describe it.
Yet … do not deny it … for yourselves. For Each One is OF IT. Each one of you … EVERYTHING is of it.
Yes, I know. Yet, as you said earlier, White Cloud, (as I believe you do also) has to ‘lower his frequency’ to
communicate with me … because of his place of standing. So, how can we down here actually FEEL it …
for we are placed in this density?
May we interrupt?
Go for Gold!
You are coming from your human perspective. Set yourself free of it /from it … and it is a different story.
Yep … get that. However … this is a disputable matter and has many different ‘Truths’ to it … in that …
how do I begin? Are we not all on our own journey and evolving at different levels at different rates of
learnings and understandings, depending on choices?
Yes.
So then, is it so … in your Truth, that when a soul leaves the mortal coil and resurfaces ‘elsewhere’ … that
they are automatically BACK in the fullness of Light, in their fullness of Truth … or … are they still on their
evolving journey?
They are evolving within their soul...................... within certain boundaries.
I just knew this would get out of hand! These boundaries being?
Being within a certain ‘Sphere’ of learning as a human expression Of Light.
So, when we pass over to other realms, we are within a Sphere of …?
Of self-realisation.
So, we don’t go into this ‘All Knowing of Everything’ when we pass over?
Yes, you do. How would we put it? … Within THAT Sphere’s possibilities.
Whoa! This is opening up so much and too many questions are coming to my mind at once. So … that
all knowing /understanding is only ‘part’ of an all knowing /understanding? How can that be? You
either know it all or you don’t!
You FEEL within that Sphere … you KNOW and understand everything … and you do. You Know and
understand Everything that is to be Known and understood … within that Sphere.
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This is definitely all new to me … and may I ask … what is beyond that Sphere?
Another one!
And then another and another?
Exactly.
I am feeling as if one graduates from one Sphere to another?
You are feeling correctly. And here is where we ‘slip in’ regarding Hierarchy etc. For there are many
Spheres … and White Cloud has graduated (back) into a level that surpasses way beyond that of the
‘time capsule’ of the Earthly experience. And yet … he was able to ‘return’ to Earth in his Native American
guise to ‘influence the planet’. To seed it with knowledge and Great Love … for it was ‘his’ desire to do
so. His LOVE for all is of such Compassion and Great Passion … that he ‘sacrificed’ much of himself ‘at
that time’ in order to accomplish this and when finishing that Earthly experience … there was quite a
vacation of recuperation needed in order to restore his TRUE LIGHT and strength once again.
And so what about YOUR Sphere? Where is your little ball of Light within all these levels? I mean, how many
levels are there? And I already know you are going to say …
Infinite. Yes. This is the case, Blossom. You are keeping up well. Shall we confuse you even more by saying
that after a certain level one can swop/come and go / into other Sphere’s as one chooses … and then to
confuse even more … the Sphere’s … after a particular frequency of Light then merge into another. So
that two become one … and even Higher than that …three become two, become one … and so on and so
on.
So, if White Cloud and yourselves reside in a High sphere … when White Cloud ‘pops’ over to your neck of
the woods for a cuppa … is it ‘just’ the Energy of White Cloud … as an individual per se … or does he bring
the entire Sphere along with him? … because you’d need notice, so you can buy extra biscuits surely?????!!!!
How we enjoy you bringing this ‘outer limits’ conversation back down to Earth.
Again a little difficult to put into words … At the level that White Cloud resides … ‘he’ of course is not a
‘he’ …
I understand he is of no gender.
Correct. He simply IS LIGHT. Yet, his ENERGY that once was ‘acting on the behalf’ of an individual has
co - joined with many other Energies of Light that have risen back into/within that High Vibration and
merged AS ONE.
However … this does not mean that what was once acting as an individual Energy cannot … at will …
through choice … separate themselves whenever applicable … and for instance … hop into our Sphere. At
the level White Cloud resides there is very little he cannot do.
And yourselves? I mean … I always know of you to be ‘On High’ … due to you being ‘The Overseers of the
Overseers.’
Should we humbly say … we are not too far behind!
That’s for sure … in my books anyway! Tears roll down my cheeks, my friends … as my heart swells in
LOVE as I FEEL YOUR TRUTH. I LOVE YOU. I LOVE YOU. I LOVE YOU. Thank you so much for introducing us to new
concepts when you know we are ready to receive them!
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We find it an honour to serve the human race. We find it an honour to LOVE YOU and BE LOVED BY YOU.
Until next time …
In Love and thanks. Bucket loads of it.

The audio for this channeling is read by Blossom and Joe Pena.
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LYyU8MoKgBw

The Federation of Light Channellings
No. 19

30 July 2016
Hello there. Well, it’s been a good few weeks since we have been able to make contact. Before I say
anymore, best check you are available today. Anyone home?
In the knowledge that we are TRULY at your side, we welcome you and intend to make our
communication today, to be full of the basis of our Being with you at all times. LOVE. LOVING YOU.
LOVING ALL.
Welcome. It sure will be nice … as I have tried a good few times and it just wasn’t happening. Are you
able to tell me why?
Indeed. There were many particles to the preventing of our chatting of late. One, would be of the
extreme intensity of Energies that are entering your Planet at the moment. A whirlwind, would we say
… and that is why, when you thought you were channelling us, you soon cottoned on to the fact that it
wasn’t us. And we commend you for that.
Who was it?
It was of a disguised energy that was quickly detected by you. There are anomalies in your world that
choose to prevent Truth’s getting ‘out there’. And we say ‘in YOUR world’ ... for the energy was OF your
world. Would we say … The Greater the Truth … the more those who desire of it to be deterred ... put
more energy into making sure it does not ‘get told’.
Also, with such strong Energies entering your Planet and your very Beings … it is more suitable to ‘let
them be’ at these times in order for integration and absorption of such Energies to settle within.
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Yet, to me … they certainly feel as though they are still coming in thick and fast. The other night I found
it so hard to ground myself. I felt my eyes rolling up in my head!
We were aware of that! And many have experienced the same.
So what exactly IS going on? What is all of this about?
It is the Gateway opening. The intensity of all these Energies is due to the fact that your Planet has
reached a particular tipping point … whereby it is of a LIGHT ENERGY that has reached a certain capacity
… which in turn enables … not more of the same … yet, Higher Energies to enter in and mingle with the
positioning of Energies that have been ‘produced’ by the LIGHT ENERGY of Humans who have followed
their hearts and brought this to Be.
Now, will you SEE and FEEL things really begin to speed up. It will be a question of grounding these
Energies for a time … allowing them to settle … and then, one shall really see the firework display!
Meaning?
Meaning, that you are ever closer to recognising the fact that ‘It is time to come out to play’. It is time for
frivolity to abound.
The level of your Vibrations and the Vibration of your Planet has become of such a High degree over
these last years … that CHANGE is to appear more obvious.
Since your date of Dec 21st 2012 … much has been flowing into your Planet in ways of CHANGE.
A transforming has occurred … that took place in a subtle undercurrent so as not to disturb too much …
and so not to be too obvious to those who A) could not accept these changes and transforming Energies,
and

B) Those who would choose to work against them, should they present themselves to be overpowering
for the Greater Good.
So, we would say … much undercover work has been credulously arising … and much has been cemented
in ways of anchoring Energies into the core of your Planet in order for future undertakings to move forth
smoothly.
Leading to what exactly?
Leading to the world that you promised yourselves. Moving into the Energies that support and uplift.
Taking heed of that which your soul’s calling is offering. Letting go of all that has been planted to bring
the Energy down and taking hold of all that now ‘Welcomes you’ into your Higher homestead.
You, Children of Earth …
Why children? For, with all respect … many of us feel very old!
We use this in terms of endearment. For you are the Way – Showers. The One’s who bring your
Planet into its Higher positioning. You are the CHILDREN that began this venture at a certain level of
understanding … and you followed through your commission.
You came down to Earth with such hope … much of which was thwarted by experiences that took one’s
soul into depths of deep sadness and loss of way at times. Yet, you continued on. You did not give up …
because YOU ARE WARRIORS OF LIGHT … and you will never/can never fail.
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FEEL NOW … as these stronger Energies settle … FEEL THE POWER WITHIN YOU and let it RISE UP and connect
with EACH ONE … EACH OTHER.
Gather your Being’s thoughts and allow the FEELING OF TRUTH that lies within them to strengthen and
uphold.
The stronger you recognise yourselves to Be … the sooner ‘Happenings’ can happen.
Well, as always, I’ll wait and see on that one! And yet, as this conversation continues, I have such
a
strong vision of ‘Your Kind’ meeting ‘Our Kind.’ And there being such Unification. I know this will happen, for
I feel it in my bones! It is not wishful thinking. It is my knowing. Yet … WHEN Dear Friends from elsewhere?
Will it be in my life time? I know I have asked this before.
It shall be in your life time, unless you are planning to take your leave tomorrow!
Ha! Nope. I’ve been on this path too long to miss out on the fireworks.
There are journeys to be undertaken for many and for some they are ready to ‘step on board’. Yet,
before this can take place, there are still ‘Events’ that must occur … so that ‘timing’ allows for success in
our presentation.
What sort of Events?
Events that will bring much CHANGE.
Events that will awaken souls into a Higher Vibration of themselves. Events that will change the course
of your history.
Events that will see such overwhelming evidence as to ‘HOW THINGS REALLY ARE’ upon your Planet … that
the Human Race shall scatter into sections and diversify.
Far out! Scatter into sections? That’s quite full on! Do you mean the ‘Sections’ will be separate in beliefs
and ways forward?
Not all. Not by any means. Let us call them ‘Groups’.
This is all new. Can you explain further?
We shall do our best. Yet, as you know … we do not choose to give ‘exact telling’s’, for that would alter
the way things play out.
Certain ‘Happenings’ shall occur and they are not too far away.
Surely you don’t mean ‘soon’?
We accept your frivolity. When they occur you will know. For they will be very much in the forefront of
everyone’s thinking. It could be no other way.
These ‘Events’ will … as we say … CHANGE EVERYTHING. The way that your Planet is ‘run’ shall do almost
a 360 degree turnabout. Much conflict of opinion shall be the cause of Humans to find their ‘TRUTH
GROUPS.’
Not really sure I like the sound of that. The conflict part doesn’t conjure up feelings of ‘Peace’ and ‘Let’s
get it on’!
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Yet, if one is within their own ‘TRUTH GROUP’ … there shall of course be much harmony within. REMEMBER
FREE CHOICE.
Remember to focus on one’s LOVE FOR SELF AND ALL. For that is all that matters TO SELF AND ALL.
May we interject here, Blossom? For we are aware that your ‘minds thoughts’ are visualising something
that IT has created and NOT something that WE are proposing. For you are imagining almost opposing
teams that are practically at war within these individual sections.
This is not so, unless Human kind chooses it to be so … Which is not on the cards of destiny.
We ask you now to FEEL and visualise blue skies … green grass … sparkling waters … fresh produce. We ask
you to hear laughter and utterances of kindness.
We ask you to KNOW of the place that was created by you before you came.
We ask that you remember your mission … the plan of transformation that you came here to make
happen.
ALL THAT IS TO TAKE PLACE IN FUTURE DAYS HAS ALREADY BEEN DECIDED BY YOU.
Yet, how so … if we have freedom of choice?
May we add …’THE OUTCOME’ … THE OUTCOME HAS BEEN DECIDED BY YOU.
It is ones freedom of choice that determines the pathway one walks … to get to that outcome.
Yet, your awakening BACK into your True - selves will allow you to take the most enjoyable path
possible.
IF THAT IS YOUR CHOICE!
When these changes present themselves … do not allow fear to take hold. For there shall be those who
tell you that fear is the only way to move forward … in it and off it.
DO NOT LISTEN TO FEAR.
FEAR DOES NOT EXIST!
YOU … GRAND LIGHT BEARERS … YOU … will instinctively fall into your Truth and KNOW what to do. We have
spoken before of receiving your orders…
Yes, White Cloud has spoken many times of many already being ‘downloaded’ with what to do when
the time comes. As if we have an envelope inside our minds and when the time is upon us, the
envelope can be opened and each one will know what to do. I know this sounds so ‘Sci Fi movie-ish’,
yet, metaphorically, it just makes sense to me.
It makes sense because it is your TRUTH. And it shall make sense to many who read our words. DEAREST
SOULS OF EARTH … you have heard also of ‘The Quickening’ …
What … The Quickening that has gone so slowly?
Only in your Earthly terms. For you measure things by ‘time’. We measure them by ‘Energy Power’ … and
now … as we said when we began … can the results of this ‘Energy Power’ begin to be able to make itself
known. Not as the form that you experience of being ‘airy-fairy’ and not being able to feel grounded, yet,
in the form of ACTUAL FORM!
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ACTUAL TANGIBLE RECOGNITION OF THAT WHICH YOU HAVE BEEN WAITING FOR.
Well … Woo Hoo’s and Tickety Boo’s all round. Let us take note here though … regarding that profound
sentence ... ‘For you measure things by ‘time’, we measure them by Energy Power’… Because
otherwise, heaven forbid … we would be expecting something to actually happen … Soon!! Thanks
Chaps! Pretty out of the blue stuff … for you. Love to you … Love to all. And in much Gratitude.
Be Of/In strength. Until next time. WE LOVE YOU.

The audio for this channelling read by Blossom and Joe Pena is here.
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xXIMLqnLI7I

The Federation of Light Channellings
No. 20

6 August 2016
Good morning. I’m in a quandary this morning. Last night I got sent a video of a large Mothership
appearing in Columbia.
(see link http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wFmOFgMhNS0)

1. Looks impressive.
2. It happened at the end of June. How come it hasn’t gone stupidly viral?
3. Another person did a video on the fact that it was a hologram/false flag/false alien invasion.
4. How come my heart does not let me KNOW the TRUTH?
5. Therefore, not wanting to be a fear forwarder … just wanting to get to the bottom of things … what are
your views on false flags etc.? And if I can’t FEEL THE TRUTH … how am I supposed to suss all this out!?
6. I’m not depressed … just call me Mrs Confused of Noosa!
We are aware Dearest Soul that you have made the intention to bring forth only the Highest Truth, as
you always do before communicating with us. Yet, there are certain matters that simply would not be
beneficial to discuss and this is one of them.
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Why?
Because of its delicate format.
Yet, isn’t it important to us humans to get to the TRUTH?
Very much so … yet, your safety is also a concern.
Mine for channelling the information, or everyone’s safety?
Yours for channelling TRUTH.
It’s very frustrating though … I mean, was that a true Mothership in the video or was it a hologram?
It was a True Ship. Although large, we would not say it was a Mothership.
Then how come many of us have not heard about it before? This happened over a month ago.
This is not our area. We are not in control of your media and how information is spread. We smile in such
compassion for your feelings in this moment. We urge you to release all concerns … for is it not that we
have said, along with our confidante Energy that you know as White Cloud … that ALL IS AS SHOULD BE?
We smile too, for it is much amusement that for so long you ask of us when things are going to get
started … ‘When are you going to get this show on the road?’ you say … and then the minute we give you
something as the opening number you question and doubt!
I know. That is funny … and yet, even though you have confirmed that this is not a hologram, it’s the
real
thing … I still feel a little doubt. Could we follow that through? Doubt is not a good feeling and yet,
I
have no doubt that I am in contact with YOU … THE FEDERATION OF LIGHT … so I feel more so it is all
about me! I suppose it is going back to the fact that this now is old news and I think it’s odd that such a
phenomena didn’t ‘get out’ more … AND … if thousands of people witnessed it, as is said, were there only
a few people who had phones with them at the time?
In deepest respect, that issue does not alter the fact that we say it is of TRUTH compared to it being
perhaps an illusion created by those who desire to cause that very thing … Confusion! Phones or no
phones!
Good point. It’s unusual for me to delve into this stuff but now and then I feel the need. As I say, I WANT
THE TRUTH … and please don’t say, as in the movie ‘YOU CAN’T HANDLE THE TRUTH!’
It is not that you couldn’t handle the Truth. Not at all of this nature. It is more so, that MUCH of THE TRUTH
is not yet ready to be revealed/redeemed.
We FEEL the need to comfort and remove distress from your thoughts regarding future days and to to
give you the heads up regarding YOUR BEINGS.
SO … TO ALL THOSE WHO HAVE FOLLOWED THEIR HEARTS TO READ THIS … REMEMBER …
YOU CAME DOWN TO THIS PLANET TO SAVE IT.
YOU ARE NOT FAILING IN ANYWAY SHAPE OR FORM.
YOU WERE AWARE OF THAT WHICH YOU WOULD FACE WHEN UPON THE PLANET … FULFILLING YOUR MISSION AND
AS THE TRUTH UNFOLDS … YOUR SOUL … YOUR TRUTH … REMEMBERS.
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It is rather like having a déjà vu. You have a faint memory of ‘this’ taking place before. This is how you
recognise your TRUTH.
Ok ... so, to be a bit of a wimp here … say for instance … there was to be a Grand Show in the sky … can we
trust ourselves enough to know whether or not it is ‘Your lot’ … The Good Guys … or would we be falsely
misled by holograms etc.?
We feel the need to wrap you in a warm blanket and rock you … as if a child has just been read a ‘creepy
story’ and is now frightened of the dark.
I like that analogy …
We like that TRUTH.
SOULS OF EARTH … WHEN WE PRESENT OURSELVES … WHEN WE PHYSICALLY APPEAR IN FRONT OF YOUR VERY EYES
… IN YOUR BLUEST SKIES …
YOU WILL KNOW IT IS US … AND WE SAY JOKINGLY … AND WE STRESS ‘JOKINGLY’ … IF WE ARE PRESENTING ANY
FORM OF AMMUNITION … IT ‘AINT US!
Let us continue to reassure. Do you HONESTLY think Blossom, that we are unaware or alarmed regarding
such a matter?
WE HAVE THIS UNDER CONTROL.
Do you think that if a false flag was to present itself … a hologram … something therefore, that is not
real … Do you not think that we would KNOW how to reveal it as such? Would not our technological
knowledge of such be able to ‘evaporate’ such trickery?
WE ASK YOU NOW TO ENTER DEEP WITHIN YOUR HEART … as we say ...
Souls of Truth … Souls of Honour … when we choose the perfect moment to enter uncloaked into your
atmospheres … there will be no doubt of OUR TRUTH. YOU WILL FEEL IT.
So sorry to interrupt when you are so in the flow … yet, if this is the case … how come I didn’t FEEL it when I
watched the video?
Because your doubts from past experiences were already in defence mode. Is it not Blossom, that you
are extra vigilant having learned much over the years?
Oh Indeed! Indeedy! Yet, who’s to say I wouldn’t be like that when the BIG SHOW arrives?
It would be impossible to doubt … OR TO FEAR!
May we say … in order to assist only … YOU UNDERESTIMATE WHO WE ARE!
I can feel your frivolity! Yet, also an overwhelming sense of LOVE that … as so many times before … brought
me to tears … instantly. Why do I cry like this sometimes? I FEEL I am suddenly drenched in LOVE and
TRUTH and my heart KNOWS IT and lets me know by reacting this way. Yet, it is also a feeling of connection
with you and that you feel so near and yet so far!
We understand of this predicament. Yet, it brings us such Joy to know that you can FEEL US … that we can
REACH YOU … being so near and yet so far away!
Why, I wonder, do I not get super excited about that video or have you already answered that?
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We have. See through deceivances … in that … over the years much has been designed to make you
feel this way … in the sense of doubting and confusion.
THIS IS NOT SMALL FISH WE ARE FRYING BLOSSOM GOODCHILD!
Ooh Er!
You have had to come to a recognising within your BEING that WE ARE WHO WE SAY WE ARE … and that
nothing now deters you from that. Nothing.
FOR YOU HAVE THE TRUTH OF KNOWING. Yet, with all respect … has it not been a long bumpy ride with
many an obstacle in your path?
Yes. For all of us! For there are many who walk alongside me … who have KNOWN you to be of TRUTH …
even more so than me at times!
And is it not so that as your TRUST in self has grown … and NOW that ‘EVENTS’ are getting ever closer … you
can JUSTIFY every nook and cranny of mind thought … that brought you into the KNOWING that you FEEL
NOW… THE TRUTH THAT YOU FEEL NOW … that it is not far away …
THIS MASSIVE CHANGE …
Eh … to interrupt again … I’m a little concerned because I know you were about to say ‘THIS WARNING’ … eh
hello?
And you hesitated to write it because you felt it a negative proposal did you not?
Yep, and a word unlike you to use. Yet I know it is you, I feel more than confident in that.
The ‘warning’ is more of a ‘Take heed’ … ‘Take note’ …
Great change is coming as we have said. Pride comes before a fall … and those that have prided
themselves on that which is NOT OF SERVICE TO ALL … shall surely take a tumble.
And that tumble will come down heavily for them … which will create mass/much confusion of ‘What is
actually going on’. So many of your kind will be in a place of complete overwhelm for they have slept on
through … until the thunderstorm awoke them with a crash.
THEN … THEN … THEN … WARRIORS OF LIGHT … as we have said before … THEN WILL YOU TAKE YOUR STAND!
YOU WILL UNITE … YOU WILL FEEL THE STRENGTH OF EACH WARRIOR … HEART TO HEART ACROSS YOUR GLOBE
… COMING TOGETHER … UNIFYING … TAKING CONTROL OF SELF AND LEADING OTHERS
THROUGH … ACROSS THAT BRIDGE DEAREST SOULS … ACROSS THAT BRIDGE INTO THE PROMISED LAND.
StruthRuth! That was rather dramatic!I could almost hear the orchestra accompaniment! I’ll leave it there,
as the theatrical in me knows that’s a fine ending! EEH DEARIE ME! It’s now 9.am … Guess I best get out of
my jimjams and ‘carry on as normal’. What a funny life we lead. If someone asks me ‘How’s your day been?’
I‘ll say ‘Good thanks and yours?’ Little will they know that earlier on this morning I had a conversation like
this with E.T.’S! Love you and TRULY, although I take the mickey … I am in such Gratitude for this friendship
we have.
We can only say that we are very much in tune with your thoughts. It shall never cease to LIGHTEN OUR
BEINGS as we do yours, it seems.
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You sure do. You sure do my friends. Roger … Over and out!!
After they had gone ... I smiled, as they had said in the beginning that there were certain matters that
were best not to be discussed and then we went right ahead and discussed them! I TRUST they KNOW
how much can be ‘revealed’ and they certainly didn’t go into detail about false flags etc.

The audio for this channelling is here ... read by myself and Joe Pena.
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JZ4ogC4wepY

The Federation of Light Channellings
No. 21

8 August 2016
After feeling fine from the last channelling regarding the large cloud ship in Columbia, I then
confidently spoke at an open meeting two days later.
See video: http://youtu.be/MHcCPRvSMOc
However, as life would have it, the next day I received an email that sent me into doubt once again,
as
the questions asked were very much like the ones that had originally been in my mind. For me ... I HAVE
to be satisfied that I am channelling TRUTH and let’s face it ... I have been down this path many times
and probably will walk it a good few times more in the future. It is very important to me. So, I knew the
only thing to do was to tune into The Federation Of Light and see what answers they could give to my
questions. Straight away I knew they would like to speak through me.
Here is what they said: http://youtu.be/Gup5L0O6N7g

Transcription: August 8th, 2016
Welcome to you … to Blossom and all who take note of this verbal communication. We are very much
aware of why we have been asked to speak at this time … concerning the large Light Ship that was
cloaked via cloud formation in the skies … in your Columbian vicinity at the end of your month of June.
We are aware also, of the difficulties that Blossom is experiencing regarding our last communication,
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as to whether or not this Light Ship is of Truth or whether it is of false visualisation. Meaning is it that of
trickery via that which can be intervened upon video screen … via technological computer systems? Or,
is it that it is of a more sinister trickery … regarding holograms that are proposing to be us, when they
are not?
The Lady Blossom is concerned on a number of matters that for her need clearing up. One matter being
as to why there is only a few videos regarding this phenomena and why there is not more mayhem …
would we say? Why too, is it not that there is captured upon camera that of the ship departing?
Surely, as Blossom questions … that would make it more believable? And why too, it has been asked, is it
that there are not that of military flying objects of your Planet immediately intervening?
Blossoms questioning is more so, that surely if this was taking place at that time … how long was it there
for … and why did it not cause more of a fuss? These are questions that have come up that make her
doubt our remark regarding the fact that it is of Truth. That it is a Light Ship from elsewhere. We stand
by that which we spoke of. We hereby, now, in this moment confirm that this was not trickery. This
visual of this cloaked Light Ship is of Truth.
The lady is asking us, ‘Then why was there not more intervention for it to be stopped or hidden by those
who do not wish it to be seen?’ And we say because we are one step ahead. Do you think there was not
an aftermath after we had departed? You are questioning still all the same questions, as to why there
was not caught upon camera of it leaving?
Dearest Souls, we cannot give answer as to why this did not take place. That would be down to those
that were present. Blossom is also asking us that in that particular capturing there are still photos of a
large boat … And yet the people around it seem to be merrily going about their business without even
looking up into the sky and what is there to be seen. ‘Why is that’? she is asking … and she is feeling sad
because we are not coming through with an answer.
Yet, we are coming through with Love. Blossom is saying to us ‘She needs the Truth. She needs the Truth.
She needs the Truth’ … and we are coming forth giving her our Truth. We cannot … we are unable to give
reasoning to every question that is asked. And Blossom is saying that she needs those answers to those
questions … for they are vital to her continuing her communication with us.
This must be her decision. We cannot offer something that we are unable to give and we are unable
to give answers to all these questions. All we can offer … all we can give is our Truth of who we are
and we state now, WE ARE THE FEDERATION OF LIGHT … and we state also, no matter how things maybe
presented in their strange ways upon your communication sets … that which you call computers … we
are not in control of computers.
We can only state our Truth. So, once again we confirm … That which you see upon that video is of
Truth. It is not a hologram. It is not a falsity accentuated. It is a moment in time that allows your Being
to either accept it as your Truth, or not. We cannot make that decision for you. We can only offer that
which we know as OUR TRUTH.
Blossom is asking of us what she should do now? For we have not answered her questions. We would say
to her that she must always follow her Truth.
If it is, Blossom … that you do not credit us as Truth … then you must cease your communications with us.
For that would not be of value to your soul.
And you are saying to us that your soul deeply knows that your work with us is why you came … and
therefore, in Love … in so much Love … you continue on. Even though you have questions. Even though
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sometimes you have these doubts. You feel in your heart we are Truth. We understand you need to
discuss this matter with yourself … to think things over and come to a conclusion once again.
You are very much aware that we are here with you now in this moment. This you know as Truth.
Therefore, you accept that the words we have spoken are of Truth. This we are understanding from you.
It is not an easy path, Blossom Goodchild that you chose to walk. Yet, we are happy that in this moment
you have chosen to continue. And you are saying for the benefit of those who listen to these words …
you are saying … that it is your heart that knows it must continue.
In this moment … as we are here present with you, you can feel … you can accept … you can understand
that the work we have to do is of importance … with all humility. Therefore, we shall continue on.
We too, would like to suggest, that you must always question should you feel doubt. We can never be
annoyed …it is not within us. We are more than happy that you question should you feel doubt … for as
much as you desire Truth … it is imperative for us that you know that we are TRUTH. For there would be
little point in continuing to communicate … as we have said before … if things did not feel ... If WE did not
feel correct in your Being … in every part of your Being.
And we say this to those who listen to these words also … If the Vibration of Truth that we bring forth
does not resonate for you in your Truth … as your Truth … then cease to walk along side us and find that
which does feel and is known as your Truth. And on this we shall take our leave. In love and thanks …
and in the Purest Highest Honour … as Truth … itself.
End of session.

The Federation of Light Channellings
No. 22

12 August 2016
Once again … here we jolly well are! Thank you so much for your reassurance which you spoke through
me the other day.
( August 8th channelling http://youtu.be/Gup5L0O6N7g )
I am TRULY feeling much more confident. Us Humans go through these ups and downs in order to get to
our Truth! So, what’s new with you?
We are in fullness of Love Energy as we connect with you this day. In the air … as your sayings would
say … is much excitement and exhilarating thoughts that lead one onto /into the state of Being that is
required for these phenomenal changes that are to occur.
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AND OCCUR THEY WILL.
May I say here … and I am acting as a negative Nelly on purpose … Yet, so many times has there been a
buzz … so, so, so, so many times … what is so different about ‘this time’?
Nothing! In that, whenever there has been a buzz regarding change over your years … that is because
it is always happening! So much change is taking you into Brighter days, that as yet, seem the
opposite.
That is because we are fed the opposite. I understand that. People are feeling our ‘Family from elsewhere’
to be very close, almost tangible for some. I know you are always close to us, yet, that is a KNOWING,
rather than me actually FEELING it sometimes.
Lady Blossom …
Not so comfortable with that!! Although it makes me smirk for I am far from it. I don’t mind ‘The lady,
Blossom’ … A big difference!
None the less … May we make it more comfortable by saying that is the name of which we choose and
adore …
Adore? Really? OK, then …
Figuring out that which is unknown to you is not an easy task. We are aware that you would like to ask
‘What are we to expect’. Yet, you refrain due to having asked it many times and know our answer ...
‘Much Change’ … and you wish to know, in what way?
We can only offer words that condone* and ask you to draw strength from the fact that these changes
ahead … these exciting times are almost upon you.
Now where have I heard that before?
These changes ARE to occur and you will never look back. We cannot specifically specify how this change
will play out … bit by bit. That is impossible. For it is each one of you playing your part and writing the
script as you go … that shall make it what it is to become.
Indeed, there is a Divine Plan … and it shall play out. It cannot not. Yet, the journeys that unfold in
playing out these specified roles … is up to Each One.
Know this … YOUR HEARTS SHALL SPEAK TO YOU LIKE NEVER BEFORE.
There shall be circumstances occurring that make one confused and bemused. Yet, deep inside KNOW
THAT ALL IS AS SHOULD BE.
FOLLOW THE KNOWING WITH INSIDE OF YOU.
Listen to YOUR TRUTH … for there shall be much ‘Stretching of the Truth’ in the wrong direction, in order for
those who prefer the darker side of the room to defend and excuse themselves.
Can you elaborate on what you mean here?
In that … things that the ‘average human’ … and we mean that with respect of a percentage /
average … currently perceives are very different from what they/how they actually are. Many are
aware of this. Yet, there shall be Truths uncovered that even those who think they know what is hidden
… don’t! Much more than meets the eye is to be revealed … slowly but surely.
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As one accepts ‘Shock Number One’, they then prepare for ‘Shock Number Two’ and so on.
It is time for the TRUTH to come out. It has been more than long enough, wherein covering up very
important matters regarding your ‘Star Family’ has been detained.
Therefore, there will be those who will try to ‘Stretch the Truth’ as we say … in order to allow themselves
a ‘history of redemption’ by denying what is and making out ‘TRUTHFULLY’ what isn’t.
Can you elaborate on ‘TRUTHFULLY’ WHAT ISN’T’?
There are very clever/sly/intelligent Beings upon your Planet in ‘high up positions’. Their Truth, they will
know, is not Truth … and yet, they will still say it is ... in order to prevent themselves falling from that High
position.
It is time now for citizens of the Planet Earth to HAVE THE RIGHT TO BE WHO THEY ARE. IT IS TIME FOR THE
DARKNESS TO DISPERSE AND ONLY LIGHT PREVAIL.
So do you mean that ‘disclosure’ is to come about?
WE DO.
Again, with all respect ... this has been said before. Not so much by YOU saying it is imminent, although
you have discussed the matter a little … but by others … over the years, many times. That’s not soon!
And we can only show you the jigsaw puzzle that we do ... in that, the pieces are coming together and
so much more of the overall scene can be viewed.
Please take note here of this being spoken about as I was chatting with an audience. This can be
viewed here at the 19.09min mark. http://youtu.be/MHcCPRvSMOc
This is why, as you are aware, we cannot give you exact time frames. For we do not work in time.
Yet, some very important pieces have been put into place now and as you know, when doing a jigsaw
puzzle, once a few ‘particular pieces’ are set in place … then many around them can neatly slot in.
One had been waiting and waiting for those precise pieces in order for all those around that were in
position waiting to … fall into place … so quickly after that ... can do so.
Thing is ... I do feel the buzz. Yet, I am such an old has – been! I have felt the buzz so many times before
and maybe I am just getting swept along with the hype once again? Once again! Once again! Once
again! We all, so very much, are ready for change.
AND IT IS COMING!
So is Christmas! I know I sound so doubtful. Yet, how can I put this? It is not in a negative way! Just saying
how it is. Just being realistic I suppose.
So realistic ... that when we agree to the fact that the ship seen in your skies was the real thing … you
chose to doubt?
Yes. Do you understand why?
Because of falsities … Because you know not who you can Trust due to ‘Bombings of untruths’ that are
put there to fulfil that very mission. To confuse.
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YEP! In my chats I can talk so confidently about what is to take place … THAT HAS TO come from a knowing
inside of me. THAT IS WHAT ALLOWS ME TO KNOW THAT ONE DAY DISCLOSURE … LARGE SHIPS IN THE SKY …
ASSISTANCE LEADING US INTO A BRIGHTER WORLD ... WILL COME. Not to rescue us. Not to save us. Yet, to work
with us. To lend a helping hand to get this Planet back in order … IN TRUTH … IN LOVE.
We speak only from OUR TRUTH Blossom, as you know. And we come to confirm such matters. As to
whether they are still accepted as your time goes on … cannot make us change anything … nor would we
desire to. That which we offer, is to assist you from the position WE are in.
The position YOU are in is different from ours and we can brush away the clouds of doubt that you find
yourselves encloaked in.
WE COME TO BE OF SERVICE … NOT TO MAKE ONE QUESTION AND PONDER AS TO REALITIES OF OUR EXISTENCE.
I’ll put that on a magnet and stick it on my fridge!!
There will ALWAYS be those who desire to conspire and to push ones thoughts in the direction of
misgivings and loneliness of heart.
Yet we say to you … YOU ARE NOT ALONE.
YOU CAN NEVER BE ALONE. WE ARE YOUR FAMILY.
We have had to hold back when we felt we wanted to move boldly ahead. Yet, it was not compatible
with the transformation to do so. We have had to be patient just like you. For we have felt your anguish
and despair.
Who knows what will happen when it all kicks off? One can’t really imagine. Yet, it HAS to come. Our world
is in such need of a massive kick up the proverbials! And however one chooses to react to that ... is down
to each one.
And may we add that although there will be chaos through confusion … keep in mind … keep in heart …
that when the time comes …
YOU WILL KNOW US … IN YOUR HEART.
LISTEN ONLY TO THAT … for there shall be many that will try to convince that we are not who we say we
are.
Will you say who you are then?
To begin with you shall know us Energetically … and we tell you now … that shall be more than enough!
All these things have been said back in 2008. That little puppy is still very much ‘part of my Being’. Yet,
not in a bad way as some may think. Just the things you said then … about your arrival … are pretty
much all you would say now. I don’t feel, to be honest, as if ‘A Big Show’ is about to happen any time
soon. Yet, maybe … just maybe … The time has come to start up the band … Could be a long overture
… but who cares as long as it gets started .
Dearest Blossom
Eh, excuse me?
Dearest Lady Blossom …
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Thanking you!
Answer us this … Why do you take the time to have these conversations with us and ‘send them out’?
Good question! No, seriously , because deep within me, although I question myself sometimes and
think ‘WHAT are you doing Blossom?’ … I KNOW I am not mad. Perhaps a little wacky at times, but not
insane. I am a rational normal Human Being that knows there is more to all this and I know I am not
alone in knowing this. This LOVE that we are, makes sense of/to everything and I guess you guys are just
the icing on the cake when it comes to ‘getting down to the nitty gritty of it’. Why do you ask?
Because we wanted YOU to know why. For we are aware that sometimes you ponder on whether or
not this is all a figment of your imagination.
Who said that? Yep. Yet, I need to ‘go there’ in order to get to MY TRUTH … and if it should be that on
my death bed I say ‘Well that was all a load of old cobblers’ ... because nothing came about … then so
be it. Yet … I did the best I knew how… LIVING IN MY TRUTH!
AND SO BE IT.
Yep. And so be it. Many thanks. In much Love … signing off for now.
*Condone … can mean in this case ‘ with the intended meaning “approve of” or “encourage,’

The audio for this channeling can be found here . Read by Blossom and Joe Pena.
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mLOe3v_7DSE

The Federation of Light Channellings
No. 23

26 August 2016
Where does the time go I wonder? Anyway, I’m here now and trusting you will be too?
Firstly, we direct your attention to our intent this day, which is to offer the DEEPEST PUREST ABUNDANCE OF
HEART FELT LOVE TO ONE AND ALL.
Well, what a lovely greeting. Thank you. Down here on Earth, life is passing by so quickly it seems. One can
just about fit everything in! What would you wise us up with today, my friends?
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Today, of all days, we would speak to you of ... spreading the news ...
I need to interrupt. At first you wanted to say ‘we would speak to you of ‘Gung Ho’ ... which means
enthusiastic about fighting/war fare … and then when I questioned, it went to ‘spreading the news’
and once again the next words coming through were ‘about warfare’. I’m pursuing it rather than
aborting it because I feel it is you. So, let’s see what happens. Why would you be enthusiastic about
fighting?
It is not so the case. We are enthusiastic to talk about the subject of such, in that … we are very much
aware of matters that shall endorse ceasefire. Messages are to be presented by those on /of your Planet
that shall allow for the beginnings of the Great Changes to become/appear to be apparent … rather than
lurking in the cupboard!
In your future days there shall not be ‘the space’ for fighting and blood shed … not within the Vibration
that your most Blessed Mother Earth is rising too.
THIS IS MOST PROMINENTLY STATED.
For so long has anger,hate and greediness been the forerunner of a mascarade that is now running
out of steam. It has run its course. The land upon which you reside was not previously designed to be
spilt with bloodshed and sorrow. The bones of the humans whose lives were taken due to powerful
misdemeanours have long been … and still are … entered into the soils of Gaia and leave their mark …
their Energy.
A cleansing period of all such burials is to come about. We ask you to think about this. About Energy
that lies within your ground from so many souls who left your Planet in an unresolved situation … or
feelings of discomfort … pain … sorrow. So, so many souls have done so, for they did not understand the
workings of the human’s potential.
Therefore, all that ‘kind’ of Energy has been absorbed into your soils … and would we say … ‘festered’
over ALL of your years.
Mother Earth has comforted and soothed and yet, there is Great Cleansing to come.
In what form? Cleansing in what way? Not a flood surely! For dear old Noah has long departed! I
mean, who would build the ark?
Once again we so enjoy your humorous input. It is not to be of this kind. It is not to be as you upon your
Planet would term as ‘biblical sense’. It is not through nature showing its wrath, as some are misled to
believe.
It is to come in /through many aspects serving as THE ONE. Joining together many controlled
mechanisms that shall relieve the very depths of your ground and allow ‘Blossoms’ to be planted in all
corners.
Bit stuck on the word mechanisms. That involves machinery does it not?
Yes, it does. Yet, not of the kind you are thinking. More of a kind that you are not yet aware of. The
way to explain in your terms is of a ‘Craft’ that can cleanse Energies. We are showing to you as if it is
of tornedo Energy … literally sucking these ‘dead Energies’ up and out. Yet, this is being shown for
explanatory terms only. It is not that one would see/experience this cleansing in this way.
After which … Pure Clean Energies would ‘pour forth’ and ‘enter in’. ‘Flooding’ your Earth with a Lighted
presence. From the ground up … so to speak.
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Mmm. This is all very interesting and not the sort of thing that you usually speak about … And what is ‘our
part’ in this?
Assisting with this aspect of ‘The Shift’ … for you can imagine possibly, the ‘upheaval’ that may stir up
as this is taking place? Yet, only when one understands the impact it shall have, shall one be of bright
disposition.
May we suggest also, that in a sense, the process has already mildly begun? That which we explained
earlier was a visualisation to express the situation of that which is to take place. i.e. ‘The cleansing of’ …
It does not express the ‘censorship’ in which this is done.
What exactly do you mean by that?
There has to be a gradual uprising … and although we speak of Great Cleansing … it shall be so … Yet …
slowly but surely. Otherwise for want of a better terminology … ‘All hell would break loose’.
I just need to say at this point … that I needed to do a check in … my heart feels of much Love and yet ‘all
hell would break loose’ and speaking of this craft and cleansing, is quite left field for you. So I just
did
the asking three times ‘thing’ … and three times quite clearly you were able to say yes it was you … and
my heart feels correct to continue on this rather interesting subject. So, now, where were we?
We were talking about ‘the pace’ in which this cleansing would ‘subside’. For indeed, it would reach a
peak that shall be more than obvious to the awakened one’s and then shall settle into its new position.
The cleansing shall be done and the Earth once again shall bloom forth in fresh new Energies that ‘we
shall assist’ … alongside yourselves … in ‘planting’.
This is why we are enthusiastic, in a round about sense … about the wording ‘Gung Ho’ … for it is to be
the ending of such things.
How many times have we mentioned specifically that as you move into the Higher Vibrations such
‘Games’ as war … simply cannot enter in?
This therefore, means … do you see Blossom? That there has to come a time when this shall cease.
Yet, I thought perhaps it meant … that those who chose to rise would do so, and those who didn’t,
would stay in the density of war, should it be their choice?
This is a complicated matter.
I thought it might be!
You are aware of dimensions … infinite dimensions … infinite realities … infinite EVERYTHING! Therefore, as
we have said before … EVERYTHING IS/CAN and WILL take place.
Therefore … the opportunity will present itself for war to cease ... and it shall … in one dimension. Yet, in
another there will be those who choose for it to remain.
OK … just to blow my brains out … will the war that ceased … be the same war that carries on
elsewhere?
Yes. Through the choice of those who want that scenario to play out.
So, how can you get excited about a ceasefire … if there isn’t necessarily going to be one?
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Yet, there is … depending on which time - line you jump into when that opportunity of it … presents
itself.
Ok. Yet, how do we know which number bus goes through which time line?
Choice! Choice of desires that the heart so deeply wants to ‘play out’.
Ok. Yet, there are many of us that would like this, yet, there is still war in our world.
And the opportunity is coming for it not to be … should YOU choose. EACH ONE OF YOU.
Come on now … if that was the case … surely there would only be an elite handful that would want to play
the ‘war game’? The actual soldiers who do the fighting wouldn’t want it … not when they/if they found out
the TRUE reason for them doing so.
That maybe the case. Therefore, those handful and their followers would continue to play their game in
the ‘place’ that offers that Vibration for them. The place that their Vibration creates … for them.
My heart is beating quite fast at the moment for your thoughts are jumping ahead into my mind and
I can’t write it down quick enough. So, at the end of the day … if I am correct … and indeed if YOU ARE
CORRECT … you are saying that there is to be something that takes place that offers a ceasefire scenario
to present itself?
We are.
Is this on all wars?
Even individual ones!
Far out! That’s one big ceasefire situation!!
Yet, do you see Blossom? This stirring up of the negatively charged Energies has to stop somewhere.
Who says?
ALL! It is a conscious decision … by/through/of The Consciousness.
If ALL is a consciousness … doesn’t that include the ones who still want to play these ‘elite wargames?’
Yes.
Er? Der?
Yet, there are still roles to be played out … in order to serve!
Dearie me! The odd thing is … I totally get that!
Some will … some wont. Yet, AS The Consciousness … it is time … on a massive scale … for CHANGE. AND
THAT CHANGE … THE CHANGE THAT WE HAVE TALKED ABOUT ALL ALONG … IS ON ITS WAY!
Sorry to poop on your party. Yet, it always has been. Don’t get me wrong … I am with you. I can FEEL your
Energy and your enthusiasm and without question … in my mind … this will happen … and it is ‘sooner’
than it once was … I get that! Yet, with all respect … from my understanding, because of no time … this ‘It’s
on its way’ statement … to us … could mean in 2090!
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Dearest Blossom, Dearest Souls of Earth …
From the deepest compassionate place within our beings we say to you …
Have we not many times expressed that these changes shall take place in YOUR life time?
Sorry to interrupt again, yet … I have souls who are 90 writing to me. They are hanging on in there for
‘Dear Life’. Do you see what I’m saying? Therefore, in YOUR life time … speaking to us all … surely depends
on what age one is ‘at the time’?
We understand of this. Yet … there are those who ACCEPT and KNOW that they have done their part in
uplifting your Planet with their Light … and that for some it is so … to ‘contribute Energy’ from elsewhere
… when the time comes.
And there are those who KNOW that they shall remain on your Planet to SEE IT THROUGH … TO BE HERE
AMIDST THAT GREAT CHANGE … AND TO SEE IT THROUGH.
I would so like to FEEL/KNOW for sure that I am one of those … and I’m 59 ‘soon’! Within me, I FEEL I am
one who shall be here when ‘it all’ takes place yet, sometimes I wonder if my feeling about something
is
just a ‘hoping’. Only time will tell my friends … Only time will tell. My KNOWING for sure is that this is where
today’s session finishes. My! Have I enjoyed it. In Love and thanks …
The FEELING is mutual.

This channelling reminded me of a metaphor that White Cloud gave regarding Change and Shifts. It is
taken from Chapter 17 of ‘Walking in The Light and The Love’. (Available on www.blossomgoodchild.com)
White Cloud. A warm welcome to you my good friends. There is so much energy that is flowing
between us that I feel I could burst. I am showing to Blossom immediately that it is as if there is a
birthday party being held here because there is so much to celebrate. I show that on your birthday
table there is a jug of liquid that is strawberry in flavour. In it now, I show on the top, many beautiful
pink rose petals that are delicately manoeuvring themselves around the top of this fluid. From there
I show a small whirlpool is transcending down this fluid to the bottom of the jug. As the momentum
builds to the point at the bottom of the jug the rose petals are sucked in and down. You can suddenly
see them no more; they have disappeared in this little whirlpool. I then show that this little storm builds
up and builds up and builds up and all of a sudden it spits out again these petals. Now they are not
pink. They are pure white. The water now is clear.
My friends, sometimes it is necessary for some part of your being to be almost sucked under until you
feel that maybe you have lost it forever. The whirlpool that sucked it under feels that it is spinning so
fast it makes you dizzy and you shall fall. It is as if sometimes this whirlpool has brought you to screaming
point. It is only then when you can no longer even grasp where it has gone, when you can no longer
see
it, it is then that the transformation is taking place. It is like in a magic show when something disappears
and ‘Hey presto’ it has suddenly transformed into something completely different. This is why I show that
when the white petals have risen, like the phoenix from the fire, that what is reborn, what is renewed is the
outcome. What then lies on the top of the clear water is the beauty that should now be seen. There was
nothing ugly about the rose coloured water and the pink petals. It is just that it is time for a change. When
a change is taking place it is necessary for this turmoil and the stirring up of all things so that the shift can
take place.
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If you can imagine sand on the bottom of the jug, if this whirlwind did not take place the sand would
stay the same. All the grains of sand would remain next to the same grain of sand that it has been
next to for a long time. With this stirring up it makes the sand rise. If you look into the jug for a while
it is cloudy and murky and not attractive to the eye at all. When the whirlpool begins to slow down
because it has reached its peak, then how differently all the little grains of sand settle. They settle next to
a different grain of sand. My friends, do you not see that all this sand has always been part of the same
group in the same jug? Now because of the change required, when it is settled it is still part of the same
group, except that it has somebody new to talk to, so life isn’t so boring looking out of the same piece of
glass!
I think I have spoken enough about the jug situation. It is because I am aware that for many souls, who are
gaining their spiritual strength, you are aware of this change and I wanted to explain to you what
is
taking place and why souls feel this turmoil. Like all things, when the sand has settled, how nice it is to view
the world with fresh eyes and from a different place.
I show then that the white petals are taken out of the jug and they are arranged in little posies and
wrapped in silver foil. It is the simplicity that makes anything find its beauty. One could go to enormous
extremes and design ribbons and bells, many, many things to wrap around these white petals, but
by doing so, it shifts the focus to the ribbons and the paraphernalia and takes the eye away from
the simple beauty of the white petal. The point is to just wrap it in something that does not take the
attention away from where it belongs.
Often one likes to dress up and this is fine. Do not allow what you are wearing to take up the attention
because the beauty does not lie there. The beauty lies in the sparkle of your eyes.

Here is the audio for this channelling read by myself and the Joe Pena.
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=U6thCupQ2q0
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Good morning. I’m happy to tell you, yet I expect you already know, that since last week’s channelling,
there has been a ceasefire on a 52 yr. old war in Colombia. So, I was pretty impressed with your
prediction my friends. Well done you. Are we ready for a session?
We are. And we thank you for the accolades and yet, not at all necessary. We simply like to assist in
the ongoing matters that lie ahead, by making you aware of ‘happenings’ that may or may not occur
… for in Truth , it is not in our hands.
This I understand. Yet, I was impressed none the less. What road shall we travel down today?
Let us consider matters that are likely to be of interest to you. It appears that although there is much
excitement in the ‘ranks’ would we say … that many are subdued and ‘on their last legs’ pertaining to
this ‘waiting game’ … as one would so call it.
Really? I actually haven’t heard of that so much lately. I just felt heightened expectancy, although I am
aware of a few folk who are really struggling and considering the Universe to be pushing its luck!!
We know, that for some, there is both inner and outer turmoil. We spoke last time of a ‘shake up’ and
that it was mildly beginning. This can take many different forms … for we are speaking not only on a
global scale, yet, on an individual one also. For as you are aware, many shifts have taken place.
Shift happens!
It is during these times that ‘disturbances’… ‘disturb’ … in order to bring forth to one … that which is
desired to be ‘looked upon’. These may appear to be offered in the most bizarre manner, in order for
one to ‘deal with that which needs dealing with’, and yet … clearances are necessary … and that which
is presented will, without question, be the Universe’s way of assisting in getting a particular matter in
order ... for one’s Highest good.
There is nothing that presents itself to an individual soul that … in the long term … is not beneficial. You
are very much aware that it is the attitude in which one chooses to live life and the opportunities it
presents … that makes the entire affair a pleasant or non-pleasant … an ecstatic or boring … a sad or
happy etc. … experience.
Yes, and yet also aware that there are extremes in this. For one that has chosen to live in a war zoned or
famined state is hardly going to be going around exuding happiness.
Yet, even so … their inner Being … within the depth of their souls … has the opportunity to ‘shine’ no
matter where they are. You may ask, how can an innocent child suffering so from lack of sustenance …
how can they ‘shine’? And yet ‘shining’ comes in many guises Dear Souls. The affect that child may have
on a volunteer from another country … as they assist that soul … touches the heart so deeply that it has
to be a shining soul that can make that happen. Do you see?
Some may question why anyone would choose to come down and experience a life such as this … and
then, for it to be taken so early?
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The Brightest Highest of souls, come down to your Planet to do so, in order to awaken the hearts of
many. With the greatest of respect we say … Once their ‘job is done’ it is compatible for them to take
their leave sooner rather than later, so as not too risk too much damage to their soul in such a situation.
We ask that you do your best to stay in alignment with who you are. Yes, trials come and go. You
have good days, you have not so good days. Yet, when you KNOW … when you UNDERSTAND … that
actually, EVERYTHING that is taking place … EVERYTHING that is presenting itself to you … is for your
Higher Good … then you allow a PEACE to enter into your Being.
You ‘forget’ to be ‘super stressed’ about an issue … for you are too busy focusing on the PEACE in the
KNOWING that ‘whatever it is’… is happening for your Highest Good.
When one ACCEPTS this knowledge as TRUTH … then they find that the situation that was not
particularly of Joy … resolves itself on a quicker intent … for the lesson was learned/understood … to BE
AT PEACE … ALL THE TIME … IN ALL THINGS.
With respect … easier said than done. Peace is not something that many experience on our Planet …
for many different reasons.
We accept that it is not always the easiest path to walk … and yet … IT IS!
To walk down the PEACE PATH … within every moment … is far easier than to walk down the ‘stress path’
… is it not?
Oh indeed! And with respect … I don’t consider myself to be a stress bunny. Yet, when I am in the company
of one … I think it must be so hard to live like that … then I remember … I used to be like that!! And … so it
goes back to attitude about/within all things.
We are reminding you of your mother in the last few days of her passing when she would ‘take her leave’
from your Planet intermittently … and once when returning …with her eyes as diamond lights … she told
you that she had spent her lifetime worrying and it was all for nothing … for there was nothing at all to
be worried about. Is this not so, dear Blossom?
Yes. And I would like to add that I am sure my mum will be very happy if she is helping many stress
bunnies who are reading this … to quit the stressing! Just no point.
There TRULY is no point AT ALL. We cannot STRESS that enough.
Nice! So, back to the PEACE PATH.
Whatever is to take place in your world … and this means ‘your’ world … to each individual … allow your
inner Truth to ‘show you the way’. When you BECOME, once again … when you FEEL, once again … that
TRUTH of who you are … you come into the Higher Awareness … that TRULY … NOTHING actually DOES
matter. If you hang on to that KNOWING and choose PEACE instead … choose to breathe PEACE in and
out all day long … for the rest of your days … what a different experience you would encounter.
Perhaps you should try it Dearest souls?
Imagine … walking the PEACE PATH with every breath! What … ON EARTH … would there be to worry
about?
Well, some would say … their health, their children’s health, their parents health, their finances, their
relationship … or lack of … their mortgage … their family feuds … shall I go on?
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There is no need … for we are ahead of you. This Dearest Lady, is exactly our point.
I know, I was just trying to ‘make a point’.
Take a moment, Each One of you reading … take a moment within this moment … stop … and
breathe … and breathe … and breathe …. Think of nothing other than the word PEACE … now do it for a
little while longer … until you REALLY UNDERSTAND WHAT WE ARE TELLING YOU.
The next sentence below will always be there for you to read … when you are ready. So keep on
breathing deeply and saying the word PEACE … with your eyes closed. How many of you will breath three
or four times and think ‘Yes I get it’? How many twenty times? How many would give themselves the
honour and indeed the time, of forty deep breaths before feeling the need to get on … to get on … to get
on. Always feeling they must get on, get on, get on … Instead of feeling to get off, get off, get off!
With respect … there are very few that honour themselves ‘enough’!
One does their bit … here and there … yet to TRULY honour oneself … again, we say … would make such
a noticeable difference that one would never look back. You are aware of course … that ‘time’ in our
world is our prison? We are … yet, you built/build it.
Time is something we don’t necessarily have a lot of. Or we are always running out of.
And considering it doesn’t exist at all … you don’t have any of!
Imagine … imagine ... imagine … a ‘space’ within your BEINGS where you let go of time. You just DID
what you wanted to do in that space of NOW.
That indeed would be lovely. Yet, here on Earth … bills must be paid. The majority are in the rat race
having to work … with little play. What would it take for ‘all that’ to change?
Something major! Once again … our point exactly!
Meaning what?
Meaning … you have sensed Blossom, that throughout this discourse we have been guiding you to ‘play
with us’ today … in order to lead up … poignantly … to this place/position in which we choose to speak.
We speak to you of GREAT CHANGE. We speak to you of a NEW WORLD. Yet, it is with the assistance of your
‘imagination’ that the lives of Joy … unpressured … guiltless … shall occur.
It is often spoken by humans that they need our help. Yet, perhaps we can turn this about today … and
state that maybe we need yours!
We need YOU to start visualising and FEELING the world that you want. Through that then … you start
acting upon … and … so … it BECOMES.
All the while that one remains ‘stuck in the rut’ and living and FEELING THAT … then the longer The Change
shall take.
WE NEED YOUR HELP! TO HELP US! START THINKING BIG DEAREST SOULS!
START CHANGING YOUR THOUGHTS TO THOSE OF WHAT YOU WANT. LIVE THEM …
BECOME THEM … LOVE THEM.
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I’m finding this quite interesting, for today and the last time we spoke … you have a ‘difference’ about
you. I KNOW it’s you. I can FEEL that for sure. Yet, a different ‘take’ on things perhaps?
Dearest Blossom, Dearest Souls … WE ARE WHO WE ARE. Yet, we can express in any manner necessary to
get different aspects … different viewpoints … across.
Yep, I get that. I don’t know, I have to laugh. Sometimes, I wonder why there cannot be a ‘troupe’ from
your brigade … that could come down to those of us who are ready willing and able … and just pop in
and say hello and ‘mingle’ and make this ‘merging’ NORMAL!!
So many of us are so ready for that. To mingle with Higher Energies. The heart aches sometimes for the
physicality of that, rather than just this telepathy method between worlds. Yet I am also very aware,
due to people that write in … that I am very blessed to be able to telepathize with you. Many would
dearly Love to, yet seem unable. So, I am always in much Gratitude for that. It’s been a bit of a funny
channelling today … neither here nor there. Hah! That made me laugh … sums it up pretty much!
Yet again, perfect wording. For this ‘unrest’ that many are feeling is very much the case of ‘neither here
nor there’. Would we say … the ‘in-between-ness’ can make one feel rather out of sorts. Although, we
ask you to look at it another way …
Step on the PEACE PATH and continue walking. In ‘time’ you shall get to ‘there, from here’ … or perhaps
get to ‘here, from there’ … it TRULY matters not!
Just to clarify … I am feeling you are saying that we are in the middle … sort of moving on through/up?
Correct. Perhaps we would term ‘In no man’s land’!
Blossom, you can feel in your heart as we offer this feeling to you … that …
THERE WILL COME THE TIME WHEN PEACE AND HARMONY SHALL BLISSFULLY RESIDE WITHIN ALL.
One’s days shall be spent in the Purest of Love and Joy. FEEL THIS.
KNOW THIS.
FOR IT IS SO.
WE LOVE YOU.
Love you too. I shall be interested to read this one back … as I have, of course, just gone with the flow.
Yet, it has seemed a little all over the place and I actually can’t remember how it began!
Many thanks, my friends … In Love and thanks.

Here is the audo for this channeling read by myself and the Joe Pena.
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=iWHgo-AZ01s
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The Federation of Light Channellings
No. 25

8 September 2016
Good morning! I have recently been putting all your messages into yearly blocks for my new website. It
would take me too long to read them all, although I feel I would like to take the time to do so, at some
point! There sure is a lot there. I am reading bits, due to spelling, grammar corrections coming up etc.
and as far back as 2008 … there we are … having the same kind of conversation as we do today. It made
me smile and I wondered if we will still be having the same conversation in another 6 or so years’ time?
Greetings of warmest enthusiasm to you … in bringing forth this message of Peace. To read back on all
that we have offered would indeed Enlighten your soul. As an ongoing /daily practise it would assist you
in bringing ‘yourself’ forward.
I might look into it at some point. We sure have been on a long journey … hundreds and hundreds of
pages of chat!
We are very much aware of all that has passed between us. Some messages with much humour, others
with much frustration.
Yes. Yet, I am over all that stuff now. Our Trust has grown greatly.
Ours never once doubted.
Yet, you know mine did. Just for the need to seek the Truth, the whole Truth and nothing but the
Truth!
And this we have always given you. For Each One, whether they be new to our offerings, or whether
they have followed alongside us since the beginning … we have embedded within the words … a sort of
coding, which when ‘hit home’ by the souls depth of heart … allows the Purest recognition of the ‘self’ to
resonate and understand. Sometimes, oft times, on a level that isn’t yet fully comprehended.
What do you mean by coding? For it seems rather straight forward in wording … most of the time.
Blossom … All is not as it seems.
Now, where have I heard that before?
That which appears to be something … is not always itself. Deep within your Being … you are so much
more than you are able to recognise at this stage of The Game. The unravelling process is a slow
one, for it needs to be … in order for Truth to be distinguished. As more and more of ‘self’ is FELT and
acknowledged, then more and more ‘Enlightenment’ can be more and more forthcoming.
Everything upon your Planet has coding. Your planet is ‘run’ by codes … should we say.
Energy … and as you know … ONLY ENERGY exists … and within all Energy there is coding in order to allow
something, an object … a feeling … anything/everything to be what it is.
Not being a mathematician or a scientist … in fact the opposite… what do these codes do? What is
their purpose?
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Now that is a very complex yet, interesting question. We will try to explain using your words … which is
not always easy.
Codes are a sequence of numbers.
I am seeing an image like that at the beginning of The Matrix movie.
Precisely. We would even go as far as to say … that if, by way of explanation … you were to be given
some ‘magical glasses’ … you would see your entire air/energy/atmosphere full of these codes …
changing all the time, as on a computer screen … for within every breath … a different code is put in
place.
Ok, so I am imagining this film/filter of coding just happening everywhere /all around/within …
changing/moving constantly. Who runs that computer? Who invented it? How does it work? Is it a
computer?
One question at a time … we shall try to assist one’s curiosity.
Good luck with that!
It runs itself. It is an invention by those of a ‘Godly state of Being’ … the designers of your particular
Universe … put it into place and then once the foundations were set … it is able to run itself … for itself …
by itself …
So is it a computer?
Not in the way you think of as a computer. For it is not contained in a box etc. Yet … how would we put
it … it has a mind of its own once it was created, in order to be able to continue ‘life’.
So, is it alive?
We would say ‘Yes’. Although, it is not of course ‘alive’ as in your human spirit. It does not have a spirit
per se … Yet, it has Energy because it … itself … IS Energy. The format of IT … deduces Energy form.
It conducts Energy into particular forms … via codings.
This is actually too much for me to comprehend. I mean I get it … I accept it … yet, as to its mechanisms I
haven’t got a hope!
You do not need to have Blossom. It works itself.
Does it ever go wrong like our computers? For some reason, my heart skipped a beat asking that.
It cannot go wrong. It simply continually changes to suit what is taking place.
Yes, but what came first … the chicken or the egg? Does the coding change to adapt to what is happening?
Or does what is happening change the coding?
Yes, to both questions. For it is ONE Energy working simultaneously AS ONE Energy … ever changing. We
are giving you an example in your mind.
Yes, and it seems a bit random for what we are talking about … happy to try none the less.
The example is that of a human being walking. As they take a step … they are moving forward. They
do not have to think of what is happening inside the leg. It is just adapting to the movement forward.
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Doing what it does automatically and as it does so … much movement … much change has adapted
to that thought of taking that step. It is all done simultaneously without much effort at all. Once
the basic foundations of how to do it … the workings of ... have been established … it just then continues
to walk … yet, so much is actually taking place/adapting/changing.
Yes. That sort of helps. So, even when we meditate, for instance … are all these codes ‘working out/
through’ all the time?
Yes. It never stops. If it was to STOP … EVERYTHING would shut down.
Eh … what? Even us?
Yes … because you are Energy and all Energy is encoded to make its form … as we have said.
Do the codes change at faster, more rapid rates, depending on the activity?
Not necessarily. It is more depending on the intensity of Energy … and this does not necessarily mean
physical Energy … although this can be a part of it.
If someone, for instance, is deep in creation of ‘something new’ … then the coding goes into ‘full steam
ahead’ because it is ‘figuring out’ the ‘design code’ for that particular creation for that person.
We are one step ahead of you Blossom, for you are thinking ‘Isn’t everything already ‘out there/done/
created? Don’t we just bring it into physical creation?’
And the answer is ‘Yes. EVERYTHING is already, indeed created. Yet … in order for an individual to bring it
forth … the code of that particular ‘invention’ … firstly by coded thought … has to then be calculated by
the code of the creation … and then adapted to merge with the code of the creator!
Whoa! Ok. BIG question … Does LOVE have a code?
Of course! LOVE IS ALL THE CODES!
Ok, even bigger question … If LOVE is all that exists … and LOVE WAS /IS/ WILL ALWAYS BE ALL AND
EVERYTHING … Struth, I don’t even know how to form the question … If ‘Godly designers’ designed the
code and LOVE is All the codes … did LOVE have a code to start with? Before codes were invented
for
our universal life purpose /existence? You see, if ALL ENERGY has a code … and Energy is LOVE … when this
whole creation … EVERYTHING came into being … did it come as a coded Energy of LOVE?
We see what you are saying.
Good. Because I’m not sure I do!
The best way we can answer you is that … NO, LOVE in its Highest Purest original form is not coded. It
simply is LOVE.
Yet, it is an Energy is it not?
Yes. Yet a finer/finest Energy of itself that does not require coding to manifest ‘life/things’. IT SIMPLY IS.
ALL that comes from it … IS created into existence through thought power.
Yet … who can think like that? I mean who?
As we say Blossom … those in human form are in many ways restricted from KNOWING the TRUTH. Is it
not we say that you are all powerful? THINK ABOUT WHAT THAT ACTUALLY MEANS.
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ALL POWERFUL … ALL.
Therefore, to design a coding such as we are speaking of is what ALL POWERFUL is capable of and more!
Ok … Yet, you said it was designed by those of a ‘Godly State’ … Actually; I am getting my answer
before I’ve written the question down … We are all Godly States of Being!
Exactly!
So, are you saying ‘we’ … all of us reading this … designed this coding?
Precisiely!
Far out … When we were all in our Godly State of Being?
Blossom … your Godly State of being never leaves you … you do not go out for a walk and leave it
hanging on the door knob!
Ha… ha ha! That tickled my fancy! Nice work.
YOU ARE A GODLY STATE OF BEING.
Yet, so hard to feel that state down here on Earth.
Because you are trapped in the understanding that to be /live in this Godly state is not possible.
Yet, it isn’t possible is it? We are always being told that being in this human form restricts us.
Because of that very thing … because of that understanding being a Truth. For those who understand
it AS a Truth. Yet, for those who don’t … those who see through it … they are able to be of/in that Godly
state AS/IN HUMAN FORM.
Well, you don’t get many of those walking up and down my local High street that’s for sure! So, to
summarize … basically as the super human consciousness … the Godly State that we TRULY are … we …
everyone … as One … invented this amazing computerized form of coding … in order for form to come
into /be inexistence?
Correct.
And there’s me practically fainting at the word percentage! I think I had better recode that instilled
thought!
Precisely so. For … as in your language … you speak of changing thoughts about something … from
negative to the positive … in order for ‘the Highest Good to come to you’. In the same way … the coding
simply changes its format of numbers to coincide with that positive change of thought and allows that
coding to be the next breath.
So, does this coding ever stay still once it has found a resonating configuration of a thought? Dear
God, I sound so intelligent!
No. It can never be still. As we purposely said … it changes with every breath … for within every breath,
Dearest Souls … you are also changing.
We feel this is enough to be absorbing for today.
Ya think? My particular individual coding … and I presume I have one? …
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Indeed ...
… is about to explode!
Far from it … Although, to apply this knowledge to your Energetic Encoding has indeed involved it
working rapidly … in order for comprehension of the system.
Even though me, as Blossom Goodchild … hasn’t any recognition at all of this system?
How so? For you invented it!
I’m off!! Cheer Ho! A most enlightening conversation … Nanu nanu!

Here is the audio for this channelling read by myself and Joe Pena.
http//youtu.be/LEz5mjdBjMA

The Federation of Light Channellings
No. 26

17 September 2016
Hello, Oh Light Beings of enormous wattage! So many enjoyed your talk last week regarding the codes.
It was indeed interesting. Would you like to continue on that line today?
Welcome Brightest Blossom! The subject of coding is naturally one that could take up many
conversations. Our thought pattern being loaded with questions many would like answering and yet, we
would not wish to confuse and bemuse.
Happy to be confused and bemused if you feel it right to continue. I mean … for instance … this coding
that is everywhere … where exactly is everywhere?
What do you consider everywhere to be?
Within everything. Yet, is that just in our realm? Does it pertain to other dimensions also? Etheric realms
etc.? You get my drift I am sure.
We do indeed. Our reply would be that of the positive … in that, it is the very nature of manifestation
itself. Therefore, ALL THAT IS … coincides with its ‘residential’ code. Meaning that the Energy of
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something … let us say ‘wood’ … has a basic code to it. Then it is adjusted, depending on what kind
of wood it is and where it is situated and how tall it chooses to be … how many leaves … how many
branches etc. … You can see why/how this could be bemusing!
Ok. So does the code exist in different dimensions?
Yes indeed. Although again … if we were to speak perhaps of parallel life ’times’ … there may be
the same ‘tree’ and yet, because it is in a different Vibration … the coding would be the same basic
foundation … plus the factor of the Energy Vibration within THAT parallel ‘kingdom’.
I feel the need to ask … Are there no end to parallel lives?
Good question and the correct assumption. For … to get really complicated … every new thought can
take you into a parallel life.
Is every parallel life in a different Universe?
No. It is simply in/on a different Vibration. As for instance, your Elemental realm. It is within /around
your world yet, cannot be seen due to the different/finer Energy Vibration that Elementals reside in.
It is therefore, the same within ‘jumping’ into a parallel existence. You do it all of the time yet, you are
mostly unaware of it.
It is difficult to form the question. Let us call this life I am in right now … L1. When I jump into L2, L3,
L4 etc. does the same coding come with me … and adapt … or is it a different ‘computer’ coding
altogether? If you see what I mean?
We do. And yes … it is a different computer coding for it is in a different Energy system.
This jumping stuff is very confusing.
Yet, so simple that you don’t even have to know you are doing it.
I don’t understand how one can keep jumping with every thought … because does that mean, say …
my husband is jumping in and out and over with me in just one conversation?
We see the complications of ‘trying’ to understand. Let us put it like this to assist. In a movie you have
little scenes ... there is ‘action’, then there is ‘cut’ … A little ‘frame’ has been created that will be part of
one big movie. It is sort of like that. Yet, words again here are so inadequate when one is moving in and
out of lives.
You see Blossom, it is all about/around ENERGY. Because everything IS Energy. Yet, Energy … the pure
basic element of it ... IS LOVE.
LOVE IS THE ULTIMATE ENERGY OF ALL THAT IS.
Therefore, anything deriving from that fundamental Truth is coming from the Highest intelligence there
is. For you at this place in your timeline … that intelligence is unfathomable. It is incomprehensible. One
cannot imagine. Yet, we say to you … the dance of LIFE itself is ever changing and improving upon itself.
Just to stop you there, so we can try and keep on track. We have, through movies etc. been led to
believe that one jumps through a portal or vortex in order to come into a different time zone or
parallel existence. Yet, you are saying this is not so?
No, we are not saying that. For there are different degrees of ‘jumping.’ For want of a better way of
putting it.
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There is your ‘every move, every thought’ degree … and there is your fully physical extraction into
somewhere you may or may have not been before.
What is the difference?
A great deal.
This is getting a bit too far down the rabbit hole for me to follow to be honest. Not sure I am getting this.
It is indeed of great magnitude and perhaps a little too intense for us to explain.
If I was a scientist or physicist, would you be able to?
It makes no difference as to what one does Blossom. It is more the requirement of being able to put into
simply formed words, something that is so intelligent in its workings and codings that it doesn’t make
any sense!
You are right there.
The fact is …
Here we go …
This … all of this … that you are … that you know … the world that you consider yourself to be
functioning in … doesn’t exist … in real terms. It is all in your imagination. Would we say … to assist … it is
one big video game?
Yes. I have heard of this. This is nothing new … in that, it is all an illusion … even though I cannot and do not
understand it … I can however accept it.
Therefore, capabilities on all levels are just a ‘switch’ in thought within that Game are they not?
Don’t ask me!!
In a video game you can programme different levels of that same level. ie. Easy, medium, hard … and
you adapt accordingly. Yet, it is just a switch over of a button to ‘give you what you are choosing’.
You live your lives through choice. All that comes to you, all that happens to you is because of the
choices you make … through thought. Nothing is set in stone. You change your codes as you go … as you
experiment … as you experience … as you LIVE … as you LOVE.
And yet, these codes don’t actually exist?
In The Game they do.
Yet, The Game doesn’t exist?
Not in reality.
Then where.
In your mind.
How come the mind can persuade itself to believe that I am a physical Being in reality? Because that is the
programme. That is The Game you have chosen to be in … right now. How far does this Game go? Does it
stop when I take my last breath on Earth?
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Absolutely not.
Oh shoot me now!
Blossom … you are doing well to keep up so far!
So when does it stop? When do we reach the last square on the board?
You don’t. Yet that is not to say that you cannot and do not come in and out of The Game … when you
choose to co-exist in Higher Vibrational realms that merely observe The Game and do not participate.
Well, that is what I sort of meant about when we pass over.
Yet, we then go into ‘realms’ of ‘what level’ of thought you choose to move into when you do.
For each one, each individual’s passing is unique. For each individual is unique … in its own thought … in
its own story.
AND depending on one’s understanding of Being or not Being a FULL participant of/in The Game … will
then determine whether or not when they ‘pass through’ the Earthly Vibration … they remain in The
Game … or not!
Drugs … I need more drugs!
May we say here … to bring you back to Earth …
Lost my parachute!! Sorry!
All this … all of this that we are speaking to you about … MATTERS NOT!
Your essential purpose for/of your existence is to KNOW YOURSELF … and that means … TO KNOW LOVE.
TO BE LOVE.
All this trying to understand about codes and dimensions is TRULY unnecessary at this stage of The
Game. If you understood it all … what difference would it make? Would you change the coding? No. For
it does it itself. Would you jump into a different lifetime? No. For you are doing that without even having
to think.
What is there to change?
Only … ever … always … your thoughts about who you are. Continue to change those into a more Loving,
receiving, giving, understanding, more compassionate way of LOVING YOURSELF.
That is all you need to do. That is all you are here to do.
For in doing so … you are changing the codes so dramatically … that the codes themselves then move
into a different level … a different category … a different frequency of number sequences that vibrate
beautifully to match that of your ever enlightened hearts.
Basically then … something I realised many moons ago … in order to get the hang of this Game … in
order to get on top of it … and play it to the best of my /its ability … all I need to do, is spend each and
every moment in Love. I haven’t mastered it yet … practice makes perfect!
You have hit the nail on the head.
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Yep and after today’s session, something needed to hit me on the head to bring me back to my
senses! Loving you muchly! And in such Gratitude for your LOVE.
We are always ‘in mind’ to each and every one. Be of great JOY. Such wonderful changes are there to
greet you …further ahead.
Yep, so I’ll just keep on walking in that LIGHT and that LOVE. xxx

The audio for this channelling is here . Read by myself and Joe Pena
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Has6tDUADrQ

The Federation of Light Channellings
No. 27

27 September 2016
Well, it’s interesting. I have tried twice and it is not that you were not around … more so, my head once
we began, just didn’t seem in the correct space to chat with you … difficult to explain. Maybe, the
too hard basket with all the codes etc. So, tried to let YOU flow, yet, it seemed the same old ground …
with all respect to you. However, I feel much better today, so thought I would see what happens. What
do you reckon?
Welcome to you Dearest Blossom. It would seem that your brain capacity simply was not in the flow to
work with the words that we were bringing forth.
And yet, what you have spoken of lately has been very interesting. Mind you, I have to admit to feeling
a little lost in my soul of late… not sure why.
May we make a suggestion?
By all means.
The changes that are currently concurring are transforming Energies both in and around you into a
Higher level. This is not new. Yet, what IS new is that there is a lifting into a Higher level around you. An
actual lifting. A transference of your Energy field into that of a Higher degree. That of which has not been
possible before. This transference is leaving one unsettled as it is ‘the loss’ of the older Energies which
have served well, yet, now must be released.
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The Higher Energies that one is literally stepping into are now to be of great service and one will feel a
little as if their legs have been scooped from underneath them. As if one is walking on air … once the
new self has settled down into this new found level.
Well, that sounds a nice explanation for my low. I‘ll take that. Thank you. As I said … when we tried
earlier last week, I just felt that we were going over the same ground. I’m not sure exactly what it is I am
asking of you … something new and different … again? The codes were interesting yet, I felt perhaps
your point was to show that understanding these things or not, nothing matters … except that we
bring everything back to our foundation ... LOVE. Something does seem afoot though. Something in
the air that I can’t quite put my finger on?
Dearest Souls of Earth … always are you searching for the satisfaction within your soul.
Wouldn’t you be? It’s an ongoing quest.
We have no need to search … for we have that satisfaction. Yet, it would not be known as ‘self’
satisfaction. For it is, would we say … general. We accept all things in the complete KNOWING that
all that is taking place everywhere … IS doing/behaving/Being … exactly as it is meant to. It is moving
through into its next phase of itself … because that is what everything does. Ever changing into a finer
improvement of itself.
Yet, not all improves. Some things get worse! Yet, they are improving into a worse situation. That sounds
odd.
Because that is what ‘their calling’ is. To get worse. So, they are improving on that … until whatever it is
… reaches its peak and then changes course or simply ‘dies out’ …. If we may put it that way?
So, you see Blossom, absolutely everything you do … absolutely every thought you have … is moving
through/improving on itself. That is what Life is.
With all respect … so many of you misinterpret this. If things are not ‘tickety boo’ … as you say Blossom
… you sometimes feel you are failing. So many feel you are not doing enough … you are not serving
Highly enough for the Greater Good. You feel you are wasting your precious time upon Earth … wanting
more of this, more of that. Desiring a bigger brighter purpose. Wanting to feel you have left your mark
upon the Energy of Earth as you breathe on through it.
Indeed. Wouldn’t you?
We know we would be doing that … just by Being there. There is a saying … ‘Seek and thou shalt find’.
What is it one is seeking?
You have asked this before if I recall. Well, Joy, Happiness, Pure Love … I guess.
And where is it you are looking?
Well, I know to look within … but often when I look there’s a note saying ‘Gone fishing, back soon!’
It has never gone.
Yes. It has. Or, if it hasn’t, it isn’t always available … and you can’t say ‘But Blossom, it is’ … because
sometimes when I really am looking … it is nowhere to be found. The ridiculousness of the way our Planet
is run … the lies and deceit … the puppeteering that we are subject to, just seems so unjust … so hopeless
… that happiness does not want to come out to play. With respect … you have not been an earthling,
so you don’t really know how this can affect one. You haven’t been subject to chemtrails, poisons in
the water, food … toothpaste even!! It really can bring one down.
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And you know we are to say … this need not be so.
Yep. I know what you are about to say … and I’ll let you say it … once again.
That which you are is far greater than any toothpaste!
Laugh. I’m really laughing. I certainly didn’t expect that. Good work chaps … My, my, has your sense of
humour come on many trillions of miles since we first encountered each other.
As funny as you may find this … we are also very serious Blossom. Your mind … all of your beautiful
amazing brilliantly intelligent minds are far greater than any chemical that may have been developed
to thwart your Energetic Being. A thought … in the right direction can cancel out such things.
It has to be more than a thought. No, it doesn’t. What else can it be? A knowing!!??
A Knowing. A Desire. You are correct. But this comes initially from the thought … everything does.
I know this to be correct. Yet, for instance, I sometimes have ‘virus strains’ from a mosquito (If I ever
catch him he’s had it ) and it TRULY, not only effects my physical body … but a symptom is to also change
my mind set into ‘ I don’t care about ANYTHING’. That’s a fact!
Who says?
Researchers … and ME! Take my word for it … it happens. And this is a minor thing, although very
unpleasant. I know people who are fully aware of thought power and yet, suffer greatly on the
physical plane … and no matter how strong their KNOWING … the pain or illness does not subside. These
kind of things we all find hard to understand … to overcome. Along with a trillion other things!
Dearest Blossom … Dearest friends … Dearest Blossom …
Sock it to me … whatever revelation you are to utter forth.
You are correct. We have not endured any of the predicaments that those that CHOSE to live in human
form have had to ‘live through/out.’ Therefore, we cannot comment on how we might or might not
have done anything any differently, should we have chosen to experience life on Planet Earth. Therefore,
all we can do … is express that which we do know … and that is … that beyond your physical disposition
… on/in another dimensional level of yourselves … you can magically overcome anything.
Ahha! Now, this is the issue … ‘on in another dimensional level’ … I mean … we would like to know how
to sort all this stuff out … how to find the magic on THIS particular dimensional level that we are residing
in! Quite honestly, the one elsewhere isn’t much use to us if it doesn’t or can’t affect the here and now
in which we live.
Yet, that is just it, Blossom. It can.
Now, I may be getting a bit too big for my boots here … yet, you are going to say we can allow that
knowledge to flow down into this dimension.
Correct.
You see, and please hear this from the humble place in which I say it … that is why I was having difficulty
the other day … Because, we have discussed everything over and over and now I know what you are
to say … because you’ve already said it. My problem is that I fully understand WHAT you are saying and
I AGREE. Yet, I am unable to make that which you suggest … work. If I WAS able to … each time the virus
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awoke, for instance … I could overcome it. Yet I can’t. Even knowing all that you have advised. So, where
does that leave us? Not on the sunny side of the street. For what good is KNOWING all this and not able to
bring it forth? As you can sense … I am in no way having a go … I am in a fine, fine demeanour at present
… I am just trying to tell it like it is.
So, perhaps tell us … what that KNOWING is inside of you that lets you KNOW that what we say is correct
… even though you say it isn’t?
I don’t say it isn’t. I KNOW IT IS! Yet, just not sure how to MAKE IT HAPPEN. How many times have I asked you
HOW? HOW? HOW do we remember who we are?
About a hundred times a hundred.
And how many times have you replied?
The same numerical answer.
And so why am I /are we not able to ‘get there’?
Dearest Blossom … where is it you are planning on getting?
THERE!
Where is there?
You tell me chaps. Where are we all heading … this heart felt journey that is taking us onwards … Are we
to say it is walking us home?
You are always home with every breath of Divinity that you breathe. You just think you are not, because
you are unaware of the TRUTH of that sentence.
I know it is TRUTH. I am aware it is TRUTH … yet, I don’t feel at home with every breath. Not down here … on
Planet Earth.
Because you do not FULLY acknowledge it as THE TRUTH Blossom. You say you know you are aware … You
accept it as Truth. Yet, you don’t CHOOSE to FEEL it as TRUTH … with every breath you inhale and exhale.
Am I lazy?
Not at all. Yet, when you CHOOSE to acknowledge this KNOWING from an ALL KNOWING part of your
Being … the Being that is GOD/LOVE … It is there … Being you!
Yet, what is it preventing me from walking, breathing, living in this Divine state? What am I not doing?
You are not doing anything that you should not be doing. You … as we said in the beginning ... are
moving perfectly towards the experience of each moment you breathe.
That doesn’t answer my question.
Yes, it does, Blossom. Because, with every single moment that you exist upon Planet Earth, you are
becoming that very Divinity that you seek.
Yet, I already am it aren’t I?
Yes, you are.
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But, I have forgotten how to be it, right?
Yes and we are here to help you remember?
How come it is so difficult?
It isn’t. It is part of the dream … part of the plan.
Which? Dream or plan?
Both … for the dream is part of the plan.
Today is a beautiful sunny day here in Noosa. I saw whales throwing themselves about whilst walking my
dog on the beach. I feel so good. Yesterday … I felt hopeless. Virus activated? Hormones?
Energetic transferences? I mean ... WHAH!! Who has the answers for the ups and downs we experience?
Who pulls the strings? Who switches the switch on the roller coaster? And they say we
are here for
the ride? Heavens above. There has to be a REALLY good reason for our brilliant intelligent minds to have
decided to come here. People who have had out of body experiences say our Planet
is so unique and
one of the best to experience ‘self’ … This tiny little pixel of a ‘space craft’ moving through space … twisting
and turning … whatever for? I know I have said it before … but … really … What’s it all about Alfie?
The answer to that dearest Blossom, you also know.
On a higher dimensional level of myself?
Within … deep within.
In the meantime … onwards we breathe … onwards we travel … onwards we smile when we can. It’s
been pleasant … and always good to be in touch again after a few attempts not being able to. Nice.
Many thanks of course.
In such deep gratitude to all for allowing us in … deep within.

Here is the audio recording for this channelling. Read by myself and Joe Pena.
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UXds_iqzW_A
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The Federation of Light Channellings
No. 28

20 October 2016
Hello there, once again. I am not sure what it is we shall talk about today, yet I do know I feel you very
close right now and once again … dare I say it? … I do feel expectancy … even ‘hope’ filtering through. It
is quite unbelievable how we are all feeling the energies in one way or another. What a ride!
(I then felt very strongly that they desired to speak. I am putting the link at the end of this conversation with them,
as I feel it is important that you understand what took place BEFORE you listen to it.)
After they had spoken through me ... this is the conversation that followed.
So, I trusted and you came through. First of all in your normal way and then after a long time of silence ( I
cut the silences out )… you came through in another language … of which I have absolutely no idea what
you said!
One could scrap it and not send it out. After all, one’s street cred has often gone down the Swanee
in times gone by. Yet, then I think … ‘Well Bloss, that’s what happened.’ I know I’m not mad, otherwise
I wouldn’t be questioning what just happened. I know of the Light Language … yet ... ? I have heard
others speak it. Can you talk to us about what just happened or indeed what you said? My thoughts
are … ‘What is the point if one has no idea what was said?’ … It could just as easily have been in
Japanese for the sense it made to me. Some of me has that feeling of when one was a kid and
pretended to speak another language. Yet … the Energy was so strong … especially in the silence
before it was spoken. Oh dilemma, dilemma! Do I send this out or not?
Dearest Lady … there are those with much less ability than yourself that do not question! We wonder
what makes you do so?
As I said … street cred, questioning my own abilities … and checking in on my Truth! I would never think
of speaking this way. It just ‘came about’. I do wish I was the kind of channeller that leaves the body
completely, so that I am not around to argue or question myself/you?
That which took place was on a Vibratory level that you have not yet encountered. That is why we
ensued the break between ordinary discourse and that of the LIGHTER VIBRATIONAL LEVEL.
We suggest you do as you know you shall …
Maybe … probably … we’ll see …
And send it out … For you KNOW YOURSELF to be of integrity and Truth and therefore, you know that you
are here to serve. Although this is ‘different for you’ … you know on a deeper understanding that those
who ‘choose’ to … will attune themselves to the Vibration offered and that which was spoken shall be
understood by many on the level in which it is to be received.
So, can you explain to me why you can’t say whatever it is you said in plain English? I mean … isn’t that
so much easier?
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The reason being, dearest Blossom, that we are speaking to /connecting WITH A MUCH HIGHER
VIBRATION OF SELF … TO A MUCH HIGHER VIBRATION OF SELF. The Energy of sound that was given is of a
Higher frequency. It carries Higher Energies and when accepted through the soul’s level of KNOWING …
it penetrates deep within and settles in ways of acknowledgement of understanding and assurance.
So, then … when will the Higher self tell it to this aspect of self, down here on the Planet?
It already has! For you are One and the same BEING. It resonates through your Higher levels and threads
through to the part of the soul that is ‘performing’ upon the Planet at this time.
You are still questioning are you not?
Yep. Is there no way of sending me a translator???
There is no need. For on the level of self that understood it … we promise you … it will interpret it
through to the fullness of your SELF-BEING.
To perhaps confuse even more … these are not necessarily words.
I had a feeling you were going to say something like that.
And this feeling just shows that you KNOW WHAT WE ARE TALKING ABOUT.
Even though you are not talking!
Correct.
What are you doing?
We are sending forth Vibrational forms of sound that connect with the soul. It is an Energetic display
of certain/specific tones within the ‘shape’ of sound form … that allows the soulself to understand
everything that is/is not being said. It is fed through to you purely Energetically. This is indeed difficult to
explain in WORDS.
And yet I sort of get it … it must be working!!!
The Energetic format of the sounds … do not necessarily offer a picture and yet, to try and assist we
would say this.
When you look at a picture, or a painting of something … there is much to take in … an overall view and
one can see many different things. Should it be a landscape of fields, you may see trees, cows, sheep,
sky, grass etc. So many things that this picture portrays/offers to you … and yet, it is just the ONE picture.
The same applies to each sound/syllable spoken in these Higher Vibrational tones. They ‘give’ you so
much in just the one individual sound. Do you see what we are trying to express?
Actually, I get it on a Higher level. I understand, even though words cannot explain it fully and I am
sure those reading and hearing this message will do the same.
Blossom … this is all part of the plan. We know that when you came out of the semi trance after these
sounds were spoken … you were confused and a little forlorn as to whether this was ‘the real McCoy’ as
you say in your ‘language’. We say to you now that we are happy you TRUSTED and followed through with
this conversation … BECAUSE
The message given within these Vibrational tones is of importance to the coming days.
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We have often spoken to you have we not of ‘envelopes’ in your head that when the time is right … will
be opened with your ‘orders/duty’ inside … so that each individual shall know how to behave … how to
command … what to do to play their part?
So sorry to interrupt. My heart Energy as this is coming through is exploding. I am getting it as your words
come through and it feels so HUGE and so TRUE. Say it for me … it’s always more profound coming from
you!
These Energy Codes we have given and we shall give more in certain appropriate times … ARE THE
MESSAGES INSIDE YOUR ENVELOPES!
Far out. REALLY? I have always been looking forward to this … because … more than anything … IT MEANS
THINGS ARE REALLY UNDERWAY. It’s all really going to start shifting now with great gusto.
This is so. AND EACH ONE OF YOU IS PREPARED.
I hadn’t however, for one minute imagined the envelopes would be revealed in this way!
And yet, it is the most appropriate … the most profound. For your soul … without question … has
received this awaiting information.
This is so very exciting. I can’t type quick enough. Thing is … what about those who don’t have the
opportunity to hear these Vibrational tones? My YouTube hits aren’t even in the tens of thousands.
We are simply offering the opportunity via the vessel that is you Blossom. There are many, many other
‘wave forms’ that are arranged and are being set into motion. Some shall receive these codes in their
sleep.
Actually … now that you are calling these tones ‘codes’ … it makes much more sense. I don’t know why.
Because of your inner knowing of its Truth. Others shall receive them through meditation. Others via
other channellers. Some shall have them come via certain pieces of music, whereby the codes can be
sent through ‘imbedded’ within the manuscript.
Have these pieces of music been written yet?
They do not need to be … They can be imbedded as the music is being played … either live or on your
machines. This believe it or not … is one of the more simplified ways to send it through.
What are we to expect from now on?
CHANGE! You will feel it within your Being. You will recognize yourselves more and more and yet in these
new days, you will understand more of that which we say ... ‘BECOMING TRUTH’. For it shall be of a much
stronger level and Higher Vibration.
Along with this comes a very different FEELING. This FEELING has been bubbling deep within.
Some may have interpreted as anxiety, stress, confusion … Yet in generous warmth we say to you that
these sensations were/are merely the stirring up of the Warriors of Light ready to ‘TAKE THEIR STAND’ …
ready to ‘WALK INTO POSITION.’
Can you feel this within as you read Dearest Ones?
I can certainly feel this incredible Energy as I write … I could take off! DEAREST SOULS … BE BOLD … BE
COURAGEOUS … BE IN YOUR TRUTH. YOU WILL KNOW … YOU WILL UNDERSTAND … YOU WILL ACCOMPLISH! WE
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STAND EVER AT YOUR SIDE IN THESE COMING DAYS OF MYSTERY. CONNECT OVER AND OVER WITH THE HIGHEST
VERSION OF YOURSELF.
WE ENCOURAGE YOU TO LISTEN TO THESE CODES WHEN YOU FEEL THE CALL TO DO SO.
BREATHE DEEPLY AND CONNECT ‘UP/WITHIN’ BEFORE YOU DO SO … AS SO MUCH SHALL BE GAINED FROM DOING
SO.
FOR NOW WE TAKE OUR LEAVE. WE LOVE YOU … IT BEGINS.
In love and thanks to you guys.
Far out Brussel sprout!! Can I just share? The feeling/energy that came through when the codes were
being spoken was so strong … colours swirling behind my closed eye lids … It was full on.
Then as we were having the above conversation … again … the energy build up coming through … and
from/within my heart was enormous. I wonder if anyone feels the same whilst reading?
I feel very odd about being brave enough to send this audio out. As I say … part of me questions
it.
The human in me questions whether or not it was for real … or was I just ‘trying’ to make it up … if you
understand where I am coming from? Then the other side of me TRUSTS the Energy when I feel
it so strongly like this. THEN … when it all came out about the envelopes … it took me completely by
surprise! We have spoken about the sealed envelopes waiting within us for so long now and suddenly
… whoop de doo de jolly … here is ONE of the messages they contain. Yet, in coded form that our human
side cannot comprehend! I mean … with all respect … I can’t make this ‘s***t’ up! Or can I ?? The only way
we will ever know is to follow this through if one’s heart feels correct to do so. Where it leads will either
convince us for sure that we are definitely on the right track leading home … OR … it’s the path that takes
us directly to the funny farm. Your choice!!
Whichever track it is we are on … whichever of the two … I’ll meet you there!
Did I really sign up for this? What WAS I thinking!! To relate this message to the uninitiated would sound so
farfetched … so like a sci fi script … and yet, to so many of us … as we hold hands and KNOW ITS TRUTH …
we nod, smile and acknowledge the brother in me, recognising the brother in you… and the brother in you
recognising the brother in me!
Somehow, as I am working on getting this posting out ( spacing, spelling etc. etc.) THE ENERGY STILL
FEELS
SO STRONG AND SO ... would I say ... IMPORTANT. When they speak in the audio ( in the language we can
understand) I FEEL WE REALLY NEED TO TAKE HEED OF THEIR WORDS. Something is definitely stirring. Whether
or not this has to do with the US election I do not know ... Yet, I DO KNOW that whaever it is ...
WE MUST DO AS WE KNOW TO DO AND STAND STRONG ... STAY STRONG ... TOGETHER AS ONE ... IN OUR LIGHT.
Many Thanks ... if you have seen this message through! Well done you!!!
Here is the link https://youtu.be/-j5FUV6j8IE
TRANSCRIPT OF AUDIO. ( I encourage you to listen to the audio as the Vibration of sound is what it is all
about. Plus ... I cannot transcribe the coded Light language, so that definitely needs to be listened to.
Which of course can be understood by all, regardless of one’s Native Language)
Greetings to each one who has taken the soul opportunity to engage in resonance with us … as we
bring forth this message in/of/through/as Love.
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How your days are moving forward in an unexpected fashion to that which you did expect … would
we say?
Upheaval within the very depth of your Being. Upheaval in much that you see around you … in much
you experience. In much that you hear … in much that you see … and indeed dearest souls, in so
much that you feel.
We would say your world is almost turning upside down … inside out. Let go of feelings of confusion and
doubt. Release thoughts, feelings within you that have served their purpose now and must be sent out
to the winds to be taken away, leaving a space … that which may feel hollow, empty, lost, alone. That
space dearest friends, is there to be filled with the Highest Love Energies that are to come.
So, for a little while longer as you balance and rebalance … over and over it seems … with the Higher
Energies that ARE now coming though, may we say … this is nothing in comparison to the Higher
Energies that ARE to come through in future days.
The time is now. The times that we have spoken of are reaching their climatic point of view. Step up …
Step out … Be bold … Be brave.
Under no circumstances … and do you hear us? … Under no circumstances that may arrive and arise
are you to let your Being feel down hearted. For these times ahead are the times when you must step
up. When you must walk so firmly and confidently into your Truth into your Knowing ... and be of
assistance to those who are afraid … to those who do not understand.
Let the TRUTH of your soul take hold firmly. So that you can be of such Greatness … of such
Encouragement ... of such Hope to the lost and the afraid.
There are times where you, yourselves, feel lost. You wonder where all this is leading? These feelings of
knowing. Where is it to lead? And yet we say, the time is coming … shall come … will come … where you
KNOW that it is leading you further onto the Light … Love Light.
We call upon you … We ask of you … to know thyself. To Be thyself. So that when changes occur you will
not look upon them as changes … for you will know them to be the way forward. You will know them to
be the time that you have been waiting for.
Listen to your hearts for there lie your answers. Live in Gratitude for this opportunity you have been
given.
Coded Light Language then follows.

The audio read by myself and Joe Pena for the above conversation can be found here.
http://youtu.be/VRodZsY8FKs
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The Federation of Light Channellings
No. 29

5 November 2016
Hello my friends from elsewhere. Firstly I would like to thank you for the last message which included the
coded Light Language and the explanation of it. What a response it had! Wow! Very, very exciting.
Welcome to you, Dearest Lady and to all who happily receive our messages of Light that we are so very
excited to bring through … always. We knew, in gentle humility that there would be great effect from
these codes and there certainly is much more to come.
For those who did not /do not necessarily FEEL major activation, we ask you to not to be of concern in
any form. For it is most likely that your body system takes a little while longer for it to be absorbed,
integrated and then activated. Rather like perhaps taking a tablet of your world’s concoctions that seem
to work more quickly on some than on others.
We are keen to talk more on this matter.
I know! I can feel it and I am typing as fast as I can!
As we move through these coming days you will Feel/discover more and more of yourself. With this
taking place, you will find so much change within you. We have spoken of there being great changes
to come and many of you ‘supposed’ that this would be mainly on the outside. I.e. with circumstances
around you within political, financial and even weather conditions. This is so … yet, more so … and most
importantly … the Great Changes are to take place with inside of you.
You will come to understand more of that which we have spoken of, and should you care to … as you
feel this taking place … choose to read back over any times that we have connected with you … your
understanding of our messages will be received ‘by you’ on a much deeper level.
Whereas you KNOW that what we say is TRUTH … For many ‘at this stage in the game’ it is a KNOWING,
yet, not a complete FEELING … not in the very core.
Yet, now … as activations occur on a more belligerent level on the outside … within much turmoil and
deceit …
There shall be activations of such magnitude … on a HIGHER LEVEL … on a Vibration that is now able to
penetrate into/through you … that you shall be able to ‘conquer’ the belligerent activations with great
ease.
I have to interrupt here. Firstly, when the word ‘belligerent’ came through … I had to stop and look it
up. I knew what it meant, yet, felt it wasn’t right. When I read that it said ‘hostile’ I thought maybe I was
channelling ‘a dodgy lot’ and had to stop and breathe for a while to check it out … and ‘you’ suggested
I let you finish the sentence and it worked out fine. Phew!
Secondly … what do you mean by ‘belligerent activations?’ Can you go into that a bit more?
Indeed. We are happy to oblige. Over the next few months …
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Oh my! You have ACTUALLY given a time scale! Oops sorry … continue …
Over the next few months there are to be ‘happenings’ on various scales of ‘shock to the system’.
Ranging from .5 to 1,000!
We speak to you in this way to be blunt and as forthcoming as we can. Yet, we shall then be able to put
the ‘soothing balm’ upon it all. For it is Truth that we tell.
When these varied events are leaked /exposed/presented/discovered … (there are a plethora of
words we could use) there shall be much disbelief with all communities. For there are very few that
are in the position to say ‘I knew it’ or ‘I told you so’. Not in comparison to those who have been blindly
misguided.
This shall bring ‘unease amongst the ranks’ and there shall be much confusion as to ‘who’ and indeed
‘what’ is Truth.
When we speak of ‘belligerent activations’ … this is what we mean. There shall be so much UNTRUTH
‘flying around’.
Eh … are we to take the ‘flying around’ literally??
Both! Souls who are lost and afraid shall be ‘fired up’ to react in ways that some may not understand.
Yet, they are simply scared and do not know how to conduct themselves. Remember this when the time
comes and send them Light.
This all seems very bleak, which is not your way at all.
Yet, it is not bleak at all. For indeed, that is not our way. We ‘prepare’ you for such happenings because it
is during these times when you shall ‘walk into yourselves’ … And you shall know what this means when
it happens.
Ok, I’ll go with the flow or my many questions will frustrate. Just one though … when you say over the next
few months …?
We mean the ‘stirring up of’ … the ‘tell-tale signs’ that shall lead into a bigger scale of upheaval. WE MUST
STATE HERE … FOR WE READ YOUR MIND …
WE DO NOT MEAN WAR.
THERE IS TO BE NO WAR.
Well that’s good to know.
However, as we have said … your world will seem very topsy turvy. And to clarify a question someone
asked you Blossom … No. We do not mean that literally … in that your polarities shall shift. We mean
more so, within the cultural structure. Foundations that were once solid shall fall down and this is to be
a pleasant reprieve, once it has been seen for what it was.
SO MUCH, DEAREST FRIENDS, IS TO COME TO LIGHT!
The times ahead are to be like you have never known. In that, there shall be so much taking place …
that many feel they cannot cope. Yet … would we say … at the eleventh hour … ‘other presentations’
shall come to Light that will bring a unique surgance of encouragement TO ALL.
Events will be offered that shall allow strength to return to those who were ‘failing’ (to be of capacity in
strength and understanding due to exhaustion … lack of energy recharge etc.) Not as in being a failure.
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Such happenings shall restore One’s Spirit and allow upliftment to ensue.
We are aware Blossom, that you had the experience since our last communication of ‘Getting it’ … Of
‘Knowing the Knowing?
Oh, well put! For, I certainly do not know how to describe it! I will say, however, I felt so very Powerful and
in control and knew that no matter what is to/will take place … as A WARRIOR OF LIGHT … I would easily
step into my role and KNOW … not so much … what to do at this stage … yet, certainly … how
to BE. And
that is all I needed to know /feel. It was amazing. The feeling didn’t remain with me though.
Because … initially it would be too much for your system. It shall return gradually and last for longer
periods of time.
Good! Because, when this happens to us all … are we not going to need it … in these days that are
coming, that you speak of?
And you shall receive it in fullness much further down the track. Yet, to start with you shall FEEL /
EXPERIENCE ‘It’ when needed/necessary.
Sounds good for a fiction Sci Fi novel. I mean, Truly … Is this really all going to take place?
This is what we have been preparing you for … for many, many years.
Am I doubting? Not really … Just finding it hard to grasp. You are basically saying ‘Here we go’.
We are.
With respect, we have been geed up before.
With respect … so have we!
Ha! Meaning what exactly?
Meaning, many a time have we had certain plans in position and ready to go … only for them to be
aborted due to changes of conditions upon your Planet that we had not foreseen. Or, would we say that
those ‘in the know’ … who do not want anyone else to know … threw these at us and changed the layout
of the cards … so to speak.
We stress again ... WE WILL NEVER TAKE AN ACTION THAT WOULD JEOPARDIZE THE SAFETY OF YOUR PLANET AND
THOSE WHO RESIDE THERE. YOU ARE TOO PRECIOUS.
So, how can you be so sure that ‘they’ won’t throw you another ‘Joker’ this time?
Because there are no more cards to play, Dearest Blossom. THE GAME IS OVER.
My! Oh My! These are strong words coming from you.
They are of OUR TRUTH.
So, can we know when the next message from our envelopes will occur?
Sooner than you think. We cannot give you an actual date, of course. Yet, we shall be looking forward
to correct conditions for all concerned.
Well, you certainly have given us a lot to think about. In Truth, I feel really tired right now and need to
bring this to an end. (I have been looking after my three year old grandson for the last ten days and he
likes to wake with the 4.30 am dawn chorus! And he is going to be with us for a while! )
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I am happy though that I was able to get in touch with you today … for I feel these are important times
and shall do my best to continue whenever possible … even if they are not so long. All is as should be
… This I know.
Correct. We have your circumstances in consideration and ALL IS WELL.
Far out. Your last sentence just came through …. I wonder how many readers picked up on it too? Here
we go again!
HOLD ONTO YOUR HATS !
In Love and Thanks my friends … In anticipation as to what the future days hold.

The aduio for this channelling read by myself and Joe Pena can be found here.
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jakWziyHsv8

The Federation of Light Channellings
No. 30

18 November 2016
Hello my friends. I’m feeling your Energy very strongly right now. So many would like you to talk about
the US election results … are you up for that?
We are with you strongly indeed, as we always are. Although, it cannot always be felt as though we are.
Let us give comfort to many who feel so very disappointed and concerned regarding the voting protocol
and the result therein.
We have already spoken to you about this … for all that we have said in the last few months regarding
the changes that are coming are a valid part of the outcome of this election.
AGAIN WE STRESS … ALL IS NOT AS IT SEEMS.
And ALL IS AS SHOULD BE. I accept that, yet perhaps you could elaborate on this in a little more detail,
for just saying ‘All is not as it seems’ doesn’t give folk much to go on … if you would be so kind?
The very fact Blossom, that your world is as it is … is due to misgivings and thoughts of impending doom
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that has become a large aspect of the Whole/One’s consciousness. All that has/is taking place has left
those who ‘fall for it’ in a place of Armageddon.
Good Grief … that word surprised me!
Yet, it is correct in its use. For there are so many ‘of your kind’ who blindly walk forward, not really
aware of that which is to come. They feel betrayed. They feel scared and there is a mass stirring within
the soulself as to what will become of this Great Land that is known as ‘United’ States. Would you now
call them United? We think not! The Energy that is befalling that country is that of which we could
describe as a very large mixing bowl of many ingredients … that do not fare well to create a culinary
delight!! There is far too much bitterness involved and when we say ‘stirring the pot’ … we mean it in a
GIGANTIC way!
This is what we have been speaking of as to the ‘topsy turvy world’ that is unfolding over the coming
months. We have been preparing you for this and we would say that this is just the starting line.
So much will be revealed in the most unexpected ‘Game’ that is about to ensue. One playing off another
and yet both/all parties allowing themselves to be ‘put on the spot’ unbeknownst to them, in a sense …
and creating each other’s ‘opportunities’ to open up Pandora’s box. Due to the ongoing battle between
those that want to be shown as BEING IN POWER … they will be sinking each other’s ships … so to speak.
A little hard to grasp yet I get what you are saying … although, I don’t know obviously what ALL these
reveals will be!
And we cannot tell you. Yet, we will tell you, as we have done so before … that what is to unfold will
shock and abhor … ALL PEOPLE. For even those who think they know what we are speaking of … do not
know … not to the fullest extent ... that which shall be opened up and offered to the public ear … and
eye.
This is why we say to you very strongly … STAYIN YOUR LIGHT. BE IN YOUR HEART.
We do not wish to scare, for this is not why we are here. Yet, we do say, it is imperative that you
summon your Highest Good/Power and stay True to it. For there shall be much trickery imposed that
shall present as truth … and it shall cause much confusion to those who cannot/do not see through its
guise.
Stepping out big time here … are you speaking of a false flag … i.e. an alien invasion that has been
spoken of, yet, it is actually to be conducted by the elite of our world?
You have hit the nail on the head. Have not movies come about as another ingredient to stir the pot … or
would we say ‘plot?
I believe you are talking about the movie ARRIVAL* … which I am going to see this evening ( Funnily
enough!) Yet, to be honest I am not really sure of its agenda so I am going in ‘blind’ so to speak.
We are merely continuing to ask you to BECOME YOUR KNOWING … STEP UP YOUR LADDERS, DEAREST SOULS
and walk into your Higher selves.
The time is coming … the time is NOW when action speaks louder than words. In that … YOUR POWER …
YOUR LIGHT … YOUR STRENGTH is to be FELT by you as never before.
We do not say this LIGHTLY … although it comes from Light … We say this with great intent.
I Know I can feel it in my being!!
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Again, we state … that there is nothing to fear when you recognise everything for what it is.
We state also, that WE HAVE EVERY KNOWING THAT THE LIGHT HAS WON. IT IS DONE.
The Game is over and yet, there shall be attempts to ‘rise again’ from the darkened lost souls … until
they realize that there is nothing further to be done … nothing more can be achieved.
And with great compassion we say that it is then, that their dimming Light needs to be nurtured by each
one of you … to offer forgiveness, no matter what atrocities and deceits are to be revealed.
Look upon all that is presented … and we mean ‘all’… as part of the Divine Plan … each soul having their
role to play … for the Highest Good of all.
Even though many will not understand … we say … that even those that volunteered for the darkest
roles, did so for the Highest Good of all.
In the bigger picture. For, my friends … although that resonates with my soul … many will find that a
very difficult proposition to undertake. Especially when we all find out what has been hidden from us
and why. I know, through yours and White Clouds teachings, that we are to send Love to all … for this is
the only way out of this mess. Yet, hard to do for some whose souls have been greatly damaged by all
that has gone on.
Dearest Blossom … We accept the severity of the statement offered. And yet … YOU KNOW … YOU ALL
KNOW … LOVE IS THE ANSWER.
THERE IS NOTHING ELSE … NO OTHER WAY AROUND IT OR OUT OF IT. OFFER LOVE …
SEND LOVE … BE LOVE …
TO ALL AND EVERY SITUATION THAT IS TO OCCUR. NEVER FALTER.
NEVER DOUBT … YOURSELVES.
KNOW THE POWER OF YOUR LOVE AND HOW … BY GIVING IT OUT CONTINUOUSLY … YOU WILL BE CHANGING
THE DIRECTION OF MATTERS THAT NEED TO CHANGE COURSE.
YOU … ARE THE ONES THAT CAN INFLUENCE ALL THAT SHALL TAKE PLACE BY … BEING LOVE. YOU … AS YOU
CONTINUE TO DO SO … SHALL FIND MORE AND MORE OF YOUR SELF’S CORE …
You will recognise your essence … you shall FEEL YOUR KNOWING and the more you do so … the more
you do so!!
We are with you in ALL OF THIS.
We shall offer assistance where necessary and you shall know us by the Energy we carry. The Light that
is with us.
Maybe an odd thing to say … but that which is stirring in me through your words and Energy today
… does indeed feel a bit like Armageddon! Good Lord Maud … gotta say … it STILL all feels very storybookish! I cannot actually think that all this is to actually take place … as Christmas draws closer and
we move into a time of ‘good will to all men’ …
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We would not say necessarily, that the fullness of that which we speak will have come about by then.
And on the topic of Xmas, we would say also … that all that we have said DOES NOT TAKE AWAY THE FACT
… THAT THE HIGHER ENERGIES ARE STILL POURING IN THROUGH TO YOUR PLANET … TO ASSIST YOU … TO MERGE
WITH THE HIGHER ENERGY OF SELF THAT YOU ARE CONNECTING WITH … THIS IS WONDERFUL.
THIS IS THE OTHER SIDE OF THE COIN … IN THAT … AS YOU CONNECT MORE DEEPLY WITH YOUR HIGHER- NESS …
YOU WILL FEEL NO FEAR.
YOU WILL KNOW HOW TO BEHAVE … WHAT TO DO
As in the feeling I had a few weeks ago mentioned in previous channelling?
Indeed. In those moments Blossom, did anything … anything at all fill you with fear?
There was nothing but LIGHT-POWER running through my veins. And I can only reiterate … that this feeling
has been felt by many and will come to everyone in perfect Divine timing … and then all this,
that may
seem now to be a little daunting … just won’t be … at ALL. TRUST ME ON THIS!!
We are aware you are not asking us to Trust … for that goes without saying. Yet, we reiterate to those
reading /feeling these words ... that Blossom is one to be Trusted … in our books! Yet, one can only feel
that for themselves.
Laugh! Some still think me dodgy. I have no concerns about that! Each to their own understanding. Taking
an even bigger step out here … Many folk are very tied up in the financial revaluation process that is said
will take place. As you know … I never broach this kind of thing with you. Yet, in for a penny in for a pound,
or a Vietnamese dong!!! What would your thoughts be on this?
A revaluation is to take place … on many levels … if not all levels/aspects of your entire Planet.
In our view … it stands to reason that your financial system has to be one of the major changes that will
be assessed in order to make great changes in all things.
This has massive involvement in all four corners of your Globe and certainly will not just happen
overnight.
You are right there. For many have been hanging on by a thread for it to takes place for over ten years!
Are folk’s right to believe this will happen? Or, as some say … is it a hoax?
It is not a hoax Blossom. Far from it.
Well that is a very positive answer. Thank you for that … And I thank myself for being brave enough to
ask it!
We cannot determine dates of exchanges and rates and incomes etc. This certainly depends on many
issues that are to be worked out/worked through …
Yet, we will say … Your financial system … is not what we could call a system as such! It is what we
would call an unfair unparalleled disguise in order to rule the planet.
In this new time ... no such thing is allowed to exist in this way.
That which you call ‘money’ shall become a friendly word to those who choose to understand it as such.
It is there to enhance lives … not to take away joy!
It is our desire that when a revaluation of money’s values takes place … the ENERGY of these paper notes
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and golden and silver coins will be transformed into ‘SHINING WORTH’ that shall/will assist every living
being upon your Planet.
THERE ARE INDEED WONDERFUL CHANGES TO ENSUE … YET, BE PATIENT … AS THE WHEAT IS SORTED FROM THE
CHAFF.
That’s it for today … I can tell. I LOVE YOU … WE LOVE YOU!!
WE ARE ONE.
And in our ONENESS we are many! In Love and thanks
* So , I went to see ‘Arrival’. From it’s ‘concept’ point of view I found many interesting points. Each to
their own opinion about it as a movie etc ... Although it is interesting that this has come out at this
time. At least it has a happy ending!!
About two days after channelling this message, I received an email with a ‘piece’ from Dr Steven Greer.
I was amazed at the synchronicities.
Link to the Dr Greer’ message.
http://www.siriusdisclosure.com/cseti-papers/when-disclosure-serves-secrecy/
I still struggle with this all becoming/being a reality ... and I’m the channeller!!! I am not doubting The
Federation Of Light in any way. I just find it hard to FEEL FOR REAL that this kind of thing may take place ...
EVER! If it does ... then I give thanks for the preparation and the heads up. If it doesn’t I give thanks for it
not happening!! And that is not to say that The Good Guys won’t step in first. Either way ... I have promised
myself that I will hold my Light strongly in/through the darkness ... in the knowing that you are all doing
the same. I FEEL very strongly that we will know what to do ... as ‘they’ have said. BE BOLD ... BE BRAVE ...
BE! Many thanks.

The audio recording for this channelling is read by myself and Joe Pena.
http://youtu.be/gSOO5svNeBc
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22 November 2016
Here we are again then! Many questions bursting forth from folk since your last conversation.
Queries being … You had said there were no more cards to play, so how can they deal out the false
flag scenario? Is a fake invasion definitely going to take place? One lady felt quite strongly the last
channelling was not you but a mind infiltration from the dark side? Your comments please?
Firstly, warmest greetings to you Dearest Blossom and to all who participate in our conversations. We
understand one’s confusion on many levels.
We again must reiterate … we do not come with messages to bring fear into one’s Being and yet, we are
aware also, that in these days ahead , it is generously offered in order to prepare one for all scenarios, in
order for recognition to arise and allow one to keep their head above water.
We cannot definitely say that such a thing WILL occur. We do not know ourselves how these last pieces
of the puzzle in this particular jigsaw shall fit together. We do categorically state that whatever takes
place … you shall ALL be working together in your LIGHTFORM to ensure that all goes according to the
Divine Plan to bring you through this darkened age into a Golden one.
For the lady’s comfort, Could you confirm that it was you last time?
We can and do confirm it. And as you correctly replied to her … there is reason for Energies from us to
FEEL different depending on subject matter. Rest assured, once again, we come only to assist.
This lady also felt that you wouldn’t speak about the financial reval because it is not a Truth and is there
to keep people in lack and scarcity.
Let us speak bluntly about this matter. We have said that there is to be /has to be … great financial
changes in order for your Planet to vibrationally rise, along with all the other ‘matching vibrations’ that
are to take place. Your money systems shall rise and fall, rise and fall, and bring about confusion. Please
keep in mind that CHANGE often does this … to begin with. Yet, once everything settles … one can see
that it was for the Greater Good.
All that is coming your way is for the Greater Good … although it may not always feel/seem like it. Yet,
you will see … you will find out that on the other side of this transformation … everything that has been
experienced was worth any trials that one might have to experience.
Again … we repeat … THERE IS NOTHING TO FEAR. THIS IS A GAME … AND THE LIGHT HAS WON.
That brings me to the fact that you said the ‘lost one’s’ had no more cards to play … Well surely, this
false flag is an ‘ace’ is it not?
The TRUTH BEING that this is not the ACE. They do not have the ace to play … they have only the lower
numbers … whereas, our deck is stacked Highly! So, although they may feel they have something
mischievous up their sleeves … when they lay they cards out into the open … they still have lost. They
know this … they know the false attack will not ‘play out’ to their advantage, yet they are determined to
go out with a bang, so to speak.
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As a few wrote in … it is quite scary, the very thought of it.
Only if you allow fear in.
Can’t you stop it from happening? Surely your technology is way beyond theirs?
It is indeed.
Then couldn’t you stop their ships/vessels from making out they are attacking? Cant you dismantle
their engines or weaponry?
Yes we can.
Then what’s the problem?
There isn’t one!
Then would you stop it/intervene should it take place?
We would certainly become involved … from afar. For, under no circumstances will we ‘play’ in any
games involving weaponry or fear mongering … or indeed lies.
So saying ‘from afar’ what do you mean?
We have much Light technology. We have technology that you cannot understand at this time … that
would assist in bringing the Truth out.
I guess this kind of chat makes me feel a little uncomfortable …
Will you allow us to speak Dearest Blossom?
Of course! Let me get suited up!
Here is the link to the audio that then came through. http://youtu.be/SvL4fA4Lh_A
Transcription of the above audio.
The warmest of greetings to each and every one who listens to these words. We are aware from the
Energy that is given off from the lady Blossom this day, that she is indeed uncomfortable with this topic
… this subject matter. Therefore, we felt it best to come through in this way to confirm and reiterate
that which we are speaking of.
Firstly and foremost, we do not speak of this in order to instil fearful thoughts into your minds. Far from it.
We simply wish to advise you on possibilities/scenarios that may incur. So that you may be fully armed
… fully prepared for your Light to be in its fullest strength should/when/if such circumstances present
themselves.
Keep in mind also, that presentation of such scenarios shall most likely be very different from that
which your mind can conjure up.
Let us assure you … THE LIGHT HAS WON.
The Light ... Our Light … Your Light … is shining more brightly than ever before.
Do you think we would desert you at the 11th hour and leave you in a state/in a place of uncertainty?
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We have been travelling with you side by side all along this journey. We are One. Together as One we are
strength personified. Let go of all fear.
The lady is asking us why we even brought this scenario into play? And yet, we are reminding her simply
and with Love that it was she that asked us the question and we merely answered it.
So much change is to present itself in many, many forms. Yet, remember also, that so much change is to
take place with inside of you … to coincide with this change of many forms.
You shall feel so Light-hearted … So present … So in control … that you shall almost … if you choose …
look upon all these changes as fun. Imagine that? That is a different way of thinking from how you have
been, is it not?
One needs to change their thought pattern from these changes being of gloom and doom. The pot is
indeed stirring at a fast rate and yet, we say to you … this is a good thing … a Godly thing … for it
means that the transformation is under way. And this transformation brings you into a Brighter World …
a Lighter Planet … the place that you came to find and bring into play … for all.
Therefore, we ask you not to be of downheartedness. But to rise above all things that are presented to
bring you down.
Lift your spirits High. Lift your hearts High. Feel your Truth. Know your Truth.
There is absolutely nothing to be done … other than walk in your Light and your Love … and watch
clearly, how wonderful miracles transpire.
You shall know us. You shall encounter us. What joyous times are ahead! This we can assure you. Take a
breath … deeply into your heart … and resonate now … with our Vibration.
(Light Language was then spoken which cannot be transcribed.)
Be of cheer. Know yourselves as you Truly are … in order to allow yourselves to shine like the brightest
star. Many thanks.
Thank you for that. I am going to leave it there. And unless you feel otherwise, I would like to bring this
topic to a close. Anything you would like to add?
We are done for this day. Other than expressing our Love to you and to let Each One of you know that we
are with you.
When you read our messages, when you listen to our messages, allow your hearts, allow the core of your
Beings to KNOW that we are with you and you shall FEEL our deepest Love for you.
We thank you for taking charge of yourselves and we give honour to your courage and strength. Until
we connect again …
IN LOVE AND THANKS MY FRIENDS!
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The Federation of Light Channellings
No. 32

5 December 2016
Good morning. I’m handing this straight over to you today to see how YOU would like today’s
conversation to go.
We are in much Gratitude to Each One who participates and becomes involved in our conversations. It
fills our Beings with such Love to know we are being received and understood by so many.
Firstly, let us move forward by saying that we are very much in service to everyone who chooses to make
themselves available to listen to that which we have to say. We do not wish you to think that it is just
Blossom that we are speaking to/with … for we are aware of so many that speak with us telepathically
also. Some feel our response; others choose to discredit their capabilities. Either way … KNOW WE LOVE
YOU. For it is so.
So, what would you speak of?
We are concerned of your concern regarding KNOWING how to discover TRUTH from souls who make
themselves available to relate information on your internet.
I hadn’t really wanted to bring that up, because you have spoken of it before. Yet, in all honesty, I am
rather confused on this matter. Each one of us has our own radar as to what resonates as Truth,
not only with information given, yet also, by whom. Some really TRUST a certain person and their
knowledge and yet others could feel completely the opposite about the same person. Now, this
person is either speaking the Truth or not … so who is right and who is wrong? And, how do we tell
the difference. How do we know, for instance that I myself have not had my mind bent from those
who wish to do so? How do we know who has and who hasn’t? You say to be discerning … yet, quite
honestly … unless it’s up in my face … I simply … don’t know how to be. Who ARE we to TRUST?
Yourselves.
That’s just it. I am not so sure my discernment is on the mark. I can sometimes change my mind about
someone or something.
Fortunately and unfortunately, you have your technology called the internet. This has the ability to give
out Truth and non-Truth. This can be helpful, yet also, non-helpful. None the less … it is part of your world
and is able to connect you with many souls around your Globe.
Imagine for a minute, if you would … that this internet, these computers were not part of a service to
you. (As indeed there are many on your Planet who have not been ‘corrupted’ by such things … and we
say that with all respect.) Who would you be Trusting in this case? What thoughts that you had, would be
questioned? For they would not be influenced by another’s perspective on any particular matter.
You are so keen to KNOW what lies ahead. When is your salvation? Who will take residence in high
places? Will this happen? Will that? So many topics to bombard your senses. So many random defences
on any one given topic. So much corruption to absorb …
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Interesting that you are mentioning the downside of the internet …
We do so because many have become obsessed by such things. Indeed, there is information that
brings forth much Love and yet, in this day and age … how such things are overshadowed by fear.
If you did not have use of a computer … how unclogged would your mind be? How much more Pure of
Heart?
Yet, the fact is … it is present in your lives … present in your world … and has become a huge part of your
everyday participation … for most.
Without it, may we state … who would know of us in this way that we converse with you Blossom?
I know what you are saying. It certainly has pros and cons … as to the balance of such, I am unsure. So,
I feel you are asking us to TRUST our own instinct more. Yet, as I have said … I am not sure what to think
about many things. Some folk maybe devoting their lives to a mission about something that I FEEL just isn’t
a TRUTH and will never happen. Am I right? Are they? Do you see what I am saying?
We understand your predicament, yet, may we say … it doesn’t matter!
Oh Oh. Here we go! I get that in the big scheme of things and I mean the really big scheme of things …
that it doesn’t matter. Yet, down here on Earth trying to get all this right … it sort of does! Yet, as I write
that … perhaps it doesn’t!
It simply doesn’t, Blossom. What does it matter if you believe what one soul says and another feel
differently to you? The only thing that concerns you is … HOW ANYTHING MAKES ‘YOU’ FEEL.
All well and good. Yet, as discussed before … just because something makes me feel uncomfortable doesn’t
mean I don’t feel it to be a TRUTH necessarily.
Understood. Yet, should something resonate as a TRUTH and still make you FEEL uneasy … then let us ask
… what service is it being to you?
Awareness?
Awareness of a possibility! Everything is possible..
Ok. Let’s put it like this. You say there are Truths to come out that will shock and abhor. What service is
that to me?
TRUTH. We shall continue to answer for you … in that … even though some Truths will shock you and
upset the balance of self … it is of service in the sense of opening up the opportunity to become your
TRUE self. For when you find it … you will see how, whatever is presented … actually on a much Higher
level … will not matter … even though one could be blown away by such revealing’s.
All that is to come to you is to be of service. For, it is then that you shine as you are meant … as you are
‘designed’ to do!
You had an inkling not long ago of Being fully charged … where you felt nothing could deter you, no
matter what … from BEING in full strength of Light and service. Again we say … no matter what!
Yes. That is so.
So, we suggest … with all that is being presented … not just in the countries experiencing great upheaval
… yet, IN ALL situations and circumstances … we ask that you detach from it all. Detach from everything
you read or hear or see and live only within your Brightest Light.
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Hard for those in these countries to not be involved, when it concerns how their lives maybe affected.
Their lives will only be affected if they allow this to be so.
With all respect … tell that to a mother who has just watched her child die from lack of food or a wife
whose husband’s life has been taken with a bullett. How can they be detached? Do you see what I am
saying?
Of course. We are not heartless Dearest Blossom. We are merely trying to assist you in ‘getting through
these times’. And we KNOW that the way to do so, is to LIVE/BE IN YOUR LIGHT … NO MATTER WHAT!
We come from a Higher understanding. We acknowledge this and we accept that we therefore, view
circumstances coming from that Higher level. Yet, it is not impossible for you also, to come from that
place … should you allow that freedom of thought to enter in. Should you allow the KNOWINGNESS OF
LOVE LIGHT to fill your Being and run through your very veins.
NOTHING … IN ALL TRUTH … can stop you from being the Highest expression of yourself … except one
thing … YOU!
The structure of self that has been imposed upon one … has led one to believe that they are worthy of so
little. Yet the TRUE structure of Self has no bounds.
This is our mission … our purpose … to help you to FEEL this … to BECOME this. A soul with no limitations
… no boundaries of self … only Pure expression of self. For in Truth … when dismantling all the heavyduty paraphernalia, one can be made aware of all that has encumbered.
This is why we ask that you detach … that you let go of beliefs that do not serve. When you TRULY KNOW
YOUR TRUE KNOWING … YOU ARE YOU … THE REAL YOU. THE ALL POWERFUL YOU.
Look at those words.
THE ALL POWERFUL YOU.
Let that resonate with you … say to yourselves ‘I AM ALL POWERFUL’. Yet, do not just say it … do not just
try to believe it … FEEL IT … KNOW IT.
Imagine what can be accomplished by this KNOWING for THE HIGHEST GREATER GOOD. What wonders
would you be capable of?
There would be no fear … of anything.
No fear in your future … no fear in what others may offer … no fear of outcomes.
If you TRULY KNOW YOURSELVES TO BE ALL POWERFUL … WHICH WE TELL YOU … YOU ARE IN TRUTH … then
imagine Dearest One’s, what a difference this would make to everything.
As Each individual comes to remember/learn/know this for themselves … what changes would take
place for the Greater Good?
Knowing that one cannot be affected by anyone or anything other than their own individual thoughts
and feelings. One is in control of their thoughts and feelings …
Can I interrupt? Is that really TRUE? For what about mind control and indoctrination that is consciously
controlled by another and fed through to one’s subconscious? I have been told this is possible.
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Let us say one sentence … LOVE CONQUERS ALL.
Never forget that.
Whatever devises are in place to deceive and outwit … never forget that! LOVE CONQUERS ALL.
Always, always, always go back to that sentence. No matter what situation /scenario you are
encountering … out there … or personally …
LOVE IS THE ANSWER.
Yet, I have heard that mind control can be so accurate that it make you believe you had an experience
when you actually didn’t.
Return to LOVE!
IN ALL THINGS … REMEMBER YOU ARE LOVE. AT ALL TIMES … REMEMBER YOU ARE LOVE.
When you do this … when you envelope yourself in it and as it … NOTHING MATTERS … other than IT!
I get it … bits and pieces of it … It can all become very confusing.
Only if you allow it to become confusing. Instead … if you let all thoughts of confusion go and go outside
… and breathe in the scent of a flower … or listen to a birds song and allow your Being to resonate with
that … PURE LOVE … then confusion leaves … just for that time.
We suggest that you do your very best to indulge in all that is of Love. Allow yourselves to Laugh Allow
yourselves to hug one another … Play with a child … Walk in the ocean edges … Lift your hearts to
the night sky … Do all things that bring you Peace and help you to remember WHO YOU TRULY ARE.
Breathing in LOVE … always, always, always. These activities connect you with your TRUTH.
Dispel mind blowing confusions. They are there for that … to confuse and dim your Light.
Imagine now and then that the internet does not exist and return to nature and emerge yourself in the
HIGHEST LOVE that it offers. THIS IS OF SERVICE TO ALL.
We choose to leave it there this day. Not only do we ask you to consider our words … we ask you too, to
act upon them … and having done so … we TRUST you will KNOW that WE … FOR ONE … AS ONE … are of
TRUTH.
Bring on the good times. Many thanks my friends! In Love and Light .

Audio reading for this channelling by Blossom and Joe Pena.
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JqiM-81Tnwc
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The Federation of Light Channellings
No. 33

15 December 2016
Hello my friends. T’is Christmas time here on Planet Earth as you know, and I feel this might be our last
channelling of the year due to commitments and time allocation! So, may I take this opportunity
to
thank you for all you have brought through throughout this year and for assisting so many of us in raising
our Vibration.
Dear Souls who reside, as chosen, on Planet Earth at this invaluable season. It is of the greatest pleasure
to bring to you words … which then can be FELT IN FULLNESS BY SELF … that enhance and uplift.
The word ‘speculate’ keeps popping in my head. Yet, isn’t fitting in a sentence.
You are ahead of us, Blossom. We indeed are speculating the current situation upon your Planet and we
surmise that it is good. Although, to some they may feel it is not. We quite strongly offer you these words
… in which your soul can resonate with and understand.
Bring forth your greatest gifts. Let them shine from your being as a Beacon of Light upon stormy seas.
You have now so valiantly reached a pivotal landmark in your transformation and all who choose to do
so, shall move forward now in leaps and bounds.
The frequency that has been accomplished allows for such to take place … wherein … the wonders of
yourselves are more readily available.
Take heart in the KNOWING that the battle is done. THE LIGHT SHINES THROUGH NOW AS NEVER BEFORE.
You must KNOW this and allow it to absorb throughout your body. Empowering you and giving such
hope to your Planet and all mankind.
No longer shall you feel threatened … for in the LOVE that you know yourselves to be … there is no such
thing. Nothing and no can harm you … and never let yourselves believe otherwise.
YOU … DEAREST SOULS OF EARTH ... ARE MIGHTY BEINGS OF LOVE LIGHT.
YOU ARE HERE TO SHINE and your Vibration as it lifts into softer, gentler, more exotic understandings …
takes your sights to Higher possibilities that allow you to soar.
BE OF GREAT CHEER THIS TIME OF YEAR. As your calendar comes to an end of an Era/chapter once again …
indulge your thoughts in such Brightness of character.
Indeed another year has flown by for you. Yet, events throughout this year seem to have taken place
almost centuries ago. This is due to you living more and more in the NOW. The present time in each
and every day is connecting you with Higher Vibrational understandings and therefore, that which
was experienced even only a week ago, seems like a few years ... because each thought … each
breath is moving you forward … into a new time zone whereby only NOW is of importance and your
understanding is now understanding that a little more.
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Your future days that eventuate in this new Dawning, bring change on a scale that has not yet been
witnessed.
The domino effect of certain upheavals and Truths that come out into the open shall start the ball rolling
into your NEW WORLD.
There is to be a mixture of FEELINGS and emotions as Truths are revealed … and yet, remember … for
everything that transpires there is an opposite, so do not become downcast.
As Truths come out … you will find strength in that which you have come to know. You will have an
acceptance ... for, although we say much shall shock … it is already known to you on a collective level.
EVERYTHING HAS ALREADY HAPPENED … EVERYTHING. It is just a matter of tapping into that which is to follow
on from this moment in time.
All scenarios are at your feet … and yet, as a collective you KNOW NOW … it has been understood
and agreed that it is time to move on. Time to leave this old way of thinking behind you and to walk
into a new situation whereupon, one can grasp the realities that are presented and act upon them in
a way in which Divine Source is felt more and more by /through/as your own Divinity .
Breathe in deeply now … And release …
Take another breath and FEEL throughout your BEING that which you are .
In doing so, you are just one more breath away from connecting with US … from BEing present with us.
More and more of you … as the Vibrations rise, shall KNOW of our presence in a much more tangible
fashion. You shall find yourselves visiting our ‘craft’ and feeling most comfortable during that time.
You have reached a position when you shall recognise ‘downloads’ entering in and accept them ... even
though you do not know what they are at the time.
More and more shall each one feel Lightened by their own doing and be honoured to feel such. Again
we emphasize …
YOU ARE MIGHTY BEINGS OF LIGHT. NEVER DOUBT THIS.
GROW INTO THIS TRUTH.
Dearest souls, our deeply Loved friends … you have anchored so much Light Energy into your Planet …
Those from other worlds look upon all that is taking place and commend you for your LIGHT WORK.
You came to your Planet to make great changes upon it and it is obvious when looking upon it
Energetically … that through persistence … the task has been accomplished.
There is much ahead that are merely the final touches … KNOW THIS … when it appears otherwise!
Such exciting times are ahead of you and we therefore, become excited with you. For the outcome of
these changes is beyond belief … beyond imaginings. Yet, when you reside fully within these outcomes …
how you shall be at Peace … in the knowing that every step of the way … every knockback … every effort
when you felt all strength had left you … was worth it and you would do it over and over again if you had
to … in order to reach such standards of self.
Yet, rest assured … there shall be no going back.
You shall spread your wings and fly … and in a sense … we mean this literally.
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In a sense? Yet, literally?
We mean that All is possible when you KNOW it is. Therefore, WHEN you know you can fly (for do not
many of you do this in your supposed dream state?) then you shall. You do not need wings ... for your
soul is free to go wherever it cares to … and this can be done within your physical body also … as more
and more of self is again understood.
Take moments through this festive time to offer your LIGHT to ALL who feel their Light has dimmed to
such a degree that it has practically left them. Give Love to all those on your Planet who feel so very lost
and alone. Whose despairing thoughts take their hearts on a downward pathway. Take their hand … in
your mind and lead them into the Lighted avenues of Love. Give them great comfort … surround them …
embrace them in your knowledge of Light-Love and let it be absorbed into their Being … Allowing them
to FEEL It … to become it … and to never look back down the darkened paths again.
YOU ARE ONE ENERGY. YOU ARE ONE LOVE.
Therefore, you are us … we are you ... we are all each other … and to live in this knowing brings about
the
HIGHEST GOOD FOR ALL.
We shall resume our chats with you in the new year. Yet, we never leave you … any of you … for we are
ONE ENERGY.
BE OF JOY AND LAUGHTER … BE OF/IN/AS/ THOUGH LOVE.
Many thanks Dearest Blossom.
No, No! ... Thank YOU … In such Love for you … to you. And so it is.
And so it is.

Here is the audio for this channelling read by myself and Joe Pena
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tPFdZhzYJAI
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The Federation of Light Channellings
No. 34

19 December 2016
A Direct Voice Christmas Message from White Coud
https://youtu.be/IDDiUQkdj8Y

Transcription
A very warm welcome to each soul who chooses to listen to these words that I have to offer at this
time of celebratory extravagance. My friends, a long long time ago upon your Planet … … … Blossom
is struggling a little and I am asking her permission to let me speak, for she is concerned of that which
she knew in an instant of what I am to speak of, and it confused her a little. for I showed to her the
image that one knows of throughout your histories of the baby child in the manger, with the wise
men, the shepherds, the oxen … of the mother and father looking lovingly upon this child and of the
bright star in the sky.
Blossom is surprised, for I do not speak often regarding such matters. What if you know this to be a Truth
that took place … What do you consider that twinkling star in the sky, to be?
Think how your thoughts have moved on … and would you consider now of this twinkling star to be of
a Light vessel … that was looking down and making sure that this child was ‘delivered’ safely?
My friends, whatever your thoughts maybe upon this matter, I say to you this day …that there was the
Energy of a Lighted Soul that came to your Planet. I would say also, it was not around this Dec time,
but due to the fact that this has been a conscious joining of thoughts that it was so, then I feel it is
appropriate to be able to talk about it.
The Energy of this soul changed your world. The Highest level of Energy that can walk amongst you
came into this world to teach you about yourselves. To teach you about Love and there have been
many teachers that are of the same calibre of Energy that have chosen to also walk among you.
It is not an easy task to do so.
These souls of the Highest Lighted Energy, in one way or another … found themselves ridiculed, abused,
tortured, pained … and for all the Love they gave out ... very little came back in return. They walked
before you came this time … and they showed the way … as you do now.
All those who are listening to my words are Way - Showers of Light … of Love.
You are examples of how to walk forth shining your Light … judging not … KNOWING that this way of living
… this way of Being … is the TRUTH. The TRUTH that lies deep within you, my friends.
As you breathe now with me … you feel this Truth in your Being … that you are Beacons of Light here
upon your beautiful Planet. You are successful. Your Light beams out … and it reaches those who are
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in need. You do not need to know always where your Light goes … how far it goes and to whom or to
what. You just need the intention of giving out … sending out … your Love.
I say to you, my friends … it will find its way to all the nooks and crannies, all the little crevices that are
darkened and it shall Brighten them with warmth, and as it does so … all upon your Planet, all within your
planet, all around your Planet and Beyond … Benefit. Just by you … and the soul that you are … having the
intention to give out the Love that you are.
Many times I have expressed that if you could see your Lights from the position in which I reside you
would be beaming from within, when you recognise the Truth of yourself … and how you would laugh
about the moments, so many moments that you have considered yourself to be of a much lesser
Light than you actually are.
Tune in to who you actually are. Ask yourself … to show you …. Yourself …. In your finest array of
colours, my dearest friends. And as yourself presents yourself to you … maybe tears of joy will flow from
your eyes … As the Truth is shown ... As the Truth is known … And remain in that FEELING as you look upon
the Light that you are.
KNOW IT. FEEL IT. BE IT. OFFER IT. RECEIVE IT in every breath of Life upon this Planet, that you take.
You are so strong within your Beings. You contain such Power and the more you recognise yourselves … the
easier it becomes to use that POWER FOR THE HIGHEST GOOD … THE GREATEST GOOD OF ALL.
So I ask … in honesty and respect for yourselves … to allow yourself to give yourself, during this festive
seasonal occasion … offer yourself the time to connect consciously … so that you maybe more aware of
the Divine Source of which you are a part.
Give Gratitude to this Divine Source from the place in your heart that can FEEL it … and as you do so , as
you offer Gratitude … your Being Brightens even more.
KNOW that there are Angels, there are Guardians , there are Beings of Light … some that have resided
upon your Planet in times gone by and some that never have. Yet, each individual Being of Light
chooses to be around you and flood you and your Planet with the Highest Light that they exude on
your behalf.
I take this opportunity to tell each one that I LOVE YOU … I ALWAYS HAVE LOVED YOU AND I ALWAYS WILL LOVE
YOU.
For we are One Energy Source of Love. Feel my Love in your BEING, my dearest friends of Earth. I give
thanks for this opportunity to speak with you … And I desire that verbally, through voice … To give
Gratitude to my friend Blossom … for she has assisted me in getting that which I desire to share, out to so
many. I love you Blossom.
So my friends, ENJOY! Bring laughter to yourselves … to others and to your Planet. For as you well know,
this is the most pleasant and easiest way to raise the Vibration of All.
So now, with a jolly HO HO HO … I take my leave … In Love.
We give thanks to the Divine Oneness for allowing this opportunity to take place. We ask always that
we may remain humble in order to serve and to receive and that we may continue to walk boldly as
the Light and the Love. Adieu my friends … Adieu.
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INDEX
JANUARY
9th (p.2) Blossom suggests "a change of approach" / FOL - a new approach possible / FOL Accessing Higher
knowledge to bring through / Overseers above the Overseers of Overseers? / Where are you ( FOL )? / Are you (
FOL ) beings in form, or in/of Light? / Is it humanity's fault entirely it has been "blinded"? / Blossom - "I just can't
seem to breakthrough to who I truly am"? / How do we access ( become aware ) Higher part of the Light we are?
/ FOL knows they are Light - we need reminders constantly - "I AM LIGHT" / New contrary brainwashing, but with
FEELING / Where "within" really is - the mind, the soul? / Going to the space where there is nothing and everything
- Breathing and focusing instructions ( meditation )
16th (p.6) Speaking of something different - wormholes / Wouldn't "portal" or "vortex" be correct? / Is the
Bermuda Triangle a worm hole? / Both "natural" and man made wormholes / What is their purpose? / Programme
the wormhole's destination / The Universe is all one energy / Traveling to other planets, other time periods /
Everything is "your oyster" / Physically traveling versus the mind / Falling into a portal without warning? / Have
changed the course of history / Discovering a portal - just enter?...What does it take to go through? / There was a
time when it was easier / Energy is ever changing - anything is possible / Are wormholes A to B? / Getting lost in a
wormhole / Dematerializing and rematerializing is different / Lessons on manipulating energy to follow
24th (p.11) About energy manipulation / Portal perceived as a tunnel / Is the energy the portal or the soul? /
Analogy - Vacuum cleaner / How is destination programmed? / Human wormholes not accurate / Self created
vortexes / All Energy - Loved based / Thought creates one's reality / Trans-thought progresses to transporting / Is
it dangerous to make an attempt? / Earth's density makes it difficult / Human density - unlike any other - with a
Blossom * footnote / Best to focus now on mind travel / How do we know the energy of where we're going? / Good
intentions helpful for success / If one frees themselves from what they know/think they know ( releasing? humility?
) / Channeling today - Is FOL more human versus Blossom less human?
31st (p.15) Requests for more info on "mind travel" / Meditation - a platform for "lifting up/out of" / YouTube
Link Direct Voice Channeling + transcript > Extensive and detailed meditation procedure for leaving the body and
coming back / Blossom describes an attempt applying the instructions with music
FEBRUARY
7th (p.18) What often confuses the mind - protocol / An example - name something one thinks is impossible / At
one's best is below par versus what is possible/capabilities / Analogy - breaking down a wall / How was "dimming
the senses" done by the "elite"? / Could that be for a good purpose? / Relates to our purpose for incarnating rediscovering a whole New World / Downfall of man - by OUR design / Why create The Game? Why experience
a such a mess? / Never a "time" when Love is done, finished experimenting / Earth is just another "creative
experience" for Love to discover itself / " Are there more Earth's hanging about"? / Surmising - this experiment has
to have a purpose? / The Game has reached it's peak - how would one expect to end it?
27th (p.22) Blossom returns from Hawaii swimming with dolphins / Can we speak about "many Earths"
mentioned last time? / How about discussing innumerous parallel lives? / Whatever you are thinking...so you are
/ What would you call "your reality" Blossom? / Many aspects of ourselves having varied experiences / That which
IS...very complicated to explain / Many other aspects of individuality - sharing experiences / Possible to experience
the Energy of ( name an animal, insect, or dinosaur ) / How can something not exist if EVERYTING is happening in the
NOW? / Analogy - ball of Playdough holding potential for many forms / Playdough made into a house sometime
after it was a ball, how is it all things in the NOW? / Drop of water in the ocean - continues as a drop / Horizontal
perspective is linear TIME - versus vertical and all happening at once / Analogy - multi story building
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MARCH
5th (p.26) What is so special about planet Earth? / Focus upon Earth - interest how The Game is being played
/ Reason for attention is Ascension / Analogy - making a movie i.e. Ben Hur / Hierarchy needed to step in - "Fall
of man" / There is a FINALE - no tampering / Potential for different endings, then the FINALE / All participants
agreed upon the FINALE / "Happily ever after" - For it is done / Waiting for many to "get with the programme"
("awakening") / Could DIVINITY itself overlook something? / Why are we on Earth to change it - but forgot why we
came? / Light beings here via different avenues / Backbone of The Plan - recognition of the "key" / When did The
Plan get devised?
17th (p.30) Stars in alignment to assist an increase / Planet negativity takes a turn off course / Boosting one's
Knowingness - Giant leap / What shall be presented to "blow us away"? / Not The Event yet - "warming up the
band" /
What kind of "spectacles" to "stupefy"? / Blossom's concern - nothing happens / Need for understanding the
BIG picture / Have we heard/seen the "warm up band" before? / Will it be a Feeling inside...uplift senses...shift in
Vibration? / Analogy - presenting 4 aces / Blossom, don't you believe us? / FOL - why do you doubt, Knowing the
Truth? / What does the Big Picture - "jigsaw puzzle" look like/Feels like? / We do not Know that which is Truth of
Love
APRIL
20th (p.34) Magnificent occurrences rests upon souls longing for home / No denying "Presence of Self, even on
a bad day / Time is NOW to recognise our magnificence / Can you Feel your magnificence? - let's do so now / Open
your minds to your hearts reality - the Truth / Create Peace and Joy - nothing else exists / Be mindful of your mind
/ March onwards in Light - it is not in vain / Raise your vibration, with every breath you take
26th (p.37) FOL offering a challenge - a time frame for Ascension be provoked = stimulated / Blossom -" you
don't like to work with "our time"" / Analogy - "stepping up to the plate" ( baseball ) / What are you getting at...
be specific / "How will the "ringing true" within ourselves present itself"? / An infectious outbreak of HAPPINESS /
Comparing a sneeze to a smile, both contagious / Happiness Bug is being broadcast on all media - there is no cure
/ Do you mean there is actually a "time frame"? / Much within us awaiting activation - everything changes / Infect
everyone with the HAPPY BUG
MAY
5th (p.40) Spreading the Happy Bug - Blossom's Happy Human Day / A thought of good intention without action
uplifts / You are in charge of your vibration at all times / Try to change negative situations to Higher Frequency /
Consciously, see all things with a "White/Golden Glow" / Perseverance required - train your thoughts ( your mind ) /
Power to a level within not thought possible / See through the "heavy" world - Lighten up! / At a place now to break
through to new identity / Lighten up the planet with SMILES / World domination and killing changed the world darker place / Feel the words and go deeper - remembering Truth / Awareness is one thing versus "Doing of this"
is another / Analogy - Are you a Happy Little Bunny"? - own little world / New High Energies cannot blend with low
Energies / "Planetary system electric romance" / Ponder this - Love, the "perfect solution" / Smile whenever you
hear anything negative
15th (p.44) YouTube Link Direct Voice Channeling + transcript > Safe place to escape, going within / Knowing
you have arrived at YOU - does this make you smile? / What is it that you came here to do?...Why did you choose
to come? / Cloud lifting from your being - let your Light shine / A SMILE - the greatest symbol of Love / If you make
the choice, anything can be accomplished / Projecting Love, presenting the greatest Love for yourself / Purest
connection to Source / Everything you touch, feel, see, hear to be of a Higher Vibration / Do you feel powerless
and helpless - you are misled / To be, or not to be? - that is the question
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24th (p.47) Earth taking an upward turn, changing course / Time to take hold of your Truth of Self / Reminder
- serving ( loving ) self serves all / Blossom, do you feel the Higher Level? / Metaphorically - Earth at warp speed /
Bright news, in spite of the prevalence of hopelessness / Love is working/weaving magic Light upon Everything /
Thoughts of Love transcending negativity into Light / Know who you are - Magnificent power / "Holding hands"
with the Divinity within / You're NOT a human being, but in costume to perform miracles / FOL review the point/
purpose of the book - The Bridge / "Crossing over" does not mean in death / Analogy - Caterpillar into butterfly /
Blossom blog posting
JUNE
1st (p.51) Questions from readers: "Is the Earth flat"?..."Is the sun cold"? / FOL chooses not to answer - only
Vibration of Love ( see * below ) / "Dearest Blossom, what is TRUTH"? / Why would a soul stray from the Truth/
Love? / Is there an ultimate Truth? / What about all the other "truths" that are not really Truths? / * Earth or Sun
can be anything one wants it to be / How can all these possibilities be going on at the same time? / How one
chooses to perceive everything / How many Earths need to have their vibration raised? / A scenario presented:
a group of Blossom's friends having coffee, and a UFO is spotted / How come people who don't believe in UFO's
actually see them? / "All of Everything is understood by all" / Blossom - "And I have no idea how to "skip" into
the dimension that "is" ALL KNOWING" - FOL - Because you believe you don't / "So, why can't I jump into that
ALL UNDERSTANDING ( same as FOL )?" / Blossom - "Where is the ME that understands ALL and Everything"? /
Illustration - a ball of string being unwound
9th (p.55) "God" is a word, words have coding and Vibration / FOL prefer Yahweh for God, and why / Blossom
waiting for that "Light show" within...experience of the Truth / "What kind of "Light show"? / Which Truth? / FOLWhat makes you feel you don't know it ( Truth )? / What do you think that ( profound God experience ) is? / Blossom
- "Why am I not ready"? ( for the God experience ) / FOL - Tell us what difference it would make to you? / Don't those
who had a "God experience" wish they had it again? ( frustration ) / Who is ready for the God experience?... and
why / Why do we struggle with "Knowing" in its entirety? / Blossom explains "the point of not remembering in this
physicality / FOL illustrate our understanding being understood - the ball of string
18th (p.59) Readers have issues with previous "Yahweh" discussion / Higher Vibration pronunciation / If you're
Feeling Yahweh is darkness, FOL messages are not for you / Number of Blossom readers not important / "Warped
upbringing" contrary to Oneness / One's Truth - what resonates with them / Internet - source for incredulous
information / Is it the Truth of the Internet writer, a distortion? / Writers/producers of distortion - on and off planet
/ Is it wrong to distort the Truth? / Those who judge another's actions/choices / Feelings about those who choose
to stay "asleep"? / Why there is no right or wrong? / Horrors of the illusion "designed" to stir the "sleeping"
24th (p.62) Discernment when displaying Joy / Not Feeling Joyful versus what remains inside/Knowing / Love
= Joy / How do you know, you do not feel Joy in its fullness? i.e. "waking up" / Exhausted from "working" during
sleep / Why can't we recollect ( remember ) what is done during sleep? / Replenishing a weary soul during sleep /
When you Know Joy, not just believe it / Those living enchanted lives, assist all those disenchanted / The "key" to
keeping the "door" of Joy open / Joy = "key" opening the door = heart area = Light from within set free / Everyone
is a being of Light / Why don't I FEEL like I'm a free soul of Light? / How difficult is it to tap into the subconscious?
/ One must FEEL in Truth that this is so / Recognising our power, everything changes / Soul's journey ( human )
experience returning to itself
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JULY
3rd (p.66) Explaining the FOL's friendship and connection to White Cloud / FOL's High Consciousness and that
of White Cloud - does it make a difference? / What happens when White Cloud visits the FOL? / How can humans
do the same, to "blend and be with each other ( oneness ) / Since FOL doesn't breathe, how do they connect? /
What takes place with White Cloud with the FOL? / Feeling of just BEING is beyond words / How can humans FEEL
it placed in this density? / After death, a return to fullness of Light - are they still evolving? ( soul growth ) / So, we
don't go into this "All Knowing of Everything"? ( after death ) / All Knowing within that sphere of possibilities / All
is Known and understood "within that sphere" / What is beyond that sphere - another sphere, then another, etc.
/ Re: hierarchy and White Cloud - many Spheres / How many levels are there? - Infinite / Higher levels Spheres
merge / White Cloud's Sphere with FOL?
30th (p.70) Disguised energy deterrence quickly detected by Blossom / "So what exactly is going on?...What
is all of this about"? / Gateway of Higher energies - due to Human Light / After grounding Energies - Fireworks
display = time for frivolity ( Joy ) / Earth Vibration Higher since 12-21-12 / "Future undertakings" - Leading to what
exactly? / New energies - Feel the power within you / Stronger our recognition ( Knowing ) = "Happenings" happen
sooner / Blossom - "Will it be in my lifetime"? / "Events" that must occur - What sort of events? / Events will change
everything / Humans to find their "Truth Groups" / How is it, we have freedom of choice - "Future days already
decided"? ( Divine Plan victory ) / When changes happen - don't go into fear mode / "Envelope" inside our minds our instructions / "The Quickening" - why so slowly? / Humans measure things by "time" - we measure things by
"Energy Power"
AUGUST
6th (p.74) Re: Large Mothership seen in Columbia - YouTube Link provided / Blossom - "How come my heart
does not let me know the Truth?...How can I figure this all out?...What are your views on false flags"? / FOL not beneficial to discuss this for your ( Blossom's ) safety / Was it "real" or a hologram? / Though large - not a
Mothership / Happened a month ago - why so late coming out? / FOL smiling/amused - still doubting, yet the show
is moving along / "Much of the Truth is not yet ready to be revealed" / Recognising your Truth is like déjà vu / Will
we be able to discern the source of a "Grand Show in the sky"? / Analogy - frightened child / No doubts - you will
Feel it / Blossom - "How come I didn't Feel it watching the video"? / Impossible to have doubts - The BIG Show /
Great change coming - "Pride comes before the fall" ( Proverbs 16:18 ) / Warriors Of Light take a stand / Blossom
talking to ET's in jimjams
8th (p.78) Blossom speaks at meeting after large ship seen in Columbia - YouTube Link provided / Reader email
creates - tuning into FOL - Direct Voice Channeling Link + transcript > Is the Light Ship technological trickery? /
Why only a few videos?...Why so little fuss/mayhem about it?...Why no filming of its departure?...Why no military
response? / Confirming it was not trickery / There was activity after it departed / Why didn't people in the video
show interest? / No answers for Blossom...Blossom will continue communications / Feeling doubts, always
question for the Truth
12th (p.80) What is so different about the current "buzz"? / FOL comfortable ( adoration ) saying "lady Blossom"
/ "Exciting times ALMOST upon you" / Circumstances occurring to confuse and bemuse / "Stretching of the Truth"
the wrong way - What does this mean? / Time for Truth to come out - "Star Family" detained / Denying what is,
making out their ( Lower Light ) own "truth" of what isn't - Explained / "You mean that "disclosure" is to come out"?
/ Blossom chatting with audience about a being - YouTube Link provided / FOL truth, accepted or not/will not
change / FOL to be of service - Not to make one question the realities of their existence / Holding back - FOL being
patient, feeling our anguish/despair / We will know the FOL upon arrival in our Heart - Energetically / Blossom, why
do you have these conversations with us?
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26th (p.84) Speaking of spreading the news / Messages on Earth - the beginnings of the Great Change / No
"space" for bloodshed - Vibration of Mother Earth / Festering Energy of departed souls in the ground / A cleansing
in what way? / What is the FOL's part in the "cleansing"? / Earth will bloom with fresh New Energies / Wars will
continue in a different dimension / Is there really a ceasefire to celebrate? / Everyone will choose - desires of the
Heart / Isn't it only an elite few that want war? / Ceasefire includes individual wars / The Consciousness decision
for The Great Change, allows warfare to continue elsewhere / Saying, "it's on its way" mean the year 2090? /
"Walking in The Light and The Love" - Chapter 17 excerpt - White Cloud > So much to celebrate - a birthday party
analogy / Transformation process - dizzy sinking then rising like the phoenix / Illustration - Jug of water with sand
on the bottom / "The beauty lies in the sparkle of your eyes"...not any fine outer garments
SEPTEMBER
2nd (p.90) Re: previous Channeling - Ceasefire of 52 year-old war / Light Worker ranks - excitement, some
losing patience / Many shifts - disturbances disturb / How a child suffering in war torn areas can shine / Why a
soul chooses to incarnate into challenging situations / Everything is presented for our Highest Good / Walking the
"Peace Path" easier than the stress path / Blossom's mum realization about worrying / Allow you inner Truth to
"show you the way" / Breathe as long as needed, saying "PEACE" / Many humans in a "rat race" to survive / FOL
needs our help? / Visualise the world you want - hastens Change / Longing for a physical meeting with FOL / Many
feeling "unrest" - neither her nor there
8th (p.94) Reading through extensive amount of FOL channelings / A coding embedded in FOL messages ' to
"hit home" / Everything upon Earth has coding - run by codes / What do these codes do?...What is their purpose? /
Codes - a sequence of numbers / Blossom sees image - The Matrix movie / Who runs the computer?...Who invented
it?...How does it work? / Runs by itself to continue "life" energetically / Coding changes to what's happening and
vice versa / Analogy - a human being walking / Are codes working when we meditate? / Do codes change more
rapidly depending upon activity? / Does LOVE have a code? / LOVE ( Source ) in it's Highest Purest original form is
NOT coded / All of us reading this, designed this coding? / You are a Godly state of being / Does this coding ever
stay still? / Energetic Encoding working rapidly for comprehension of the system
17th (p.98) Continue "Coding" conversation / Where is everywhere that's coded - other dimensions/realms? /
Are there no end to parallel lives? / Is every parallel life in a different Universe? / Elemental realm - in our world but
different vibration / Jumping to a parallel life, is the coding the same? / Analogy - One movie made up of different
scenes / Fundamental Truth from Highest Intelligence ( Source ) unfathomable in our timeline / Are portals/vortexes
used to jump to a parallel existence? / Subject of Coding - WORDS do not suffice for clear understanding / Our
imagined world does not exist - one big video game ( illusion ) / You live your lives through choice - change codes
as you go / These codes don't actually exist?...The Game doesn't exist? / The programme has our mind believing
we're in a physical reality / How far does The Game go?...Does it stop when we die?...When does it stop? / Coding
subject - matters not / Getting the hang of The Game - spend every moment in Love
27th (p.102) Blossom - "Feeling a little lost in my soul of late" / Transference of Blossom's energy into a Higher
place / FOL has satisfaction - human's search for it ( happiness ) / All taking place - ever changing into a finer
improvement of itself / Life = every thought moving through/improving on itself / Are we failing/not doing enough
if not "tickety boo"? / Seek and thou shall find - What is one seeking, and where? / Happiness on Earth is a real
challenge as described / FOL - This need not be so / A thought in the right direction cancels any chemical / Effects
of a virus strain from a mosquito - pain/illness does not subside / You are far greater than any toothpaste - by a
thought / You can magically overcome anything / What good is Knowing all this and not able to bring it forth? /
Choosing to acknowledge this Knowing from an ALL Knowing part of your Being / The difficulty is part of the Plan
/ Blossom reflecting upon the many challenges, with questions about life on Earth
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OCTOBER
20th (p.107) FOL come through in another language / What's the point if one has no idea what was said? /
Do I send it out or not? / FOL - We wonder, what makes you question? / Blossom questioning her abilities / On a
Vibratory level Blossom had not encountered / Blossom asks, "Why can't you say what was said in plain English"? /
Penetrates deep within, in ways of acknowledgement of understanding, and assurance / When will the Higher self
tell it to this aspect here on the Planet? / No need for a translator / Vibrational forms of sound that connect with
the soul / Vibrational tones is of importance to the coming days / These Energy Codes = the messages inside your
"envelopes" / What can we expect from now on? / Blossom reflects upon the this new aspect of her channeling
experience, in connection with all experiences with the FOL / YouTube Link to audio + transcript ( except Light
Language ) > Our world almost turning upside down - let go of confusion and doubt / Higher energies on their way
/ Arise, do not be downhearted - walk confidently in your Truth / Assist those afraid, who do not understand
NOVEMBER
5th (p.112) Wow! Response to coded Light Language / Do not be concerned if no activation was felt / Coming
days you will Feel/discover more of self / Exposure ( revelations ) of a hostile world brings confusion/unease /
"Belligerent activations" = untruths "flying around" / Topsy turvy world is NOT a polar switch / Other developments
will be encouraging to all / Blossom - "getting it"..."Knowing the Knowing" / FOL plans for action were aborted /
Lower Light - no more "cards to play" - The Game is over / When is the next message from our "envelopes"?
18th (p.115) Can we talk about the recent U.S. elections? / Changes coming - valid part of election / Thoughts
of impending doom - "a place of Armageddon" / United States not united - feel betrayed, fearful / Even those well
informed will be shocked by revelations / Be at your Highest Good/Power - trickery with untruths / Possible "false
flag" alien invasion by elite / Nothing to fear - recognising the Truth / FOL Knowing - the Light has won / Offering
forgiveness for all atrocities - part of The Divine Plan / Love is the answer - there is nothing else / FOL known/
recognised by their Energy / Deeper connection to Higher self - no fear / A revaluation is to take place - on many
levels / "Money" becomes a friendly WORD - will enhance lives / Link - Dr. Steven Greer's message / Blossom's
thoughts about ET disclosure becoming a "reality"
22nd (p.120) Many questions from readers - If no more cards to play, how about the false flag invasion?...Is the
fake invasion definite?...Doubtful that the last channeling was not the FOL...Is the currency revaluation a Truth?
/ Being prepared for all possible scenarios - Feel/Know your Truth / Nothing to fear...This is a Game...The Light
has won / FOL "deck of cards" stacked Highly / Can the FOL stop the fake invasion? / Direct Voice Channeling +
transcript ( except Light language )> FOL preparing us, not intended to instill fear / Many changes within and around
- consider it fun ( happiness )?
DECEMBER
5th (p.123) FOL in service to all readers - not just speaking to Blossom / FOL concerned about our discernment of
Truth via the Internet / Blossom confused on this matter...each person's "radar" can be opposites...Who are we to
trust? / Internet - source of Truth and non-Truth / What if the Internet didn't exist?...Who would you be trusting?...
How to unclog one's mind, and be Pure of Heart...How many would know of the FOL? / Internet obsession - source
of Love and fear / What another person believes DOESN'T MATTER / What of a Truth that makes us feel uneasy?
/ What service will the shocking news revelations provide? / Detach from everything - live within your Brightest
Light / Who can stop you being the Highest expression of yourself? / Let go of beliefs that do not serve / Saying
to self - "I am all powerful" - Feeling/Knowing / Is it true - we are in control of thoughts/feelings?...versus mind
control and indoctrination?..."Love conquers all" / Love MATTERS / FOL suggest some Loving activities to connect
with your Truth
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15th (p.127) Blossom thanks FOL for the past year's channeling / Earth's current situation is good versus some
say not so good / Lightworkers have reached a pivotal transformational landmark - can progress faster / Recent
past feels distant - by being more in the NOW / The domino effect of Truths revealed - the "ball rolling" / Truths
revealed empower you through knowing / Connect with FOL through breathing / Divine Source felt more, by/
through/as your own Divinity / As Vibrations rise - a tangible Knowing of FOL's presence / Other worlds commend
Light Workers / All the challenges faced ( perseverance ) deemed worthwhile - Peace is on it's way / "You shall
spread your wings and fly...we mean this literally"
19th (p.130) Direct Voice Message from White Cloud + transcript / Showing Blossom - image of the baby child in a
manger / What if you know this event to be a Truth that took place?...What do you consider that Christmas story's
twinkling star in the sky, to be? / It didn't happen in December, but still appropriate to talk about / High Energy of
this soul and others on Earth - Why? / Readers are also Way-Showers of Light and Love / The intention of giving/
sending Love / Seeing your bright Lights from where White Cloud resides / Tune in to who you are/your Truth finest array of colors/Light / Variety of individual beings of Light around us / Joy and Laughter - a most pleasant
and easy way to raise the Vibration of all / Gratitude for Divine Source and Blossom / We are One Energy Source
of Love / White Cloud to all - "I Love you....I always have and always will Love you
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